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Chapter 1 - IntroduCtIon
welCome, hero!

Welcome to Masks, a table-top role-playing game of 
super powered costumed heroes! Superheroes have 
been part of popular culture for long enough that 
they need no introduction here, but role-playing 
games might if you’ve not played one before.

what Is a role-playInG Game?
Role-playing games have been around since the 
mid 1970s. When they first started out, they had 
their roots in war-gaming (moving model armies 
around in a simulation of historical battles) and 
descriptions of role-playing games would have used 
those war games, along with other childhood games 
as “Cops and Robbers” and “Cowboys and Indians” 
as reference points. However, now that we’re in 
the second decade of the 21st century times and 
cultural reference points have changed.

For most people today, the term “role playing game” 
is usually found abbreviated to “RPG” and is usually 
preceded by the letters “C” (becoming “CRPG” or 
“Computer Role Playing Game”) or “MMO” (becoming 
“MMORPG” or “Massively Multi-player Online Role 
Playing Game”). In this common genre of computer 
games, the player will take on the role of a char-
acter in an ongoing story-line – usually that of the 
main protagonist of the story. The game consists 
of trying to get the story to progress towards its 
climax, often involving combat and problem solving.

Table-top role-playing games such as Masks have 
a similar basis, except that here the game is con-
trolled by a human GM (“Game Master”) rather than 
by a computer, and rather than the action taking 
place on a computer screen the action takes place 
in the imaginations of the players. While this may 
sound like a bit of a step backwards at first glance, 
it is much more flexible and adaptable. In a CRPG, 
you are limited to telling the single story that the 
game designers wrote. You can’t go “off the map”. 
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In a table-top role-playing game, however, you are 
not limited to fixed stories. The GM and the play-
ers can between them create an infinite number of 
stories, limited only by their imaginations.

The GM can create whatever scenarios and situ-
ations they want to, and the players are not con-
strained to only doing what has been anticipated. 
If they want their PCs (“Player Characters”) to 
do something, they don’t have to simply hope that 
some designer wrote it into the game. They simply 
tell the GM what their character is trying to do 
and the GM can improvise on the fly in a way that a 
computer never could (although the rules and guide-
lines in this book cover most common situations so 
that they can be handled in a consistent manner).

The other main difference between a table-top 
role-playing game and a CRPG is the social aspect. 
Although many CRPGs allow the player to control 
a whole party of characters rather than just a 
single one, they are still largely solitary affairs. 
Table-top role-playing games, on the other hand, are 
generally designed for groups of players to play 
together sitting around a table and sharing snacks 
and drinks and Masks is no exception. Although it 
can be played with only a single player and a GM, the 
game plays best with 2-5 players playing together, 
each controlling a single character.

Interaction between the characters controlled 
by the different players, as well as non-scripted 
interaction between the characters controlled by 
players and characters controlled by the GM, is one 
of the chief elements of a table-top role-playing 
game.

how do you play?
Before starting, one person will decide to be the 
GM. That person is responsible for establishing a 
setting for the game (either creating their own or 
using a published one). The other players create 
characters that live in that setting.

The characters have a set of abilities which rep-
resent their capabilities; for example how strong 
they are or what sort of super powers they have. 
Then, normal play consists of the GM describing the 
situation that the players’ characters find them-
selves in, and the players responding by telling 
the GM what their characters are doing. In many 
situations, this is all that is required, but to provide 
structure and consistency to the game, this book 
provides rules covering what characters can do in 
various situations.

Additionally, many situations involve random fac-
tors, where a character has a chance of success-
fully doing something (which may vary depending 
on their abilities) rather than being automatically 

successful or relying on the GM’s whim; for example, 
when fighting. In these situations, the rules tell you 
when to roll dice and how to interpret the results.

the dICe

Masks uses two different types of dice, and you will 
need dice of each of these types to play the game.

Most of the time, the dice that you will need to use 
will be four Fudge Dice. Fudge dice are six sided 
dice (i.e. normal cubic ones) with two faces marked 
with _, two blank faces ()), and two faces marked 
with +, and they can be bought from most places 
that sell role-playing games.

Occasionally (and this occurs primarily during char-
acter generation rather than during play) you will 
also need to roll one or more normal dice (i.e. stand-
ard cubic dice with the numbers one to six on them).

To distinguish between the two types of dice rolling 
that are used, when you need to roll a number of 
Fudge dice, this will be noted in the text as need-
ing to roll “XdF”, where ‘X’ is the number of Fudge 
dice to roll. In most cases, you will be rolling four 
Fudge dice, so the text will be asking you to roll 4dF.

When you need to roll normal dice, this will usually 
be noted in the text as needing to roll “Xd6”, where 
‘X’ is the number of normal dice to roll. For exam-
ple if you need to roll two normal dice and add the 
results together the text will ask you to roll 2d6.

Whenever you are asked to roll multiple dice to-
gether (whether these are normal dice or Fudge 
dice), you should always add the results of those 
dice together to generate a total unless the text 
specifically tells you that you should do otherwise.

One place in which you are told to do something 
other than simply adding the die results together is 
when rolling to determine exactly which super pow-
ers your character has. When rolling for powers, 
you roll a single normal die three times, and read 
the three results as if they are a single three digit 
number. For example if you roll a 4, then a 2, then a 
6, you have rolled 426; and if you roll a 6, then a 3, 
then another 3, you have rolled 633. These three 
digit results are treated just as if they were any 
other three digit number, so 166 is greater than 
165 and less than 211.

Don’t worry; you won’t need to do any 
advanced mathematics or calcula-
tions on these three digit numbers. 
They are only going to be used to 
look results up on a series of tables, 
not for any other sort of calculations.
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help, I don’t have FudGe dICe!
Fudge dice should be available from your local 
games store or online. You will need four of these 
dice in order to play Masks, although it’s more 
convenient if each player has their own set of four. 
However, if you can’t find Fudge dice anywhere, or 
you don’t wish to buy them, there are alternatives:

1) usInG normal dICe as FudGe dICe
Instead of using Fudge dice, you can get the same 
result by rolling normal dice and interpreting the 
results of each one as shown in the following table:

Using Normal Dice As Fudge Dice
Die Roll Fudge Equivalent

1-2 _

3-4 )

5-6 +

2) makInG your own FudGe dICe
You can easily make your own Fudge dice out of 
ordinary spotted six-sided dice using either a 
permanent marker pen or acrylic paint. Firstly 
connect the two rows of three dots on the “six” 
face with two straight lines to form an equals 
sign, and do the same with the two rows of two 
dots on the “four” face. These two faces will be 
your ) faces. Secondly connect the five dots on 
the “five” face with two straight lines to form a 
cross, and draw a similar cross centred on the 
single dot on the “one” face. These two faces 
will be your + faces. Finally connect the three 
dots on the “three” face with a single straight 
line and connect the two dots on the “two” face 
with a single straight line. These two faces will 
be your _ faces.

3) usInG two normal dICe
If you don’t have four normal dice and don’t want 
to re-roll in order to get four results when pre-
tending they are Fudge dice (as in option 2), you 
can approximate the results of rolling four Fudge 
dice by rolling two normal dice of different col-
ours. One of them shows the number of negative 
results to apply and the other shows the number 
of positive results to apply. Obviously, you need to 
designate which die is which before rolling.

While this method may seem easier since you don’t 
have to modify or re-interpret your dice, it does 
not exactly reproduce the results of four Fudge 
dice. You are less likely to get average rolls (+2 
to –2) and up to twice as likely to get extreme 
rolls (+4 and higher or –4 and lower). Because of 
this difference in spread, if you decide to use 
this option you may wish to change the standard 
thresholds of success for contests to the fol-
lowing set:

◊ Active < Passive = Failure (whatever the char-
acter with the active ability was trying to do 
has failed).

◊ Active >= Passive = Moderate Success (what-
ever the character with the active ability was 
trying to do has succeeded, but only just).

◊ Active >= Passive + 3 RS = Major Success 
(whatever the character with the active ability 
was trying to do has succeeded easily).

◊ Active >= Passive +5 RS = Massive Success 
(whatever the character with the active ability 
was trying to do has succeed easily and with 
possibly additional side effects).

See the Basic System chapter for further details 
about how rank shifts and contests work.
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Chapter 2 - the BasIC system

CharaCters

Usually, each player will control a single charac-
ter, telling the GM how that character is acting 
and what that character is intending to do (the 
player says what their character is intending to 
do rather than narrating what they have actually 
done since the character’s action might not work 
out as intended). These characters are the main 
protagonists of the story that is being created, 
and are called Player Characters, or PCs for short.

The GM controls the other characters that the 
PCs interact with; ranging from minor bit-parts 
that the PCs meet once to recurring villains, allies 
and contacts. These characters are collectively 
referred to as Non-Player Characters, or NPCs 
for short.

Generally both PCs and NPCs, even NPCs who are 
animals, robots, or some other strange type of be-
ing, work using the same rules and game mechanics, 
with the notable exception of Determination. See 
the Determination chapter for details of this.

Rank Values
Rank Value

Zero (Ze) 0
Terrible (Te) 2

Bad (Bd) 4
Average (Av) 6
Decent (Dc) 10
Great (Gt) 20

World Class (Wc) 30
Fantastic (Fa) 40

Astounding (As) 50
Wondrous (Wo) 75
Phenomenal (Ph) 100
Single-Shift (Ss) 150
Double-Shift (Ds) 200
Triple-Shift (Ts) 500
Planetary (Pl) 1000
Stellar (St) 3000
Cosmic (Co) 5000
Infinite (In) ∞

ranks and values

Everything in Masks is measured using a scale of 
named ranks with roughly geometrically increasing 
values. These ranks and their values are shown in 
the table on this page, and are also printed in a 
handy table on the back cover of this book.

When one of these ranks is used, it is normally re-
ferred to by its full name, but occasionally it may be 
abbreviated and followed by its value in brackets; 
for example something with a rank of World Class 
may sometimes be referred to as “Wc[30]”.

Although the rank system gives an absolute num-
ber for each rank, real life is not that ordered. 
In reality, things don’t always fit into neat slots 
of identical value. Therefore when the rank sys-
tem is used to measure speeds, weights, material 
strengths, and so forth it does so in a relatively 
abstract way; with a couple of exam-
ples being given for each rank rather 
than the values for each of those 
ranks being converted directly into 
exact speeds, weights, etc. These 
example speeds, weights, and so on 
can be found on the back cover.
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The scale of ranks is split into four sections. Firstly 
there are the basic ranks (Terrible to World Class). 
These ranks are generally on a human scale. Most 
normal people will have abilities that are Average, 
and only the occasional Olympic athlete or genius 
would have an ability as high as World Class.

After these are a set of ranks that are distinctly 
beyond normal human capabilities. These are the 
superhuman ranks (Fantastic to Phenomenal). Most 
super heroes operate within this set of ranks when 
performing the activities they are best at, although 
they may well have normal human ranks in areas 
outside their specialities.

Beyond the superhuman ranks are a set of shift 
ranks (Single Shift to Triple Shift). It is rare for 
something to be directly measured at one of these 
ranks, although it is not uncommon for superhu-

man ranks to be shifted (see below) into 
this range.

At the top end of the scale, there 
are also three cosmic ranks (Plan-
etary, Stellar and Cosmic). These 

cosmic ranks are there for things 
that have truly stupendous amounts 

of power, and are usually well outside the range of 
even the strongest of superheroes. However, they 
may sometimes be used to represent an “invulner-
able” material or for comparing the relative ability 
of gods or other cosmic entities.

Finally, at the two extremes of the scale are Zero 
representing a total absence of an ability and In-
finite representing an ability of unlimited power.

rank shIFts
Often, a rank will be modified by something. This 
may be the action of a super power, or it may be 
something more mundane.

When a rank is modified, this is known as a Rank 
Shift. Rank shifts can be positive (which increase 
the rank) or negative (which decrease the rank), 
and it is possible for more than one shift to be 
applied to a rank at once.

Rank shifts are usually denoted in this book by their 
direction and number, for example “+1 RS” means 
an increase of one rank, whereas “-2 RS” means a 
decrease of two ranks.

Rank shifts are usually cumulative, and all rank 
shifts that apply in a particular situation should 
be added together and combined into a single to-
tal rank shift before being applied to the rank in 
question.

There are four important limitations to always bear 
in mind when applying rank shifts:

◊ Always apply shifts to the rank itself, not the 
value; for example if something would normally 
have a rank of As[50] and has –3 RS, the result-
ing rank is Gt[20], not As[47].

◊ No rank can ever by shifted below Zero.

◊ Ranks of Triple Shift or lower can’t be shifted 
above Triple Shift.

◊ Ranks of Planetary or higher can’t be shifted 
at all.

ComparIsons & Contests

There will often be times when two ranks must be 
compared or contrasted. There are three ways 
that this can be done.

sImple ComparIsons
Firstly, there can be a simple comparison of the 
two ranks. This involves no random factor, and one 
rank is simply compared to the other to see which 
is better.

8
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Simple comparisons are rarely explicitly named 
as such in this book; the text will usually just say 
something along the lines of “if your Grit is greater 
than your opponent’s...”

value reduCtIons
Secondly, there is sometimes a value reduction of a 
rank based on an opposing rank. This is where the 
value of a particular rank is being used for some 
purpose and that value is reduced by the value of 
the rank that is opposed to that use.

The most common use of this is for the way Damage 
Resistance power affects damage.

Most attacks do damage equal to the value of their 
rank, but the damage will be reduced by the tough 
skin or armour of the thing being hit. The value of 
the armour’s Damage Resistance rank is subtracted 
from the damage done. See the Combat chapter 
for more details on damage.

Contests
Thirdly, and most commonly, there is a contest be-
tween the two ranks. These are denoted in this 
book using the format “an X vs Y Contest”, where 
X is the Active ability being used to do something 

and Y is the Passive ability or measure that must 
be overcome for the action to succeed.

When each context is described, the possible re-
sults of the contest if the active ability beats the 
passive measure by a particular threshold will be 
described in the accompanying text.

The standard thresholds of success are based on 
how much the rank of the active measure exceeds 
the rank of the passive measure by, as follows:

◊ Active < Passive = Failure (whatever the char-
acter with the active ability was trying to do 
has failed).

◊ Active >= Passive = Moderate Success (what-
ever the character with the active ability was 
trying to do has succeeded, but only just).

◊ Active >= Passive + 2 RS = Major Success 
(whatever the character with the active ability 
was trying to do has succeeded easily).

◊ Active >= Passive +4 RS = Mas-
sive Success (whatever it was 
that the character with the ac-
tive ability was trying to do has 
succeed easily and with possibly 
additional side effects).

Contest example

Captain Wonderful (a PC hero) has a Combat ability 
rank of World Class, and El Diablo (an NPC villain) 
has a Combat ability rank of Astounding.

When a character tries to make a physical at-
tack (a simple punch or whatever) on another, it 
is resolved using a Contest between the Combat 
ability ranks of the two characters.

During a fight, Captain Wonderful is trying to 
punch El Diablo. Whether the punch connects or 
not would therefore be determined by a Contest 
between Captain Wonderful’s Combat rank (as the 
active ability) and El Diablo’s Combat rank (as the 
passive measure).

This contest is an “Attacker’s Combat vs Defend-
er’s Combat Contest”. The attacking character 
must achieve a Moderate success - i.e. their rank 
must at least equal the defending character’s 
rank (after one of them has been adjusted) for 
the attack to hit.

Captain Wonderful’s player will need to roll 4dF 
(four Fudge dice), and temporarily adjust Captain 
Wonderful’s Combat rank by the result of the dice. 
This adjusted rank is then compared to El Diablo’s 
Combat rank to see whether or not the punch hits. 
Captain Wonderful’s player will need to roll a total 

of +2 RS in order to raise Captain Wonderful’s 
rank from World Class to Astounding (the same 
as El Diablo’s Combat rank) in order for the at-
tacker’s rank (i.e. his) to match the defender’s 
(i.e. El Diablo’s) and the punch to find its target.

Of course, El Diablo is not just going to simply 
stand there and take punches from his enemy. He 
is going to retaliate, by throwing a punch straight 
back at Captain Wonderful.

This contest is resolved in exactly the same way 
as the previous one, but this time it is El Diablo’s 
Combat rank that is used as the active rank and 
Captain Wonderful’s Combat rank that is used as 
the passive rank.

Although El Diablo is now the attacker and Cap-
tain Wonderful is now the defender, the player 
still rolls the dice to adjust Captain Wonderful’s 
rank rather than the GM rolling them to adjust El 
Diablo’s. This is primarily because the player may 
have the ability to adjust their dice roll.

In this case, Captain Wonderful’s player will need 
to roll a total adjustment of +3 RS in order to 
raise Captain Wonderful’s effective rank from 
World Class to Wondrous - one rank higher than 
El Diablo’s - in order for the attacker’s rank (i.e. 
El Diablo’s) to fail to match the defender’s (i.e. 
his) and the retaliatory strike to miss.
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Not all contests will necessarily use all the above 
results. Sometimes all you care about is whether 
you have succeeded or failed, and how much you 
have succeeded by is irrelevant.

In a contest, one rank is compared to the other 
as in a simple comparison, but you should roll 4dF 
(four Fudge dice) to shift one or other of the ranks 
when the comparison is made, in order to introduce 
a random factor. Each _ rolled results in –1 RS to 
the rank that is being modified, and each + rolled 
results in +1 RS to the rank that is being modified.

It is important to remember that you do not roll 
the dice for both ranks, only one of them. Since 
the average roll of the dice will result in no rank 
shifts and the odds of positive and negative results 
are the same, it doesn’t matter which of the two 
characters involved in the contest rolls and has 
their rank shifted.

Since players can spend Determination on their 
dice rolls (and because players like rolling dice), 
if the contest is the result of a PC trying to do 
something to an NPC (or vice versa) the player will 
roll the dice and adjust their rank.

On the rare occasion that a PC is trying to do some-
thing to another PC, have each player roll two of 
the dice to affect their own ability score, and allow 
both players to spend Determination on their rolls.

See the Determination chapter for more details of 
how spending determination can affect contests 
and other situations.

There are three additional points to remember 
about rank shifts that adjust ranks during con-
tests:

◊ The adjustments to ranks made during a contest 
are only for purposes of comparison with oppos-
ing ranks during that contest. At no point does 
the actual rank or associated value of anything 
change because of them.

◊ Because the adjustments to ranks are for com-
parison purposes only and do not change the 
actual ranks or associated values, the normal 
limitations on rank shifts (not below Zero or 
above Triple Shift; no shifting of Planetary or 
higher ranks) do not apply. For example, someone 
with a Combat rank of Double Shift can match 
an opponent’s rank of Planetary if they roll +2 
RS or more even though a rank shift can not 
normally increase a rank beyond Triple Shift.

◊ If a rank is shifted completely off the end of 
the scale (in either direction) during a contest, 
simply count how many extra shifts it has be-
yond the scale’s end and treat them as imaginary 
extra ranks when doing the comparison.

10
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Chapter 3 - CharaCter CreatIon

CharaCter BasICs

A character in Masks is defined by a number of 
features, and these features are determined using 
a combination of random rolls and player selection 
during the creation of that character.

CampaIGn rank

Before you can generate a character, you must 
know the Campaign Rank that the character will 
be generated for. The campaign rank is set by the 
GM and serves as a rough measure of the power 
of the character. Characters created using the 
same campaign rank won’t all be cookie-cutters of 
each other, but they will be close enough in power 
level to operate in the same super team effectively. 
You won’t accidentally get one character who is 
strictly street-level and another who is cosmically 
powered in the same team because of lucky (or 
unlucky) dice rolls.

It is recommended that you should set the cam-
paign rank at World Class if you want to have an 
“average” game with supers that are significantly 
better than normal people but not completely un-
touchable.

That can be adjusted up or down if you want higher 
or lower powered characters, although setting it 
lower than Average or higher than Single Shift is 
likely to result in characters hitting the edges of 
the rank system too often.

orIGIn

Some super powered characters were simply born 
with their powers through some quirk of genetics. 
Some were born as normal people and acquired 
their powers in an accident or an experiment; or 
through advanced training or equipment of some 
kind. Others were born on another world or in an-
other dimension.

Still others weren’t born at all but were artificially 
created.

Masks splits characters’ origins up into six broad 
groups. Players must roll (or choose) a group as 
the first step of character generation and this 
group affects the rest of the character genera-
tion process.

The six origin types are:

artIFICIal
The character was not born, but created. Maybe 
they are a robot or android, or maybe they are 
some kind of golem or even an undead creature.

Heroes with the Artificial origin gain +2 RS to their 
Strength rank, and may swap any additional power 
for Life Support at the same rank.

BIrthrIGht
The character was either born with their powers or 
born with the potential to have powers which then 
later manifested themselves, possibly at puberty 
or at a time of great stress.

While this origin is usually used for characters 
who’s powers stem from genetic mutations, it can 
also be used for characters with other power types 
such as having natural magical or psychic powers 
due to being born when the stars were right, or 
possessing some mystical bloodline.

Heroes who have the Birthright ori-
gin may either gain an extra addi-
tional power (although this power 
may not be of the Science! type) 
or may increase the rank of one of 
their powers by +2 RS.
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GImmICk
The character’s powers come from items of one 
kind or another. These may be technological de-
vices, magical items, cosmic foci, or any other type 
of item, but whatever they are the powers are in 
the items, not the character themselves.

The character may have invented and built the 
items themselves or may have acquired them via 
some other means.

Heroes with the Gimmick origin may increase the 
rank of any one of their mental abilities (Intellect, 
Nous or Grit) by +2 RS, and they may swap any one 
of their powers with the Damage Resistance power 
and have that power represent a battle-suit.

If a hero with the Gimmick option chooses to have a 
battle-suit they gain +1 RS to each of their physical 
ability ranks (Combat, Health, Agility, Strength) 
while wearing the battle-suit but - 1 RS to each 
of their physical ability ranks while not wearing it.

traIned
The character’s powers come as the result of in-
tensive training, possibly self taught or possibly 
after studying under a master. This is a common 
origin for costumed vigilantes, martial artists, and 
magicians.

Heroes with the Trained origin gain three extra 
specialities, but have two fewer powers (which may 
mean they have none at all).

transFormed
The character was born a normal human, but some 
incident transformed them into their heroic self. 
They may have been in an experiment (either delib-
erately or reluctantly) or their powers may simply 
be the result of a bizarre accident.

Heroes with the Transformed origin gain +2 RS to 
any one ability rank or power rank.

vIsItor
The character is from another place. Maybe they 
are an alien from another planet, or maybe they 
are a supernatural being from another dimension. 
Depending on exactly where they are from, their 
powers may be of almost any type.

Heroes who have the Visitor origin may 
gain +2 RS to any two ability ranks 

of their choice (although they can’t 
increase the same one twice), but 
have one fewer additional power 

than normal (although they always 
still have at least one).

seleCtInG an orIGIn

When creating a character, roll a normal die to see 
which origin the character has, and look up the 
result on the Random Origin Table below. If you 
have a particular origin in mind for your character, 
you may (with the GM’s permission) choose one of 
the six origin groups instead of rolling randomly to 
see which one applies to your character.

Random Origin Table
Die Roll Origin

1 Artificial
2 Birthright
3 Gimmick
4 Trained
5 Transformed
6 Visitor

aBIlIty ranks

Each character in Masks has seven ability ranks 
which show the character’s prowess in different 
areas.

In each case, a typical (not super powered) person 
would have a rank of Average, and anything that 
is Fantastic or higher is considered to be super-
human, and counts as a power (so it can be used 
for power stunts and counts against your starting 
Determination score - both of which are explained 
later in this book). The seven abilities are:

ComBat
A character’s Combat rank shows how good they 
are in hand to hand combat and combat with melee 
weapons. It is most often used in contests against 
the Combat rank of enemy characters during such 
fighting.

A better Combat rank makes a character harder 
to hit in melee as well as making them more likely 
to hit their opponents.

health
A character’s Health rank shows how tough they 
are. Characters with higher Health ranks are able 
to better resist the special effects of particularly 
effective attacks, and are less likely to succumb 
to certain powers.

The rank value associated with a character’s Health 
rank also contributes to their Stamina total, making 
them harder to take down in combat.
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aGIlIty
A character’s Agility rank shows how agile, grace-
ful and dextrous they are. It may be used when a 
character needs to perform some kind of acrobatic 
or gymnastic feat, but is most commonly used in 
contests versus the Agility rank of other charac-
ters during combat that involves ranged attacks.

A higher Agility rank makes a character harder 
to hit with ranged attacks as well as making them 
more likely to hit their opponents with such attacks.

strenGth
A character’s Strength rank shows how physically 
strong they are. It is used when a character tries 
to lift a heavy item or break through something 
that is tough, and its associated value is used as 
the base damage done when the character hits 
someone in unarmed combat.

The value associated with a character’s Strength 
rank also contributes to their Stamina total, making 
them harder to take down in combat.

IntelleCt
A character’s Intellect rank shows how intelligent 
they are when it comes to logical deduction and 
invention. Intellect isn’t used in many contests, and 
is mostly just a guide to role-playing your character, 
however a high Intellect rank can be used to invent 
things quickly.

nous
A character’s Nous (which is pronounced to rhyme 
with “mouse”) rank shows how intelligent they are 
when it comes to intuitive thinking, inspiration and 
perceptiveness. It can also be a weak indicator of 
how lucky someone is. 

It is used in contests when a character needs to 
spot something out of the ordinary such as a death 
trap or an ambush (these contests are usually made 
against a static rank set by the GM).

GrIt
A character’s Grit rank shows their strength of 
mind and their willpower. It also shows resistance 
to pain and the ability to carry on regardless of 
hardship. It is commonly used in contests involving 
mental powers.

A high Grit rank makes a character harder to af-
fect with mental attacks as well as making their 
own mental attacks (if they have any) more likely 
to be able to affect their opponents.

The value associated with a character’s Grit ability 
rank also contributes to their Stamina total, making 
them harder to take down in combat.

determInInG aBIlIty ranks

When creating a character, start by setting the 
rank of each of the character’s seven abilities equal 
to the Campaign Rank. Then roll three normal dice 
(adding the results) and look up the total on the 
Random Ability Table below, increasing the listed 
ability rank by +1 RS.

Random Ability Table
3d6 Roll Ability

3 Combat
4 Health
5 Agility
6 Strength
7 Intellect
8 Nous
9 Grit
10 Combat
11 Health
12 Agility
13 Strength
14 Intellect
15 Nous
16 Grit
17 Combat
18 Health

Repeat this process twice more, rolling the dice 
again each time, so that you have increased three 
ability ranks by +1 RS each.

If you roll the same ability rank more than once, 
that’s fine. Just increase that ability by another 
+1 RS for each additional time you rolled it.

Once you have done all three increases, repeat the 
process three more times, but this time decrease 
the listed ability by -1 RS each time. Again, it’s fine 
if you roll the same ability more than once (or if you 
roll an ability that you have previously increased).

After you have done all six rank shifts, 
you may need to do additional rank 
shifts to one or more of your abil-
ity ranks depending on your origin:

◊ If your origin is Artificial, in-
crease your rolled Strength rank 
by +2 RS.
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◊ If your origin is Gimmick, increase a mental abil-

ity of your choice (Intellect, Nous or Grit) by 
+2 RS

◊ If your origin is Transformed, you may increase 
an ability of your choice by +2 RS, or you may 
decide not to, because you wish to use the in-
crease on a power instead.

◊ If your origin is Visitor, you may increase two 
abilities of your choice by +2 RS. This may not 
be the same ability twice.

Remember that no ability score can end up higher 
than Triple Shift or lower than Zero as a result 
of these shifts.

powers

While not all heroes will have powers, most do; and 
they are often what differentiates heroes from 
normal people. While anyone may be strong, normal 
people simply can’t fly or shoot lasers from their 
eyes or anything like that.

Just like abilities, each power has a rank, which 
indicates how good the power is at what it does. 
Depending on the individual power this may repre-
sent movement speed, damage, difficulty to resist, 
duration, or any other variable factor. The specific 
ways in which rank affects each power is given 
in that power’s specific power description, in the 
Power Descriptions chapter.

power sourCes

Powers can come from a variety of sources and can 
have been acquired by a variety of means; largely 
this will depend on the character’s origin.

However, all super powers (including ability ranks 
of Fantastic or higher) are classified as having a 
Source. These sources have no effect on the pow-
ers themselves, but things that alter powers may 
only be able to alter powers from certain sources, 
for example a sorcerer may be able to use a “Dispel 
Magic” to suppress powers with the Magic source or 
a mutation detector may be able to detect charac-
ters with at least one power that has the Genetic 
Mutation source.

Although each power may only have a single source, 
characters may have different powers 

from different sources, and the player 
may choose the source for each of 
their character’s powers, for exam-
ple the player of an alien character 
may decide that their character’s 

Flight power has an Innate source 
(because their species naturally have 

wings) but that their character’s other powers all 
have the Science! source (because they represent 
devices that run on alien technology).

The possible sources for a power are:

CosmIC
The cosmic power source is not widely understood, 
even amongst heroes. It seems to somehow be an 
energy inherent in the cosmos, and tends to be 
associated with the most powerful of beings who 
are able to shape reality on a whim. It is often as-
sociated with distortions of space and time.

Because of the power inherent in the cosmic power 
source, it is not possible to declare that a power of 
lower rank than Astounding has this source.

dIvIne
The divine power source is used for powers that are 
derived from so-called “upper” dimensions, such as 
Heaven, Nirvana, Asgard, Tian, and so forth.

It is up to each GM to decide which dimensions of 
this type exist in their campaign.

Beings using this power source are usually consid-
ered to be “good”, but exceptions do exist.
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GenetIC mutatIon
The genetic mutation power source is for powers 
with an unusual biological origin. These powers 
arise from an unusual genetic structure, the DNA 
of which seems to twist through more than three 
dimensions. This structure is occasionally found in 
humans, and even more occasionally found in other 
animals or even plants. Some aliens also have ge-
netic mutations that operate in the same way,

Although the majority of heroes with powers that 
have the genetic mutation source have the Birth-
right origin, it is also quite common for those with a 
Transformed origin, since many transformations are 
actually activations of an otherwise undiscovered 
genetic mutation.

In fact, the genetic mutation source is often the 
default source for characters whose origin story 
doesn’t fit their powers to any other source easily.

InFernal
The infernal source is very similar to the divine 
source, except that it is for powers which stem 
from the “lower” dimensions, such as Hell, Sheol, 
Limbo, Niflheim, Jahannam, and so forth. It is up 
to each GM to decide which dimensions of this type 
exist in their campaign.

Beings using this power source are often consid-
ered to be “evil”, but exceptions do exist.

Innate
The innate source is for powers that are not re-
ally powers as such. For example, if a character is 
a winged alien, their flight is not a power as such 
but simply a natural consequence of their wings. 
Similarly, not needing to breathe is a natural con-
sequence of being a robot.

Such powers cannot normally be disrupted or can-
celled, but neither can they be boosted. However, 
they can sometimes be physically restrained.

Powers should only rarely have the innate source, 
and it should only when possession of that type of 
power could be considered “natural”. GMs should 
particularly watch out for players who are trying to 
justify clearly unnatural powers as “Innate” solely 
to avoid the chance of them being drained or nul-
lified. In particular, it is harder to justify higher 
ranking powers as being innate.

maGIC
The magic source stems from arcane spells, rituals, 
practices and items. Magic powers of all varieties 
(voodoo, hermetic sorcery, geomancy, qi manipula-
tion, shamanism, and so forth) are all considered 
to be from the same source, even if the practition-

ers of the different magical styles have little in 
common.

At high ranks, magic is almost indistinguishable 
from cosmic power, and to further muddy the wa-
ters many divine or infernal beings have powers 
with the magic source as well as powers based on 
their dimension of origin.

psyChIC
The psychic source is used for powers derived from 
mental strength and willpower. These powers are 
distinct from magic in that they generally just take 
an act of thought to use rather than any kind of 
spell or ritual.

Although most psychic powers are mental in nature, 
there is not always a strict one to one correspond-
ence between the two.

Many mental powers are actually magical or the 
result of genetic mutations, and often psychic pow-
ers will have physical manifestations (usually in the 
form of force fields and telekinetic abilities).

sCIenCe!
The science! power source is for pow-
ers that are derived from beyond-
cutting-edge science and technol-
ogy. There are many brilliant (or 
mad, but the line between the two 
is very blurred) scientists who have 
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made breakthroughs which are far beyond that 
of mainstream academia and who have put these 
breakthroughs to use developing powerful devices.

Science! based powers are nearly all based on de-
vices of one kind or another, whether invented by 
a brilliant human or an advanced alien. However, 
occasionally a character will have gained cybernetic 
implants or the equivalent that use the science! 
source without being independent devices.

The fact that the unique designs of maverick sci-
entists tend to never get past the prototype stage 
and into mass production is something that baffles 
more mainstream scientists (who often also simply 
don’t understand the advanced theories behind 
such designs).

For some reason, the advanced hi-tech inventions 
never seem replicable when not hand-built by their 
inventors. There are many hypotheses as to why 
this might be so.

addItIonal powers

When creating a character, you must determine 
how many additional powers your character will 
have over and above any ability ranks that are high 
enough to count as powers, which additional powers 
they are, and what their ranks will be.

numBer and rank
As well as any abilities that are high enough rank to 
count as powers (i.e. those of Fantastic or higher), 
each character will have a number of additional 
powers.

The number of these additional powers and their 
ranks are rolled for together, and are linked, in 
that characters with fewer additional powers will 
generally have powers that are higher rank, and 
characters with more additional powers will gener-
ally have powers that are of lower rank. Characters 
will usually have somewhere between one and five 
additional powers, although some characters may 
have more or fewer than that depending on what 
so origin.

To determine how many additional powers a charac-
ter has and what rank those powers are at, roll two 
normal dice, add the results together, and consult 
the Power Number & Rank Table below.

Power Number & Rank Table
2d6 Additional Powers

2-3 Two powers at Campaign Rank +1 RS and 
+2 RS to an ability of your choice.

4-5 Two powers at Campaign Rank +1 RS and 
a third power at Campaign Rank.

6-7 Four powers at Campaign Rank.

8-10 Two powers at Campaign Rank and three 
more powers at Campaign Rank - 1 RS.

11-12 One power at Campaign Rank and five 
more powers at Campaign Rank - 1 RS.

The number and rank of powers rolled may be ad-
justed based on the character’s origin:

◊ If your origin is Birthright, you may either gain 
an extra power (at Campaign Rank) or gain +2 
RS to any of your rolled powers. You may choose 
whether to gain the extra power or the rank 
shift after seeing which powers you have rolled.

◊ If your origin is Gimmick, you may swap any one 
of the powers you have rolled for the Damage 
Resistance power (at the same rank) to repre-
sent a battle-suit. If you do this, your character 
gains +1 RS to all physical ability scores while 
wearing the battle-suit but -1 RS to all physi-
cal ability scores while not wearing it. If you 
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actually roll the Body Armour power it is up 
to you whether you wish for it to represent a 
battle-suit (with the above ability score modi-
fications) or not.

◊ If your origin is Trained, you gain two fewer 
powers (you may choose which two to lose after 
rolling to see what they are). This may result in 
you having no additional powers at all.

◊ If your origin is Transformed, you may increase 
a power of your choice by +2 RS, or you may 
decide not to, because you wished to use the 
increase on an ability rank instead.

◊ If your origin is Visitor, you gain one fewer ad-
ditional power (you may choose which one to 
drop after rolling to see what they are). If you 
only rolled one additional power anyway, then 
you may keep that power.

power seleCtIon

Determining what your additional powers are is 
done in two stages. First you make a set of prelimi-
nary rolls, which assigns a specific power to each 
one, and then you make final adjustments limiting 
some to make them more powerful in other ways 
and swapping some to make others more flexible.

For each additional power you have (in order, from 
highest ranking to lowest ranking power) roll a nor-
mal die three times, treating the three rolls as if 
they are a three digit number. For example if you 
roll a 1 followed by a 3 followed by a 2 you have 
rolled a 132, and look that three digit number up 
in the Power Table to determine which power it is 
(in this case it would be the Alteration Ray power). 
If you roll the same power twice for two additional 
power rolls, re-roll the second one.

Some powers also have annotations after their 
names, which you should pay attention to while you 
are rolling for your powers. The annotations and 
their meanings are as follows:

◊ v - If a power is annotated with v, it has more 
than one type or flavour, and you must choose 
which particular type or flavour of the power 
you have. More details for each power with this 
annotation can be found in the power’s descrip-
tion in the Power Descriptions chapter. You do 
not have to choose the type or flavour of your 
power immediately, but can wait until you are 
fine tuning your powers before making the deci-
sion to best match your other powers and your 
developing character concept.

◊ � - If a power is annotated with �, it is a power 
that may be useful as a supporting power ac-
companying other main powers, but it is not suit-

able to be a character’s main or only power. If 
you rolled this power as your highest ranking 
power or only power you may re-roll it (this is 
not compulsory).

◊ I - If a power is annotated with I it is a power 
that can be potentially problematic. This may 
be because it assumes things about the GM’s 
campaign setting that might not be true (for 
example “Dimensional Travel” assumes that the 
campaign includes other dimensions). It may be 
because it breaks the kind of campaign that the 
GM is planning to run (for example “Precognition” 
or “Postcognition” could make it hard to run a 
mostly investigative campaign). Or it may simply 
be that the super power has the potential to 
disrupt play (for example “Astral Travel” may 
require the GM to spend too much time deal-
ing with the actions of the astrally travelling 
character while everyone else gets bored; or 
“Duplication” may result in one player having to 
control multiple characters in combat, slowing 
it down to a crawl). In any of these cases, the 
GM should carefully read the power description 
and should ask the player to re-roll the power if 
they think that it is unsuitable for the campaign 
they are running.

FIne-tunInG powers

Now that you have your basic powers and their 
ranks, you have the opportunity to fine-tune your 
rolled powers, turning them from a completely ran-
dom set to a set that fit together into a character 
with a theme and style of their own. This is done 
by the use of Flexibilities and Limits.

A Flexibility is something that, as the name sug-
gests, makes a power more flexible. This may be in 
a fairly straightforward way, such allowing a ranged 
Energy Blast to cover an area rather than merely 
hitting a single target, or it may be something that 
completely changes the nature of the power (often 
making it emulate a different power entirely) such 
as allowing you to use your Magnetic Control to 
repel the Earth’s magnetic field in order to use it 
as if it were the Flight power.

A Limit is the opposite of a Flexibility. It limits one 
of your powers, making it less useful than it would 
otherwise be. A limit does not simply reduce the 
rank of the power, but usually reduces the ways 
it can be used. This may be a simple limit, such as 
having a Mind Control power that only 
works on animals, or it can be some-
thing that only lets the power work 
in certain ways (often changing the 
nature of the power itself) such 
as having a Duplication power that 
only lets you split into separate body 
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Power Table (111-356)

Roll Power Page No.
111 Ability Boost v 55
112 Ability Increase v 55

113-115 Absorption 55
116-121 Adaptation 55
122-124 Affliction 56

125 Alter Ego I 57
126-134 Alteration Ray v 57

135 Alternate Form v 58
136 Aquatic 59

141-142 Astral Projection I 59
143-146 Aura 59
151-154 Binding 60
155-165 Blast 60
166-211 Burrowing 61
212-216 Continuum Control v 61
221-223 Corrosion 63
224-226 Danger Sense 64
231-234 Dazzle 64

235 Density 64
236-242 Detection v 64

243 Dimension Control 65
244-245 Dimensional Travel I 65
246-252 Dream Control I 66

253 Duplication I 67
254-262 Element Control v 67
263-312 Emotion Control 71
313-321 Energy Control v 71
322-324 Energy Drain 76
325-326 Environmental Awareness 77
331-332 ESP 77

333 Evolution 78
334 Extra Body Parts v 78

335-341 Fast Attack 79
342-346 Flight 79
351-355 Force Field 79

356 Gestalt I � 80

Power Table (361-666)
Roll Power Page No.
361 Growth 80

362-363 Healing 80
364-413 Illusion/Images v 81
414-415 Immortality � 82
416-421 Interface 83

422 Invisibility 83
423-431 Leaping 84
432-436 Life Support 84
441-442 Machine Control 84
443-451 Matter Control v 85
452-461 Mental Blast 86

462 Mimicry v 87
463-465 Mind Control 89
466-512 Mind Shield � 91

513 Phasing 91
514 Postcognition I 92

515-523 Power Control v 93
524 Precognition I 94

525-531 Reflection 95
532-534 Regeneration 96
535-545 Resistance v 96
546-551 Servant 96

552 Shrinking 97
553-554 Spinning 98
555-556 Spirit Control I 98

561 Stretching 99
562-612 Strike 100
613-616 Stunning 100
621-625 Super Senses v 100
626-634 Super Speed 102
635-636 Swinging 102
641-646 Telepathy 102
651-653 Teleportation 103

654 Transformation 104
655-661 Wall Crawling 105
662-666 Wizardry v 105
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parts that crawl around independently rather than 
splitting into full duplicates.

Each power description in the Power Descriptions 
chapter includes a list of the Flexibilities and Limits 
that can normally be applied to that power, although 
with the agreement of your GM you can apply a 
Flexibility or Limit of your own invention instead.

Flexibilities and Limits are applied to your powers 
according to the following three rules:

◊ You can add a Flexibility to a power in exchange 
for deleting one of your other powers, providing 
that the power you are deleting does not have 
its own Flexibilities or Limits.

◊ You can add a Flexibility to a power in exchange 
for adding a Limit to that same power.

◊ You can increase a power’s rank by +2 RS (to a 
maximum of Phenomenal) in exchange for adding 
a Limit to that same power.

◊ You can make a power not count towards your 
Determination score in exchange for adding a 
Limit to that same power.

◊ If you have added a Flexibility to a power that 
emulates another power, this is called an Alter-
nate Power, and is gained at the same rank as 
the original power. Furthermore, you can add 
Flexibilities and Limits to the alternate power 
just like you can with the powers you rolled.

speCIalItIes

By the time you have finished fine-tuning your char-
acter’s powers, you should have a good idea of who 
they are and how they acquired those powers. The 
next stage in character generation is to choose 
three specialities for your hero.

Specialities are mundane but useful talents, and 
they are a way to show that your character is good 
at a particular activity or knowledgeable in a par-

ticular area. Specialities are not powers, and many 
will likely be possessed by mundane characters as 
well as heroes.

A speciality normally gives you a +1 RS to one of 
your ability scores when you are attempting some-
thing related to that speciality. You may freely 
choose which specialities your character has, and 
you may choose to have the same speciality more 
than once (in which case the +1 RS bonuses add 
together up to a maximum bonus of +3 RS).

◊ If your origin is Trained then you may choose 
three extra specialities for a total of six. How-
ever, you may not add more than a +3 RS bonus 
to any single action due to specialities even if 
you have more than three that might apply.

The Specialities Table shows a list of all the speci-
alities, and gives die rolls for each in case you can’t 
decide and you wish to roll randomly for a speciality. 
Remember that rolling is completely optional and 
you may choose your specialities if you prefer. If 
you do choose to roll for a random speciality, roll 
three normal dice and treat the result as a three 
digit number between 111 and 666 in the same man-
ner as if you were rolling for a random super power.

Some specialities require you to choose a particular 
type of thing to be specialised with, for example 
if you have the “Art” specialisation you need to 
decide what type of art your character creates. 
In these cases, if you pick (or roll) the same spe-
ciality more than once you may choose whether 
your multiple specialities are of the same type or 
of different types.

If you want to cut down on the amount of time that 
is spent rolling dice in your game, in many noncom-
bat or otherwise safe situations the GM may simply 
decide that a character with a relevant talent auto-
matically succeeds at an action because they know 
what they’re doing without slowing the game down 
by determining an exact difficulty for the task and 
then rolling to see if the character succeeds. How 
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often you use this simpler option is something that 
your group should agree on - some prefer simpler 
games and others prefer more detail.

Specialities Table
Optional
Die Roll Speciality

111-126 Acrobatics
131-136 Aerial Combat
141-146 Art v
151-156 Athletics
161-166 Business
211-216 Computers
221-226 Criminology
231-236 Driving
241-246 Electronics
251-266 Investigation
311-316 Languages
321-326 Law
331-346 Leadership
351-366 Martial Arts
411-426 Medicine
431-436 Mechanics
441-446 Mental Resistance
451-456 Military
461-466 Occult
511-516 Perform v
521-526 Pilot
531-536 Power Use v
541-546 Psychiatry
551-566 Science v
611-616 Sleight of Hand
621-626 Stealth
631-636 Underwater Combat
641-656 Weapons v
661-666 Wrestling

aCroBatICs
You gain +1 RS to your agility rank when it is used in 
comparisons and contests involving acrobatics. This 
includes when you defend against ranged attacks, 
but not when you make ranged attacks.

aerIal ComBat
You gain +1 RS to your Agility and 
Combat ranks when they are used 
in contests to defend against in-

coming attacks (melee and ranged) 
while you are flying or gliding through 

the air. This bonus only applies when you are de-
fending, not when you are making attacks.

art v
You gain +1 RS to your Nous and Agility ranks when 
they are used to create works of art of a particu-
lar kind. You must choose the type of art when 
you choose this speciality; for example: painting, 
sculpting, photography.

athletICs
You gain a +1 RS to your Agility, Health and Strength 
ranks when they are used to perform athletic feats; 
for example: swimming, horse-riding, running, climb-
ing, jumping. This bonus does not apply to attacks 
or defence in combat.

BusIness
You gain a +1 RS to your Intellect rank when it is 
used to determine knowledge about or skill with 
financial and business related issues.

Computers
You gain a +1 RS to your Intellect rank when it is 
used to determine knowledge about or skill with 
computers and computer programs.

CrImInoloGy
You gain a +1 RS to your Intellect and Nous ranks 
when they are used to gather information from a 
crime scene or to know about criminals and criminal 
behaviour.

drIvInG
You gain a +1 RS to your Agility rank when it is used 
to drive land or sea vehicles.

eleCtronICs
You gain a +1 RS to your Intellect rank when it is 
used to either analyse, design, build, operate or 
repair electronic devices.

InvestIGatIon
You gain a +1 RS to your Nous and Grit ranks when 
they are used to acquire information from contacts, 
research, or on the street.

lanGuaGes
All characters are assumed to be able to speak, 
read and write a number of languages equal to their 
Intellect rank value divided by five (rounded to the 
nearest whole number). Characters with Terrible 
Intellect can speak one language but cannot read or 
write. When determining how many languages your 
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character knows, you gain a +1 RS to your Intellect 
rank before dividing it.

law
You gain a +1 RS to your Intellect rank when it is 
used to know or to practice law.

leadershIp
When you are in a super team and you are acknowl-
edged to be the leader of the team by the rest of 
the team members, the team gains +1 Determination.

See the Determination chapter for more details 
about super teams and their determination.

martIal arts
You gain a +1 RS to your Combat rank when fighting 
in unarmed melee combat (except for wrestling, 
which has its own speciality).

Additionally, when you successfully hit someone 
in unarmed melee combat, you may choose to use 
your Combat rank instead of your Strength rank 
when determining whether or not your opponent is 
Stunned or Slammed.

See the Combat chapter for more details of stun-
ning and slamming.

medICIne
When you treat an injured or sick patient, they 
receive +1 RS to their Health rank in order to de-
termine how quickly they recover.

See the Getting Better chapter for more details 
on injury and recovery.

meChanICs
You gain a +1 RS to your Intellect rank when it is 
used to either analyse, design, build, operate or 
repair complex mechanical devices.

mental resIstanCe
You gain a +1 RS to your Grit rank when it is used 
to defend against mental powers.

mIlItary
You gain a +1 RS to your Intellect rank when it is 
used to determine knowledge about or skill with 
military organisation, tactics and capabilities.

oCCult
You gain a +1 RS to your Intellect rank when it is 
used to determine knowledge about or skill with 
magic and the supernatural.

perForm v
You gain a +1 RS to your Agility and Nous ranks 
when they are used to determine your skill with a 
particular type of artistic performance. You also 
gain a +1 RS to your Intellect rank when it is used 
to determine knowledge about that type of per-
formance and its practitioners.

You must choose the type of performance when you 
choose this speciality; for example: singing, piano 
playing, dancing, acting.

pIlot
You gain a +1 RS to your Agility rank when it is used 
to drive air or space vehicles.

power use v
You gain a +1 RS to ability comparisons and contests 
associated with a particular one of your powers. 
This rank shift does not affect the actual rank of 
the power nor any numerical values associated with 
it (for example damage). It only applies to ability 
comparisons and contests that you use with the 
power such as attack rolls .

psyChIatry
You gain a +1 RS to your Intellect rank 
when it is used to determine your 
character’s knowledge of (or skill 
with) psychiatry, psychology and 
mental health issues. You also re-
ceive a +1 RS to your Nous rank when 
it is used to determine whether you 
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can recognise that someone is under the influence 
of a mental power.

sCIenCe v
You gain a +1 RS to your Intellect rank when it is 
used to determine knowledge about or skill with a 
particular branch of science. You must choose the 
branch of science that your character is skilled 
with; for example biology, chemistry, physics.

If the GM agrees, you can also take this speciality 
and apply it to something that would be a pseudo-
science in the real world but which may actually 
work (with the benefit of super powers) in the game 
world, such as alchemy, parapsychology, or animal 
magnetism.

sleIGht oF hand
You gain a +1 RS to your Agility rank when it is used 
to determine success in sleight of hand manoeuvres 
such as stealing, swapping or hiding small objects 
or suddenly producing them from hidden pockets.

stealth
You gain a +1 RS to your Agility rank when it is used 
to hide or sneak.

underwater ComBat
You gain +1 RS to your Agility and Combat ranks 
when they are used in contests to defend against 
incoming attacks (both melee and ranged) while you 
are underwater. This bonus only applies when you 
are defending, not when you are making attacks.

Additionally, you do not take the normal -1 RS pen-
alty to actions (including attacks) while underwater.

weapons v
You gain a +1 RS to your Combat or Agility rank 
(whichever one is appropriate) when attacking with 
your chosen type of weapon. You must choose the 
type of weapon your character is skilled with; for 
example swords, pistols, shuriken, shields.

If you choose to be skilled with shields, you gain the 
rank shift when you are using a shield to defend, 
rather than when you are trying to bash someone 
with a shield.

wrestlInG
You gain a +1 RS to your Combat and 

Strength ranks when you are either 
trying to grapple someone or trying 
to escape from a grapple. This does 
not increase the amount of damage 

you can do to someone while you are 
grappling them.

stamIna

Add together the values corresponding to your 
character’s Strength, Health and Grit ability ranks. 
This total is your Stamina score. For example if you 
have a Strength of Wc[30], a Health of Fa[40] and 
a Grit of Wc[30] you will have a total Stamina score 
of 30 + 40 + 30 = 100.

Your Stamina score is used when you are hurt (usu-
ally, but not always, this is as a result of being hit 
in combat).

Any damage that you take is subtracted directly 
from your Stamina score, and if your Stamina score 
is ever reduced to zero or less you are in big trou-
ble. You are unconscious and, depending on the na-
ture of the damage you took, you may even be dying.

determInatIon

Add together the total number of super powers 
that your character has, using the following rules:

◊ Each ability score that is Fantastic or greater 
counts as a super power.

◊ Each additional power that your character has 
counts as a super power regardless of its rank.

◊ Alternate powers that were gained as the Flex-
ibilities of other powers count, but other non-
power Flexibilities don’t count as super powers.

◊ If you chose to add a Limit to a power in ex-
change for that power not counting towards 
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your Determination score, that power does not 
count (although other alternate powers taken 
as Flexibilities of it do still count).

Subtract this total from 8, and if the resulting 
number is 1 or more, this is your Determination 
score. If the result is 0 or less, your Determina-
tion score is 1.

Your Determination score is a pool of points that 
you spend as a player to represent a combination 
of extra effort on your character’s part and the 
way fate and destiny favour your character in par-
ticular ways. When spent, these points allow you to 
push your powers and ability scores beyond their 
normal limits, guarantee success in situations that 
are particularly relevant to your character, and 
in the long term also permanently improve your 
character’s abilities and powers.

Similarly, there are situations where as a player you 
will have the option to gain more of these points in 
exchange for having your character be the victim 
of ironic fate, bad luck, or their own inner demons 
and weaknesses.

See the Determination chapter for full rules on 
how Determination works.

traIts
As well as the numerical values associated with your 
character, they also have many traits that are more 
nebulous. Maybe they’re a billionaire philanthropist. 
Maybe they’re an alien who doesn’t know Earth 
society. Maybe they’ve got an obsession with see-
ing justice done. Maybe they’ve got a catchphrase 
or battle-cry that they use to boost their morale. 
Maybe they’ve got a vulnerability to some unusual 
substance.

Masks represents all these different types of de-
scriptive traits using traits.

A trait is a short phrase or sentence that describes 
some aspect of your character. As with the above 
examples, it could be a psychological quirk, a physi-
cal trait, a social situation, or any other descriptive 
phrase. These traits are things that matter to 
your character - things that can either get them 
motivated enough to surpass their normal abilities 
or cause enough of a problem to them to make them 
fail to live up to their abilities.

Select between three and five positive traits for 
your character, and between three and five nega-
tive traits.

Positive traits are things that are generally to your 
character’s benefit. You should try to come up with 
things that are distinctive to your character yet 
can apply in a number of situations.

During play if you wish to spend a Determination 
Point in order to boost an ability, use a power in a 
way that you normally can’t, or guarantee a certain 
level of success in a Contest, you must justify your 
character putting in the extra effort over and 
above their normal limits by having a positive trait 
that is relevant to the situation at hand.

Negative traits are things that are generally a 
hindrance to your character. Again, you should try 
to come up with things that are distinctive to your 
character yet can apply in a number of situations.

During play, if you wish to gain more Determination 
Points you may offer to have one of your charac-
ter’s negative traits come into play. As with using 
positive traits, the trait must be relevant to the 
situation at hand. By allowing the negative trait 
hinder you (by reducing an ability, or limiting you 
to a maximum level of success in a Contest) you will 
gain one or more Determination Points.

It may be tempting to try to give yourself nega-
tive traits that don’t actually hinder you very of-
ten - after all, no-one wants their character to be 
constantly having problems if they don’t have to.

Don’t give in to this temptation! Since having more 
Determination Points is better, you will want to be 
able to gain them in as many different situations as 
possible, therefore you will want to have a variety 
of negative traits (and to make them Reasonably 
broad so that they are more likely to be relevant).

You will never be forced into a situation where you 
must be hindered by a negative trait. It will only 
ever happen when either you or the GM 
offers to have your character hin-
dered in a particular situation and 
you both agree to it.

Because of the subjective nature 
of traits, it is possible that occa-
sionally your character might end 

adjustInG determInatIon

If you have set the Campaign Rating for your 
campaign particularly high, you may discover 
that no-one has a Determination score higher 
than one, since everybody has multiple ability 
scores that are Fantastic or higher.

If this is the case, you may wish to simply in-
crease the threshold at which a high ability 
score starts to count as a super power (this 
should be done for the purposes of calculating 
Determination score only - abilities of Fantastic 
or higher should still count as super powers for 
the purposes of requiring a power source and 
being able to be used for power stunts).
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up in a situation where what would normally be a 
positive trait is actually a hindrance to them. For 
example being a “Mega-Rich Industrialist” is usually 
useful when you’re trying to do things that having 
lots of money or access to resources would help 
with, but if you’re trying to do something surrep-
titious then it might be a hindrance because you 
could get recognised by people more easily than if 
your secret identity is just some nobody.

Similarly, occasionally something that’s normally a 
negative trait might be able to be turned to your 
advantage. Maybe your “Needs To Play Fair” psy-
chological quirk that’s normally a hindrance to you 
because it stops you from using underhanded but 
effective tactics (and because villains who know 
about it can try to use it against you) may actually 
turn out to be a useful advantage if you’re trying 
to persuade people that if they surrender you’ll 
make sure they’re fairly treated.

This is perfectly fine, and in these situations it’s 
perfectly acceptable to treat a positive trait as 
being temporarily negative or vice versa.

Also, there may be times when simply 
having a particular trait will affect 

the campaign in ways other than 
those that directly involve Deter-
mination. For example if you’re got 

an “Alien fugitive on the run from my 
home planet” trait, the GM is likely 

to make sure that you occasionally run into others 
from your world.

Finally, all traits must be approved by the GM. You 
can’t simply add silly traits like “I’m an Omnipotent 
Being” or “I legally own everything in the world” 
and expect it to be accepted that these are true 
statements about your character.

FInIshInG touChes
Your character is now almost finished. You need to 
determine mundane details like your character’s 
name, secret identity (if any), costume, and any 
equipment they carry around.

Generally, you are free to choose these sorts of 
detail, although in the case of equipment you need 
to be reasonably realistic in terms of the bulki-
ness, expense, and availability of what you want 
your character to have on them. Your traits may 
have an impact here, particularly if any of them 
are related to wealth.

Many super powers are very destructive to normal 
clothing, particularly those involving the transfor-
mation of your character’s body or anything that 
surrounds your character’s body in any kind of en-
ergy. If you have this sort of power, you can either 
assume that your costume is made from Morphic 
Fabric (a special hi-tech fabric that changes as you 
change) or that your powers include some kind of 
in-built protection for your costume.

what the..!?!
Random character generation can be lots of 
fun, as can trying to think of a rationale for 
why your character has the powers they do 
and what sort of back-story this might involve.

However, sometimes the dice can end up giving 
you something completely mismatched with pow-
ers that just don’t fit together (or powers that 
would mean ending up with an incredibly boring 
and/or non-heroic character) and no amount of 
tweaking the powers by the guidelines given in 
this chapter will rescue the character from 
the scrap heap.

If this seems to be the case, you shouldn’t be 
afraid to ask the GM if you can simply re-roll 
the character from scratch; and if you are the 
GM you shouldn’t be afraid to let the players 
re-roll if they get something they hate.

After all, games are meant to be enjoyed and 
forcing someone to play a character they hate 
because you’re being a slave to the dice is not 
conducive to the goal of everyone at the table 
having a good time.
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CharaCter CreatIon example

Alex is creating a Masks character for Sofia’s 
campaign.

The first thing he does is to ask Sofia what the 
Campaign Rank is. Sofia tells him that it is the 
default of Wc[30].

Alex doesn’t have any particular type of charac-
ter that he specifically wants to play (or wants 
to avoid playing) so he rolls a die to see what the 
origin of his hero is. Rolling a 5, he looks on the 
Random Origin Table and sees that his hero is has 
an origin of Transformed. His hero was once a nor-
mal person but some incident has given him or her 
powers. Alex notes this on a piece of scrap paper, 
along with the fact that as a Transformed hero 
he will get to add +2 RS to one ability or power.

Next come the rolls for his ability scores. On his 
scrap paper, Alex initially notes down the seven 
abilities and initially sets them all at the Campaign 
Rank of Wc[30]. Rolling 3d6 three times he gets 
a 15, a 12, and an 8. He looks these results up on 
the Random Ability Table, and sees that his Nous 
is increased by +2 RS and his Agility is increased 
by +1 RS.

Repeating this for his decreases, he rolls a 7, a 4 
and a 6. Again, he looks these results up on the 
Random Ability Table. This time, he sees that his 
Intellect, Health and Strength are all decreased 
by -1 RS.

This leaves him with the following ability scores:

◊ Combat: Wc[30]
◊ Health: Wc[30] Gt[20]
◊ Agility: Wc[30] Fa[40]
◊ Strength: Wc[30] Gt[20]
◊ Intellect: Wc[30] Gt[20]
◊ Nous: Wc[30] As[50]
◊ Grit: Wc[30]

Alex decides to wait and see what powers he has 
before deciding whether or not to apply his free 
+2 RS (from his Transformed origin) to one of his 
abilities or not.

Now that he has his ability scores, Alex rolls to 
see how many powers his hero will have. He rolls 
2d6 and gets a 10. This means that his hero will 
have two powers at Campaign Rank and three more 
powers at Campaign Rank -1 RS. That’s quite a 
few powers, but it looks like most of them won’t 
be that strong.

Alex rolls for his powers in order, starting with 
the one at Campaign Rank.

For his first power, he rolls 453 (Mental Blast).

For his second power, he rolls 566 (Strike).

For his third power, he rolls 316 (Energy Control). 
He notes that he will have to choose the type of 
energy that he controls.

For his fourth power, he rolls 542 (Resistance). 
As with his Energy Control he notes that he will 
need to choose what to resist.

For his fifth power, he rolls 221 (Corrosion).

After this initial power selection, his character 
now has:

◊ Wc[30] Mental Blast
◊ Wc[30] Strike
◊ Gt[20] Energy Control
◊ Gt[20] Resistance
◊ Gt[20] Corrosion

Alex looks at the descriptions of each of these 
powers in the Power Descriptions chapter and 
thinks about which ones to keep. He likes the idea 
of his character corroding through walls, so wants 
to keep the Corrosion; and looks at the Energy 
Control choices to see which might fit best with 
it. After considering either radiation or vibration 
(both things that could cause objects to physi-
cally degrade) he decides that the best thematic 
choice is to have control over darkness. He likes 
the idea of his character touching things and mak-
ing them darken to blackness as they corrode.

With that in mind, he thinks that he doesn’t need 
the Strike or Mental Blast powers and decides to 
trade them in for Flexibilities for his Darkness 
Control and/or Corrosion.

Checking out the possible Flexibilities for Corro-
sion he doesn’t see any that he likes, but looking 
at Darkness Control he decides that he likes the 
Shadow Construct Flexibility (and thinks that his 
Resistance power can be Damage Resistance due 
to a flexible shadow construct around himself). 
He also likes the idea of being able to disappear 
and reappear in darkness so he chooses to get 
Teleport as an Alternate Power (which counts as 
another Flexibility) adding the suggested Limit of 
Transmit (Shadows & Darkness) to the Teleport 
in exchange for also adding the Gate Flexibility. 
Now his character will not only be able to tel-
eport from darkness to darkness but 
will be able to connect two areas of 
darkness with a gate so that people 
entering one will be transported to 
the other.

(Continued over page...)
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(Continued from previous page...)

Alex is aware that his character doesn’t have 
a way to see through his own darkness, but de-
cides that he’s happy with that. Partly because 
he doesn’t want to have to drop another power 
or add a limit to his Darkness Control in order to 
pay for a Flexibility that would let him do so, and 
partly because he has a slight concern that if he 
could then there would be a temptation to always 
surround himself with darkness and that would 
be boring for the GM and annoying for the other 
players (whose characters would presumably also 
not be able to see in it).

However, he still has his +2 RS from his Trans-
formed origin to put somewhere. He decides to 
apply it to his Corrosion power, since that is his 
main combat ability and he wants to make it more 
effective than simply punching people.

After all of the swapping, Alex ends up with the 
following powers:

◊ Fa[40] Corrosion
◊ Gt[20] Darkness Control (+ Shadow Constructs)
◊ Gt[20] Teleport (Gate, through darkness)
◊ Gt[20] Damage Resistance

Alex transfers this information to his character 
sheet and calculates his secondary abilities. Add-
ing up the Rank Values for his Strength, Health 
and Grit ranks gives a total of 20+20+30=70, so 
Alex’s character has 70 Stamina. Similarly, sub-
tracting the total number of powers he has (2 
ability scores of Fantastic or higher, and 4 ad-
ditional powers = 6 total) from 8 gives 8-6=2, so 
his character has 2 Determination.

It is now time for Alex to choose his hero’s three 
Specialities and to come up with some traits, and 
to do this he needs to decide what his character’s 
background is.

Alex already knows that his hero has been Trans-
formed by something, and that his or her powers 
are darkness based, so starts trying to think of 
how someone could have gained such powers.

Thinking about the power source for the powers, 
Alex decides that his character has been mutated 
by exposure to something alien, so all the powers 
will have a Genetic Mutation source. Further, he 
likes the idea of the character somehow drinking 

darkness and being mutated by it.

After some discussion with the other 
players and the GM, Alex decides 
that his character is Vera Valetta, 
a promising actor studying film at 
university and the star of the uni-

versity’s gymnastics team (the group 

think this is a good fit for her high Nous and 
Agility ranks).

In preparation for a role in another student’s 
film (a ghost story), Vera decided to spend the 
night in an old local abandoned house that was 
reputedly haunted and which had been the site 
of a number of disappearances over the decades. 
She thought it would get her in the right frame 
of mind for pretending to be in a haunted house 
while on set. What Vera didn’t know was that the 
reason the house had its reputation was that it 
was the site of a minor dimensional disturbance. 
An extra-dimensional substance, some kind of 
black slime or ooze, occasionally leaked through 
from another world; and this slime had destruc-
tive consequences to the people or things that it 
touched, before evaporating into nothing. It was 
the occasional drips of this black liquid that had 
pitted the furniture and floors of the house in 
such horrifying ways, and it was the rift that had 
swallowed up the occasional visitor to the place.

Vera spent the night there with a bottle of wine, 
trying to soak up the ambience of the place and 
secretly hoping to see some kind of supernatural 
experience even though she didn’t really believe 
in them, oblivious to the non-supernatural but 
very real danger she was in.

In the end, she got the experience she was after, 
but she didn’t see it coming until it was too late. 
By some quirk of fate, some of the black ooze 
appeared from the rift and dripped - not onto 
her, but into her wine glass. Unfortunately, Vera 
didn’t notice this until she raised the glass to her 
lips without looking at it and took a drink. She was 
horrified to discover that she wasn’t drinking wine 
but some deep black fluid that burned her throat.

Whether it was the mix of fluid and alcohol, or 
whether it was some quirk of her body chemistry, 
the black didn’t dissolve her. Instead it was ab-
sorbed into her system where it interacted with 
every cell in her body. When she woke up from 
her faint it was morning, and she was shocked 
to find herself covered from head to toe in a jet 
black coating, as hard as armour yet flexing with 
her every move.

After her initial panic subsided, she was incred-
ibly relieved to find that when she willed it to go 
away it did. It evaporated into the air like smoke.

Feeling rather foolish and still not certain whether 
or not she had imagined the whole episode, she 
went home, and spoke to no-one of what had hap-
pened.

(Continued over page...)
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(Continued from previous page...)

However, although she felt normal and healthy, 
she couldn’t ignore the incident completely. Three 
times over the following month she woke up with 
the black coating and had to will it to disappear 
once more.

Eventually, curiosity got the better of her and 
she decided to start experimenting to see what 
she could do. After all, she’d seen various super 
heroes on television and perhaps whatever this 
was might mean that she could be one too!

She very quickly realised that she could make 
the coating appear and disappear whenever she 
wanted, which was a start, but was then some-
what disappointed to discover that other than 
being a very tough protective layer it didn’t ac-
tually seem to enhance her abilities at all. She 
was no stronger or faster than she was without 
it. However, when trying to test her strength by 
seeing if she could snap a pair of broom handles 
in two, she was surprised to discover that they 
were infused with veins of blackness and they 
crumbled to sawdust in her hand. Although she 
had no additional strength, she clearly wielded 
some kind of destructive power.

Further experimentation revealed to her that 
she could not only will the black coating to appear 
on herself, but she could also will chunks of it to 
appear in the air. It was not as flexible when it 
wasn’t around her, and it lasted only a few minutes 
before evaporating, but it was just as hard; and 
with practise she was able to make it in whatever 
shape she wanted. She was even able to create 
blackness diffused into the air itself, effectively 
creating clouds of darkness.

Her final discovery came the night before she 
decided to take up heroics. She was walking home 
after some rehearsals when a mugger stepped out 
in front of her with a gun. Not wanting to freak 
him out in case he shot her, Vera decided against 
putting up her protective layer of solid darkness. 
Besides, while she knew it was strong she didn’t 
know whether or not it would be strong enough 
to stop a bullet.

So instead she fumbled around with her bag as a 
distraction while silently willing a cloud of dark-
ness to form beside her, blocking out the light of 
the street light. After all, he couldn’t shoot her 
if he couldn’t see her.

As the darkness formed and her assailant started 
to look confused, she took her chance and leapt 
into it, desperately wishing she was away from 
him. To her surprise, rather than emerging from 
the other side of the small cloud of darkness that 

she had just created, she emerged in the natural 
darkness at the far end of the alley. Somehow 
she was able to enter one patch of darkness and 
leave another.

However, her joy at this new ability was short 
lived. The following morning as she watched the 
news, she heard of the death in a mugging gone 
wrong. Not half an hour after she had escaped 
the alley, the same mugger had tried to mug some-
one else and this time he’d ended up shooting his 
victim.

Vera was horrified. With her powers she could 
probably have easily taken out that mugger, and 
because she had been afraid of doing so someone 
else had paid for her cowardice with his life.

She swore then and there that she would join 
the ranks of the super heroes and never let her 
cowardice leave another in danger again. She be-
gan training that very morning, to get into peak 
condition for what lay ahead...

With this back story invented (and this is a par-
ticularly long back story - your group may prefer 
to have just a couple of sentences), Alex already 
has a name for his character and pointers for 
her Specialities and traits. Her Specialities will 
be Acrobatics, Perform (Acting) and Stealth. The 
former two are clear from her background as a 
gymnast and drama student, and the third is a 
combination of her training and the fact that her 
“costume” is actually solidified darkness.

For traits, Alex is aware that Void (as he decides 
her super hero name should be) will only have two 
points of Determination to spend, so she’ll need 
plenty of opportunities to gain more. Therefore 
she’ll need negative traits that can often be used 
to justify gaining extra Determination Points.

After some thought, he comes up with the follow-
ing positive traits:

◊ Won’t let others suffer due to her inaction.
◊ “Are you scared of the dark?”
◊ Star of the gymnastics team.

And the following negative traits:

◊ Afraid of accidentally killing someone.
◊ Secret Identity (Vera Valetta, actress).
◊ Unsure of her own abilities.

Alex transfers this final information 
onto Void’s character sheet and she is 
ready for her first adventure. Her 
costume is already decided by her 
powers (covered in blackness from 
head to foot, apart from her eyes) 
and she needs no equipment.
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VoidAlex

Acrobatics I

Perform (Acting) I

Shadow Constructs

(All powers are Genetic Mutations)

Transmit (Darkness), Gate

Won't let others suffer due to her inaction.
"Are you scared of the dark?"

Star of the gymnastics team.

Afraid of accidentally killing someone.
Unsure of her own abilities.
Secret Identity (Vera Valetta, actress).

Stealth I

Vera Valetta
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Chapter 4 - ComBat

ComBat BasICs

Super heroes are constantly getting into fights. 
Even those “reluctant heroes” who aren’t particu-
larly belligerent or aggressive somehow always 
seem to end up in situations where they need to 
fight to protect themselves or their loved ones.

In Masks, combat therefore plays a major part in 
the game.

Although in real life combat is a messy affair with 
lots of things happening at once, for game purposes 
it is convenient to split it up into short periods of 
time and to handle each person’s action or actions 
within each of those periods in turn. Similarly, even 
in a simple fist fight, people don’t simply stand still 
and hit each other. They are constantly shifting 
and moving around. Therefore rather than trying 
to measure exact distances between combatants 
to the nearest foot or metre it is convenient to 
simply split the area in which fights are occurring 
into a number of discrete areas.

rounds and aCtIons

During combat, time is split into rounds. Each round 
is a few seconds of time. If it’s necessary to count 
a number of rounds before something happens, as-
sume that on average each round is 6 seconds long, 
but there’s no need to be strict about every round 
being exactly that length. If someone wants to do 
something that would take anywhere from about 
4-10 seconds then it’s something that can be done 
in a single round.

During a round, each person can take one action. 
This will often be an attack or the use of a power 
of some kind, but might instead be moving from one 
area to another or performing some other action 
that can be done in about 4-10 seconds.

While theoretically everyone is actually acting at 
the same time, you should resolve each person’s 
action in turn.

To determine the order of actions, use the follow-
ing guidelines:

◊ The person or group that throws the first punch 
(and thereby starts the fight) goes first. Then 
the second group takes their actions. Then the 
round ends and a new round starts with the ini-

tiative returning back to the first group again, 
and so forth.

◊ Within a group, the order of actions doesn’t 
matter as long as it is consistent from round 
to round. For player characters the best way 
to do this is to simply go round the table in a 
clockwise manner resolving each character’s ac-
tion in turn. Similarly, the GM almost certainly 
has a list of the characters on the other team 
and can simply run down the list each turn.

Because of the cyclic nature of things, anything 
that has a duration measured in rounds should be 
counted from the action in which it begins to the 
same action in a future round. For example if some-
one uses a power that lasts for “4 rounds” when 
activated, the power will come to an end at the 
end of that same hero’s action in the fourth round 
after it was activated.

Think of it like weeks: if something that takes three 
weeks begins on a Thursday, it will last 
until the end of the week, for two 
more whole weeks, and then until 
the Thursday of the week after. 
It won’t stop exactly on a weekend 
because weeks - like rounds - can be 
measured starting at any point.
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areas and movement

Just like time being measured in rounds, movement 
and distance are measured in areas.

An area is a location of around 200 to 400 square 
feet, or around 20 to 30 square metres (that’s 
not an exact conversion, but those sizes are ap-
proximate anyway; and an individual area can be 
smaller or larger than that size range) and which is 
one story high. Generally this will mean that when 
indoors one room or corridor is usually a single 
area. However larger rooms or outdoor locations 
may comprise of two or more areas. When drawing 
a sketch map for the players, the GM should try 
to divide larger spaces into areas using obvious 
geographic or architectural features rather than 
worrying about trying to get each area absolutely 
identical in size.

During a fight, characters are assumed to be mov-
ing around within the area that they are in, rather 
than standing in one place. Therefore anyone in an 
area can make melee attacks against anyone else 
in the same area without needing to spend their 
actions moving. Ranged attacks can also be made 
against people in the same area or in any other area 
that can be seen from that area. Again, the fact 
that people are usually moving around means that 
exact positioning and line of sight calculations are 
not needed. The GM may make exceptions to this 
when someone is trying to start a fight by sniping 
with a ranged attack. The target may be station-
ary (for example sitting at a desk) and therefore 
not be in line of sight even if the area they are in 
can be seen.

runnInG
As their action, characters can move to a different 
area. The distance a character can move as a single 
action depends on the type of character:

◊ A person with restricted movement or speed 
(the elderly and infirm, children, people who are 
crawling) can move only a single area in an action.

◊ Normal people can move up to two areas in an 
action.

◊ Super heroes and villains can move up to three 
areas in an action.

If you’re unsure about which category something 
falls into (for example if they’re a robot 

or an animal) you can optionally use 
their Health rank as a guide. Those 

with a Health of Terrible or less 
move one area; those with a Health 
of Bad to Great move two areas; 

and those who have a Health of 
World Class or more can move three 

areas. Player character heroes should always be 
able to move three areas even if they have a Health 
of Great or less (unless they’re grappled or re-
strained in some manner, of course!)

swImmInG
Characters who can swim (all player characters are 
assumed to be able to swim unless they’ve got a 
relevant negative quality stopping them) can move 
one area in an action.

leapInG
For most normal people, leaping won’t get you out 
of the area you are in, and isn’t a viable form of 
movement. However, particularly strong individuals 
can leap larger distances.

◊ Characters with a Strength of Decent or higher 
can leap into an adjacent area.

◊ Characters with a Strength of Fantastic or 
higher can leap over a single area or up a single 
story onto a roof.

◊ Characters with a Strength of Wondrous or 
higher can leap over two areas or up two stories 
onto a roof.

◊ Characters with a Strength of Single Shift or 
higher can leap over three areas or up three 
stories onto a roof, plus an additional area or 
story for each rank above Single Shift.

other movement
Super powers which provide additional methods of 
movement will have their own speeds and restric-
tions.

attaCkInG an opponent

The most common form of action in combat will be 
to physically attack an opponent. This may be as 
simple as punching them, or it may involve shooting 
them or firing blasts of cosmic energy at them.

All these types of physical attack are resolved in 
the same way:

◊ If the attack is in melee, roll a Combat vs Com-
bat Contest.

◊ If the attack is at range, roll an Agility vs Agil-
ity Contest.

In either case, the attacker’s ability is the active 
one and the defender’s ability is the passive one. 
As with any other contest, if one of the characters 
is a player, that player should be the one who rolls 
the dice (whether they are the attacker or the de-
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fender) and they may spend Determination (before 
rolling) in order to guarantee a particular level of 
success. See the Basic System chapter earlier in 
this book for full details about rolling Contests.

The exact results of the attack depend on the level 
of success that the attacker gets, and the exact 
type of attack being made. In each case below, the 
effects are explained in more detail in the Damage 
section later in this chapter.

Blunt melee
Melee attacks with a blunt weapon (this includes 
unarmed melee attacks) have the following effects 
depending on the level of success:

◊ Failure - The attack misses

◊ Moderate Success - The attack hits, doing nor-
mal damage to the target.

◊ Major Success - The attack hits, doing normal 
damage and possibly Slamming the target.

◊ Massive Success - The attack hits, doing nor-
mal damage and possibly Slamming and possibly 
Stunning the target.

lethal melee
Melee attacks with a sharp weapon such as a sword 
or claws (this includes melee attacks using an ap-
pendage or weapon made from energy) have the 
following effects depending on the level of success:

◊ Failure - The attack misses

◊ Moderate Success - The attack hits, doing nor-
mal damage to the target.

◊ Major Success - The attack hits, doing normal 
damage and possibly Stunning the target.

◊ Massive Success - The attack hits, doing nor-
mal damage and possibly Stunning and possibly 
Killing the target.

Blunt thrown
Ranged attacks involving the throwing of a blunt 
object (this includes most improvised attacks in-
volving throwing objects) have the following effects 
depending on the level of success:

◊ Failure - The attack misses

◊ Moderate Success - The attack hits, doing nor-
mal damage to the target.

◊ Major Success - The attack hits, doing normal 
damage to the target.

◊ Massive Success - The attack hits, doing normal 
damage and possibly Stunning the target.

lethal thrown
Ranged attacks involving the throwing of a sharp 
weapon (this includes throwing knives and shuriken) 
have the following effects depending on the level 
of success:

◊ Failure - The attack misses

◊ Moderate Success - The attack hits, doing nor-
mal damage to the target.

◊ Major Success - The attack hits, doing normal 
damage and possibly Stunning the target.

◊ Massive Success - The attack hits, doing nor-
mal damage and possibly Stunning and possibly 
Killing the target.

Blunt projeCtIle
Melee attacks using a non-sharp projectile (this 
includes force blasts and shots using “mercy bul-
lets” or blunted arrows) have the following effects 
depending on the level of success:

◊ Failure - The attack misses

◊ Moderate Success - The attack hits, doing nor-
mal damage to the target. If the attack was a 
Called Shot, it misses.

◊ Major Success - The attack hits, 
doing normal damage to the target.

◊ Massive Success - The attack 
hits, doing normal damage and 
possibly Stunning the target. If 
the attack was a Called Shot, it 
hits.
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lethal projeCtIle
Melee attacks that use a lethal projectile (this 
includes normal bullets and arrows, and all energy 
blasts except force blasts) have the following ef-
fects depending on the level of success:

◊ Failure - The attack misses

◊ Moderate Success - The attack hits, doing nor-
mal damage to the target. If the attack was a 
Called Shot, it misses.

◊ Major Success - The attack hits, doing normal 
damage to the target.

◊ Massive Success - The attack hits, doing normal 
damage and possibly Killing the target. If the 
attack was a Called Shot, it hits.

unusual attaCks

Although most normal situations will involve one of 
the above types of attack, sometimes someone will 
want to do something a bit more unusual. As with 

the normal attack types, the effects of these at-
tacks are explained in more detail in the Damage 
section later in this chapter.

CharGInG
Normally, moving from area to area and attacking 
must be done as two separate actions. However, 
if you desperately want to hit someone in another 
area immediately (or if you are more concerned 
with pushing them than with damaging them) you 
can make a charging attack.

A charging attack lets you both move and attack 
in the same action. The attack is likely to be less 
accurate, but if it hits it’s more likely to knock the 
opponent over or back.

When making a charge attack against an opponent, 
you first move into their area; and then roll either 
a Combat vs Combat Contest or a Health vs Combat 
Contest - you use whichever of your Health and 
Combat ranks is the lower. The attack has the fol-
lowing effects depending on the level of success:

◊ Failure - The attack misses

◊ Moderate Success - The attack hits, doing nor-
mal damage and possibly Slamming the target.

◊ Major Success - The attack hits, doing normal 
damage and possibly Slamming the target.

◊ Massive Success - The attack hits, doing nor-
mal damage and possibly Slamming and possibly 
Stunning the target.

GrapplInG
Sometimes you don’t want to actually hurt someone, 
merely restrain them. In these cases you may use 
a grappling attack.

To make a grappling attack, you must be in the same 
area as your opponent. Make a Combat vs Combat 
Contest against them. The attack has the following 
results depending on the level of success: 

◊ Failure - The attack misses

◊ Moderate Success - The attack hits, doing no 
damage but putting your opponent in a Partial 
Hold.

◊ Major Success - The attack hits, doing no dam-
age but putting your opponent in a Full Hold.

◊ Massive Success - The attack hits, doing no 
damage but putting your opponent in a Full Hold. 
You may also Crush your opponent if you desire.

If you already have a Partial Hold on your opponent, 
you may roll a new grappling contest against them 
in your next action in an attempt to improve the 
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hold. If this improvement attempt fails, you do not 
lose the existing Partial Hold.

Other actions may force you to let go of your op-
ponent, but this must be judged on a case-by-case 
basis.

You can’t maintain a hold on an opponent if you are 
Stunned or Slammed, or if an opponent successfully 
gets you in a Partial Hold or Full Hold.

CrushInG
If you already have your opponent in a Full Hold, 
you may Crush them as your action without needing 
to roll the dice.

Crushing inflicts your Strength rank as damage to 
your opponent. This damage is reduced by armour 
(but not shields) and does no other special effect.

esCapInG
Okay, so someone’s just used the grappling rules 
above to get you in a hold. Now what? Well, you can 
always try to wriggle out of it.

Trying to wriggle out of a hold takes an action (usu-
ally - see below). To attempt to escape a hold in this 
way, make a Combat vs Combat Contest against your 
opponent. Note that you don’t get the normal -2 RS 
penalty to actions taken while held when you do this.

The escape attempt has the following results de-
pending on the level of success:

◊ Failure - No effect. You’re still held.

◊ Moderate Success - If you were only in a Partial 
Hold, you have escaped it.

◊ Major Success - You have escaped the hold.

◊ Massive Success - You have casually slipped 
out of the hold. You have escaped it and this 
has not taken an action, so you are free to do 
something else this round.

BreakInG out
If you’re big and strong, but your Combat isn’t up 
to the job of escaping a hold, you can try to simply 
break out of it using brute force.

To try to break out of a hold, make a Strength vs 
Strength Contest against your opponent. Note that 
you don’t get the normal -2 RS penalty to actions 
taken while held when you do this.

The breakout attempt has the following results 
depending on the level of success:

◊ Failure - No effect. You’re still held.

◊ Moderate Success - If you were only in a Partial 
Hold, you have broken out of it.

◊ Major Success - You have broken out of the 
hold.

◊ Massive Success - You have casually shrugged 
off the hold. You have broken out of it and this 
has not taken an action, so you are free to do 
something else this round.

other ComBat aCtIons

While most actions in combat are either moves 
or attacks, occasionally there are other combat-
related actions that you might want to employ.

snatChInG
If someone else is holding onto an item and you 
want to snatch it off them, you need to make a 
Strength vs Strength Contest with the person who 
is holding the item.

The snatch attempt has the following results de-
pending on the level of success:

◊ Failure - No effect. They still have the item.

◊ Moderate Success - Your opponent still has the 
item. However if both you and your opponent 
have a Strength rank greater than the Material 
Strength of the object, it breaks in the struggle.

◊ Major Success - You have snatched the item 
from your opponent and you now hold it. However 
if both you and your opponent have a Strength 
rank greater than the Material Strength of the 
object, it breaks in the struggle.

◊ Massive Success - You have snatched the item 
from your opponent cleanly, with no chance of 
it breaking.

CatChInG
If you wish to stop an object from hitting you when 
thrown or fired at you, or you wish to stop a falling 
object from hitting the floor, you can try to catch it.

Because catching an object must happen when the 
object is in the air rather than waiting for your 
turn, you may take this action during someone else’s 
turn; although you must then skip your next action, 
having used it in advance.

If you are trying to catch an object 
that has been thrown or fired at you, 
you must attempt the catch after 
the attack is announced, but before 
it is resolved. 33
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To catch an object, you need to make an Agility vs 
Speed Contest, where Speed is the speed of the 
object you’re trying to catch as listed below:

◊ Falling object = Average
◊ Object thrown with force = World Class
◊ Arrow or similar = Astounding
◊ Bullet = Phenomenal

The catching attempt has the following results 
depending on the level of success:

◊ Failure - You have failed to catch the item, but 
you have got yourself in the way. If the item was 
aimed at you, the worst result it can get when 
the attack is resolved is a moderate success.

◊ Moderate Success - You catch the object awk-
wardly. If the object was falling, either you or 
the object must take the falling damage. If the 
object was thrown or fired at you, either you or 
the object must take the damage it would have 
done had it hit you normally. In either case, you 
choose whether the damage is applied to the 
object or yourself. 

◊ Major Success - You catch the object smoothly 
and neither of you take damage.

◊ Massive Success - You catch the object smooth-
ly and neither of you take damage.

InterposInG
Being heroic is all about defending the innocent, 
and there may come a time when you need to do 
that literally by throwing yourself in the way and 
taking a bullet (or sword, or punch, or laser blast) 
for them.

Because interposing yourself must happen when 
the attack is being made rather than waiting for 
your turn, you may take this action during someone 
else’s turn; although you must then skip your next 
action, having used it in advance.

If you are trying to interpose yourself in front of 
someone being attacked, you must be in the same 
area as that person, and you must declare that you 
are making the attempt to interpose yourself after 
the attack is announced but before it is resolved.

To interpose yourself in front of someone else in 
order to take an attack intended for them, you need 
to make an Agility vs Average Contest, with the 
following results depending on the level of success:

◊ Failure - You miss your chance and the attack is 
resolved against the original target as normal.

◊ Moderate Success - You have got yourself in 
the way. The attack is resolved against you, and 
the worst result it can get a moderate success

◊ Major Success - You have interposed yourself. 
The attack is resolved normally, but against you 
instead of against the original target.

◊ Massive Success - You have interposed yourself. 
The attack is resolved normally, but against you 
instead of against the original target.

aImInG
If you spend your action doing nothing but aiming 
with a ranged attack, you get a +1 RS to the actual 
attack if you make it in your next action. This is not 
a cumulative bonus, and aiming for multiple actions 
is no better than aiming for a single action.

trICk shots
Sometimes you don’t want to simply hurt someone. 
You want to do something more complex.

Maybe you want to fire an arrow to hit the lever 
that will let you out of the death trap. Maybe you 
want to bounce your energy beam off the wall to 
indirectly hit someone who you can see behind a 
transparent force-field. Maybe you want to avoid 
your opponent’s shield when attacking them. Maybe 
you want to leave a set of bullet holes in the wall 
spelling your name.

In all these cases, you can use a trick shot. A trick 
shot is resolved in exactly the same way as a normal 
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attack, except that it has the following results 
depending on the level of success:

◊ Failure - The attack misses

◊ Moderate Success - The attack misses.

◊ Major Success - The attack hits, doing normal 
damage to the target but not doing the special 
effect it would normally do on a major success.

◊ Massive Success - The attack hits, doing normal 
damage to the target, plus whatever special 
effect the attack would normally do on a mas-
sive success.

If your trick shot is targeting something held by 
a person then the difficulty is exactly the same 
as the difficulty of simply shooting that person. If 
your trick shot is targeting an unattended object 
then it is up to the GM to decide on the difficulty 
of the shot based on the size of your target.

weapons

While most heroes and villains fight in an unarmed 
manner, some use weapons. Even those who do usu-
ally fight unarmed may occasionally improvise by 
picking something up and hitting their opponents 
with it or throwing it at them.

When you are using a weapon, you normally do your 
Strength rank number as damage just as with an 
unarmed attack, but the damage type (lethal or 
blunt) depends on the weapon’s nature.

Weapons are inherently more dangerous than un-
armed attacks in the hands of non-super powered 
people. Therefore every weapon has a Minimum 
Damage rank and you always do at least this Mini-
mum Damage with the weapon even if your Strength 
is lower.

For most improvised weapons (e.g. hitting people 
with lamp posts or throwing rocks or cars at people) 
the minimum damage is equal to the Strength rank 
number needed to lift the object and is therefore 
irrelevant (because if you are strong enough to 
pick it up and hit someone with it your Strength 
is going to be at least equal to the Minimum Dam-
age anyway).

However, weapons that have been actively designed 
to hit things with may be more dangerous than 
other miscellaneous objects of their weight be-
cause of their shape, leverage, and sharp pointy 
bits. The Minimum Damage for many such weapons 
is listed in the Weapon Table.

If your Strength rank is higher than the Material 
Strength of the weapon, you are likely to break 
the weapon when you try to hit something with it 

with full force. It is up to you whether you break 
the weapon in this manner or whether you reign in 
your strength and pull your blow. Whichever you 
do, this limits you to doing only as much damage as 
the weapon’s Material Strength.

In the rare case where you are using an improvised 
weapon such as an ice sculpture that is large but 
not particularly strong (so its Material Strength 
is actually less than its Damage Minimum) it will 
always break when you hit something with it and 
you are limited to doing the Material Strength of 
the object in damage as described above.

larGe ImprovIsed weapons
If a weapon is particularly large, such as when you 
swing a tree at people or throw a caravan at people, 
you may be able to target everyone in an area with 
the attack rather than just a single person. In 
this case, aiming the attack is more difficult and 
you take a -3 RS on whichever ability rank you are 
using for the attack.

If you throw a large improvised weapon, it will po-
tentially hit everyone in the target area. If you 
swing it in melee, it will potentially hit everyone in 
your area except yourself. You can’t be selective 
about targets with such a large object.

attaCk modIFIers

There are often situations in combat that make it 
easier or more difficult for people to make attacks. 
Some examples follow, but this is by no means an 
exhaustive list of all possible modifiers:

◊ Surprise Attack - If the defender is unaware of 
the attack, the attacker gets a +1 RS to which-
ever ability they are using to attack.

◊ Readied Attack - If the attacker has an attack 
readied at the start of the fight (for example a 
knife at the defender’s throat or a gun at their 
head), they get a +3 RS to whichever ability they 
are using to attack.

◊ Moving Target - If the defender spent the 
entirety of their last action moving rather than 
attacking, they get a +1 RS to whichever ability 
they are using to defend. This does not apply if 
the defender spent their action doing a charge 
attack.

◊ Cover - If the defender has partial 
cover to hide behind (such as a 
table or a low wall) they get a +1 
RS to their agility when defend-
ing against ranged attacks. If 
the defender has got full cover 
to hide behind (such as when they 
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are peeking around the corner of a building) 
they get a +2 RS to their agility when defend-
ing against ranged attacks. If the attacker is 
willing to shoot through the cover, the defender 
does not get this bonus to their agility but the 
cover counts as additional armour for the de-
fender instead.

◊ Unseen - If either the attacker or the defender 
cannot be seen, that combatant gets a +2 RS 
to whichever ability they are using to attack or 
defend with..

damaGe

Although some exotic attacks such as weakness 
rays may affect the person hit in a different man-
ner, the most common effect of a successful attack 
is normal physical damage. Each attack will have 
a rating for the amount of damage that it does 
if it hits.

Normally, the amount of damage done by the attack 
should be simply subtracted from the amount of 
Stamina that the defender has. If the defender 
still has Stamina left after this then they are still 
in the fight. If they haven’t, then they have been 
knocked out, and may start to die from their in-
juries.

Your character’s Stamina can never go negative. 
If you take more damage than you have remaining 
Stamina then you will simply run out and have zero 
Stamina left.

armour

Some characters will be protected from damage 
by some kind of armour. In the case of mundane 
characters such as police or thugs, this is likely 
to involve wearing physical armour such as a bul-
letproof vest or a stab vest. Super-powered he-
roes and villains have multi-purpose battlesuits 
or powered armour or may even have force field 
generators that put up a defensive barrier. Some 
unusual characters may just have naturally tough 
skin or flesh.

In all these cases, the intent is the same. By having 
or wearing a protective layer, the character will 
take less damage from incoming attacks.

Armour works in a very simple manner. 
If you have armour of any kind, then 

when you take damage you reduce 
the amount of damage you take by 
the rank value of the armour you 

have before subtracting the remain-
ing damage from your Stamina.

If the rank value of your armour is greater than 
the amount of incoming damage, then you simply 
take no damage from the attack.

partIal armour
Some characters may not be fully covered in armour. 
This is most likely to apply to mundane characters 
such as police in riot gear or mercenaries wearing 
ballistic vests. However, it may also occasionally 
apply to a superhero.

In these cases, the armour protects you as normal, 
but an opponent may make a trick shot in order to 
bypass your armour and hit you in an unprotected 
spot.

shIelds
Shields are a form of partial armour that stacks 
with normal armour. They have a rank value that 
adds to the rank value of any armour you are wear-
ing (note that it is the values that stack, not the 
ranks).

However, because shields must be held in the way 
of a blow to be effective, they are limited by your 
Strength. 

Therefore the rank value of a shield is equal to 
the base rank value listed for the shield or your 
Strength rank value whichever is lower.
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Also, shields may only be used to defend against 
actual attacks. They do not provide any protection 
from environmental damage such as walking through 
a fire, falling, or being slammed against a surface.

As shields only count as partial armour, they may 
be bypassed using a trick shot just like any other 
partial armour.

If your opponent is wearing partial armour and is 
also using a shield (for example a modern police 
officer might be equipped with both a stab vest 
and a riot shield) then you must choose which of 
them to bypass when performing a trick shot. You 
cannot bypass them both at the same time.

speCIal eFFeCts
Most types of attack are capable of doing special 
effects as well as simple damage. Generally these 
special effects can be applied only on a major or 
massive success. These effects include knocking 
your opponent over or back, stunning them, causing 
lethal wounds, and so forth.

Each type of attack described earlier in this chap-
ter listed the special effects that it can do at the 
different levels of success, and the exact details 
of those special effects are described below:

slam
If you are hit by an attack which can slam you, and 
your armour rank value is not greater than the 
amount of damage that you have taken (i.e. either 
some damage gets past your armour or your ar-
mour exactly cancels the damage), you may have 
been slammed.

To check whether or not you have been slammed, 
make a Strength vs Damage contest (using the 
damage rank before it was reduced by your armour).

The slam has the following results depending on 
the level of success:

◊ Failure - You have been knocked backwards 
into an adjacent area of the attacker’s choice. 
Additionally you fall over and must spend your 
next action recovering and getting to your feet.

◊ Moderate Success - You have been knocked to 
the floor. You have fallen over and must take a 
-1 RS penalty to your next action as you must 
do it while getting to your feet.

◊ Major Success - You have not been slammed.

◊ Massive Success - You have not been slammed.

In the case of a failure, it is possible that you will 
take more damage due to the forced movement. For 

example you could have been knocked off the roof 
of a building or over the edge of a cliff, in which 
case you will fall.

If your opponent knocks you back into a wall, then 
compare the amount of damage you took to the 
Material Strength rank value of the wall. If the 
damage is greater you break through the wall, oth-
erwise you stop when you hit it. In either case, you 
take additional damage equal to the original damage 
or the wall’s Material Strength, whichever is lower.

This damage may be reduced by your armour as 
normal (but not by a shield).

Although the attacker gets the choice of 
which adjacent area you are knocked 
back into, it is not possible to aim 
your knock back any more precisely 
than this unless slam comes as the 
result of a major success on a trick 
shot. For example you can’t be de-
liberately knocked back into an ally.
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stun
If you are hit by an attack which can stun you, and 
your armour rank value is not greater than the 
amount of damage that you have taken (i.e. either 
some damage gets past your armour or your ar-
mour exactly cancels the damage), you may have 
been stunned.

To check whether or not you have been stunned, 
make a Health vs Damage contest (using the dam-
age rank before it was reduced by your armour).

The stun has the following results depending on 
the level of success:

◊ Failure - You have been knocked unconscious 
by the blow. Your Stamina is reduced to 0, but 
you do not start dying.

◊ Moderate Success - You have been stunned and 
you lose your next action.

◊ Major Success - You have not been stunned.

◊ Massive Success - You have not been stunned.

kIll
If you are hit by an attack which can kill you, and 
your armour rank value is not greater than the 
amount of damage that you have taken (i.e. either 
some damage gets past your armour or your armour 
exactly cancels the damage), you may have been 
dealt a lethal blow.

To check whether or not you have been dealt a le-
thal blow, make a Health vs Damage contest (using 
the damage rank before it was reduced by your 
armour).

The kill has the following results depending on the 
level of success:

◊ Failure - You have been dealt a lethal blow. Your 
Stamina is immediately reduced to 0 and you are 
knocked unconscious by the blow and start dying.

◊ Moderate Success - Your Stamina is immedi-
ately reduced to 0 and you are knocked uncon-
scious by the blow, but you do not start dying.

◊ Major Success - You have not been killed.

◊ Massive Success - You have not been killed.

partIal hold
If your opponent has achieved a par-

tial hold on you, you may not move 
away from them and any action you 
perform other than an attempt to 

escape or break the hold is taken at 
a -2 RS penalty.

If you are strong enough to carry your opponent 
(even with the -2 RS penalty to your Strength), you 
may still move while in a partial hold. This results 
in you dragging your attacker along with you.

Full hold
If your opponent has achieved a full hold on you, 
you may not perform any action other than an at-
tempt to escape or break the hold.

You may not move while in a full hold.

unConsCIousness and dyInG

When taking damage, you will fall unconscious under 
one of three circumstances:

◊ Your Stamina is reduced to 0
◊ You failed the Health vs Damage contest against 

a stunning attack.
◊ You got less than a major success in the Health 

vs Damage contest of a killing attack.

In any of these three cases, your Stamina cannot 
be reduced below 0. Even if the damage you took 
would be enough to take it below 0 it stops there.

If you have been knocked unconscious you will re-
main that way for a few minutes. If it really mat-
ters you can roll two normal dice to see how many, 
but usually it will be sufficient to just say “until 
the end of the fight” for simplicity.

After this time, you will “sleep it off” for a few 
hours. During this period you won’t wake sponta-
neously unless you spend a Determination Point 
to do so, but you can be woken by anything that 
would normally awaken a sleeping person. Again, 
the exact duration probably won’t matter, but you 
can roll two normal dice to see how many hours if 
it makes a difference.

If you have been knocked unconscious by having 
your Stamina reduced to 0 by an edged weapon or 
by failing the Health vs Damage contest of a killing 
attack, you are also dying.

While dying, you temporarily lose a rank of Health 
per round on your action until you reach a Health 
Rank of Zero, at which point you are dead.

You can stop this process at any time (including 
before you have lost your first rank) by spending 
a Determination Point.

If you have no Determination Points, your friends 
(or sympathetic bystanders) can stop the process 
by spending an action to give you emergency first 
aid (no roll is needed for this).
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Chapter 5 - the envIronment

envIronmental InteraCtIon
As well as interacting with other characters in a 
combat situation, characters will also interact with 
the world around them; whether by breaking things, 
lifting things, or simply moving around for periods 
longer than a combat round.

Things in the world, whether inanimate objects, 
vehicles, natural phenomena or other living beings 
are all measured using the same scale of ranks that 
the abilities of characters are measured by. This 
makes most interaction simple to determine. Is the 
character strong enough to lift the car? Compare 
the character’s Strength with the car’s weight. Can 
the character’s motorbike outpace the jeep? Com-
pare the motorbike’s speed with the jeep’s speed. 
And so forth.

weIGht and materIal strenGth

Most material objects have two properties that 
determine how tough the object is. Firstly they 
have a weight, which is based on their mass and 
determines the Strength needed to pick them up. 
Secondly they have a Material Strength which is 
based on a combination of the material they are 
made from, their size, and their shape.

Since Strength ranks aren’t exact measures (there 
is much variation within each rank), the weights 
of objects have similar variation within each rank. 
Exact weights or masses for each rank are not 
given; instead examples of objects of comparable 
weight and mass are given in the Weight Table in 
this chapter and on the back cover of this book.

To determine the weight of (and therefore also 
the Strength needed to lift) an object that isn’t 
on the table, simply compare it to the examples 
and assign it a rank equal to those that you judge 
to be most similar in weight.

Generally, you should assume that a character can 
slowly push or pull something one rank heavier than 
that which they can lift, and can throw (or wield 
as a weapon) something one rank lighter than that 
which they can lift.

The Material Strength of an item works in exactly 
the same way as its weight, although this time it 
shows the amount of Strength (or damage) needed 
to break the item. If this value is less 
than the item’s own weight then pick-
ing up the item by exerting force on 
a portion of it will cause that por-
tion to break away from the rest 
of the item rather than causing the 
whole item to be lifted.

Weight Table
Rank Examples

Terrible Toddler, Chair, Badger, Large cat
Bad Child, Dog

Average Full suitcase, Adolescent, Sheep
Decent Washing machine, One adult
Great Motorcycle, Two adults, Leopard

World Class Grand piano, Three adults, Horse
Fantastic Small car, Hippopotamus

Astounding Lorry, Bulldozer, Private jet, Elephant, Dinosaur
Wondrous Tank, Train locomotive, Fishing boat, Humpback whale
Phenomenal Passenger jet, Space shuttle, Blue whale
Single Shift Jumbo jet, House
Double Shift Submarine, Passenger ferry
Triple Shift Frigate, Nuclear reactor, Rocket
Planetary Skyscraper, Aircraft carrier, Oil rig
Stellar Mountain, Town
Cosmic City, Moon
Infinite Planet, Star
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Depending on the nature of the campaign as agreed 
by the GM and the players, some superpowers such 
as magical spells, tractor beams, or telekinetic pow-
ers may be able to avoid this limitation by acting 
on the whole item at once rather than lifting it by 
exerting force on a single portion of it.

The Material Strength of a solid block of a particu-
lar substance is not necessarily indicative of the 
Material Strength of an item made from the sub-
stance, since the shape and thickness of the item 
may be more important than its exact composition. 
For example although a solid ingot of aluminium 
would be far too tough for a person of average 
Strength to bend or break, a sheet of aluminium 
foil is easily torn by such a person.

Because of this, the Material Strengths of items 
are given in the form of examples of actual items 
rather than as strict measurements based on raw 
materials. These examples can be found in the in 
the Material Strength Table in this chapter and 
on the back cover of this book.

damaGe

Although the damage from physical 
attacks by characters will depend 

on their Strength rank, characters 
can also be damaged by a variety of 
other things - from weapons to en-

vironmental effects. These sources 
of damage are ranked using the same 

Material Strength Table
Rank Examples

Terrible Cardboard box
Bad Glass window, Bottle

Average Plasterboard wall
Decent Internal door, Broom handle
Great External door, Wooden wall, Chair

World Class Concrete paving slab
Fantastic Corrugated galvanised iron sheeting, Toughened safety glass

Astounding Asphalt pavement, Brick wall
Wondrous Steel plating, Iron girder
Phenomenal Tank armour, Stone castle wall
Single Shift Boulder
Double Shift -*
Triple Shift -*
Planetary -*
Stellar -*
Cosmic -*
Infinite -*

* Some fantasy or science fiction materials may have this strength
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scale as Strength and Material Strength scores, 
and correspond to them. For example a stick of 
dynamite does Astounding damage, so it is able to 
blow a hole in an Astounding Strength item such 
as a brick wall.

Note that the Material Strength and damage ta-
ble both assume a single instance of damage in a 
quick time period such as a round of combat. If 
the damage is applied repeatedly to an item over 
a longer period of time then the damage may be 
able to break or destroy the item even though the 
item’s Material Strength is higher than the rank 
of the damage.

For example, in the hands of an average person 
a blow with an axe will do Decent damage which 
is not enough to damage a wooden wall. Sure, the 
axe will chip the wall or maybe even embed itself 
in it, but this won’t significantly damage the wall. It 
certainly won’t break or destroy it. However, given 
plenty of time that same person with the same axe 
could easily destroy the wall completely and reduce 
it to firewood. The GM and players should agree 
on what is and is not sensible when it comes to 
the accumulation of lesser damage in this manner.

The amount of damage done by a variety of dif-
ferent natural and artificial things is shown in the 
table in the Damage Table in this chapter and on 
the back cover of this book.

speed

The speed of anything, whether a creature, vehi-
cle or natural phenomenon, is also measured using 
the standard rank scale. Unlike weight, Strength 
and damage which are strongly interlinked; speed 
is mostly independent of other variables and is 
mostly used in simple comparisons to see which of 
two things is quicker.

Because of the large difference between the na-
ture of land/water based movement and the nature 
of flight, there is a separate scale of ranks for each 
of the two forms of movement. It is important when 
comparing the speed of two objects to 
make sure you are comparing like with 
like and only compare two land/water 
speeds with each other or two air/
space speeds with each other.

In other words, something moving 
at World Class land speed is not mov-

Damage Table
Rank Examples

Terrible Stick*
Bad Kitchen knife*, Dagger*, Falling one storey

Average Baseball/cricket bat*, Hammer*, Machete*, Camp fire
Decent Axe*, Sword*, Arrow, Falling three storeys
Great Normal calibre pistol or rifle, House fire

World Class Machine gun or sniper rifle, Blaster pistol or rifle, Falling five storeys
Fantastic Hand grenade, Ballista, Chemical fire

Astounding Stick of dynamite, Siege catapult, Cannon, Heavy blaster,
Falling ten storeys

Wondrous Mortar shell, Rocket propelled grenade, Trebuchet
Phenomenal Anti-tank shell, Falling twenty or more storeys, Immersion in lava
Single Shift Battleship shell, Starship mounted ion cannon
Double Shift Cruise missile
Triple Shift ICBM
Planetary Nuclear warhead
Stellar Anti-matter torpedo
Cosmic Asteroid strike, Mass driver
Infinite Supernova

* Melee weapons may do more damage than listed above in the hands of a particularly strong wielder. 
See the Combat chapter for more details.
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ing the same speed as something moving at World 
Class air speed.

If you do need to directly compare a land speed 
with an air speed, a good rule of thumb is that a 
ground speed rank of less than Planetary is roughly 
equivalent to an air speed with half as many ranks 
(not half the rank value). For example, a van driv-
ing flat-out has a land speed of World Class which 
is around the same speed as a zeppelin flying at 
top speed (an air speed of Average). As with the 
other measures, in this chapter, the Speed Table 
in this chapter and on the back cover of this book 
shows examples for each rank rather than fixed 
numbers. Note that the speeds shown here are for 
long distance movement. For movement on a round-
by-round basis see the Combat chapter:

FallInG
Characters who fall accelerate rapidly due to grav-
ity for the first few seconds and then fall at a 
constant speed after that, once they have achieved 
terminal velocity.

Characters who fall fewer than twenty 
storeys will still be accelerating when 

they hit the ground. The damage 
they take when hitting the ground 
will vary depending on how far they 

have fallen. Values for one storey, 
three storeys, five storeys and ten 

storeys are all listed in the Damage Table earlier 
in this chapter.

A character who falls twenty storeys or more will 
be travelling at terminal velocity, so the damage is 
always the same whether they have fallen twenty 
storeys or fifty storeys (again, this is marked in 
the damage table earlier in this chapter).

Falling is remarkably quick, and characters have 
little time to perform activities while falling un-
less they are falling truly huge distances such as 
from planes.

A fall of up to forty storeys (around 150 metres 
or yards) will take place within a single round and 
characters falling longer distances will fall around 
250 metres or yards per round after that initial 
round of acceleration.

Landing on something soft may decrease the dam-
age taken by a number of ranks, and actively diving 
rather than merely falling may increase the speed 
of the diver. In either case, these factors are very 
subjective and should be agreed by the GM and 
players on a case by case basis.

If a character jumps down, they may reduce the ef-
fective falling distance by the amount they can leap 
upwards (see the movement rules in the Combat 
chapter for leaping ability) plus an additional storey.

Speed Table
Rank Example (Lands/Water) Examples (Air/Space)

Terrible Child, Snake, Mouse Pigeon, Chicken
Bad Adult, Bear, Cat, Kangaroo Swallow, Goose

Average Wolf, Horse, Shark, Bicycle, Town 
traffic Zeppelin

Decent Antelope, Lion, Moped, Motor boat World war one biplane

Great Cheetah, Sailfish, Lorry,
Motorway traffic Eagle

World Class Van, Hovercraft Peregrine falcon
Fantastic Speedboat Helicopter

Astounding Jeep World war two fighter plane
Wondrous Family car Modern propeller-driven plane
Phenomenal Rally car Passenger jet
Single Shift Arrow, Generic sports car Speed of sound
Double Shift Performance car Bullet
Triple Shift Formula one car Modern hypersonic jet
Planetary Jet propelled car Orbiting space shuttle, comet
Stellar Speed of sound Speed of light
Cosmic Bullet Warp speed
Infinite - Teleportation
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Chapter 6 - determInatIon

traIts
Characters exist as more than just the numbers 
on their character sheet. They have their hopes, 
drives, goals, fears and inner demons to wrestle 
with. These more nebulous aspects of a character 
are represented by a combination of traits and 
Determination Points.

Every character will have up to five positive traits 
that represent character reserves that they can 
normally call upon in order to push beyond their 
normal limits. They will also have up to five nega-
tive traits that represent problems and issues that 
might make them fail to reach their normal limits.

Traits are explained in more detail in the Character 
Creation chapter.

It is important to remember that although traits 
are classified in this positive/negative manner, this 
is just for convenience. When it comes to finding 
applicable traits for a situation that comes up dur-
ing play, there is no difference between positive 
and negative traits.

However, since positive traits are designed to be 
beneficial to the character and negative traits 
are designed to be detrimental, situations where 
having a particular positive trait may actually be a 
problem or having a particular negative trait actu-
ally be helpful will be uncommon at best.

determInatIon poInts

Determination Points are a pool of points that are 
used as a resource for your character. Simply put, 
they are spent to make good things happen and 
you get more as compensation for when bad things 
happen.

Only player characters have Determination Points. 
Non-player characters do have traits just like play-
er characters, but when their traits come into play 
it is the player characters’ Determination Points 
that are used, not their own. This is described 
more fully later in this chapter.

startInG determInatIon poInts
Each player character starts with a number of 
Determination Points equal to their determination 
score.

At the beginning of each playing session, each play-
er character’s Determination Points then reset to 

this value. Any additional points that have been 
gained are lost, and any points that have been used 
are recovered.

If your playing sessions are very short or you end 
a session in the middle of an action scene such as 
a fight, you may wish to reset Determination Points 
less frequently. Similarly, if your playing sessions 
are very long you may wish to reset Determination 
Points more often. In either case, you shouldn’t 
reset Determination Points while the player char-
acters are active. Determination Points should only 
be reset when the characters have some downtime 
during which they can rest and relax.

BeneFIts

Determination Points can be spent to gain any of 
the following benefits:

pushInG your lImIts
Whenever you are about to do a static comparison 
of one of your ability or power ranks 
with someone or something, you can 
spend a Determination Point in or-
der to get a temporary +2 RS bonus 
to the rank you are about to com-
pare. This rank shift obeys all the 
normal rules of rank shifts.
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For example, if you are about to try to lift some-
thing very heavy you can spend a Determination 
Point in order to get a +2 RS bonus to your Strength 
rank; or if you are trying to spot which wire to cut 
in order to defuse the bomb that’s about to go off 
you can spend a Determination Point in order to get 
a +2 RS bonus to your Nous rank.

You can’t push your limits when you are doing a 
contest using one of your ability ranks, such as 
when attacking someone or defending against an 
attack. You can only do it when you are about to 
do a static comparison.

However, you can push your limits when applying 
your Strength rank to do damage with a melee 
attack or a thrown attack.

Similarly, you can push your limits when applying 
your armour rank to reduce incoming damage. In 
this latter case, if you have no armour than you 
are effectively increasing an armour rank of Zero 
to Bad when you add the +2 RS. This is bracing and 
steeling yourself for the attack.

Depending on the campaign setting, you may be 
able to use other capabilities, and you may be able 
to push your limits when using these.

In all cases, the rank shifts for pushing your limits 
stack with the rank shifts for any specialities you 
have that might apply in the situation at hand.

Repeatedly pushing your limits with the same abil-
ity or power may result in that ability or power 
getting stronger. See the Getting Better chapter 
for further details.

ensurInG suCCess
When you are about to use one of your ability or 
power ranks in a contest with the rank of another 
character, you can spend a Determination Point 
in order to guarantee a minimum level of success.

If the result of your contest is less than the suc-
cess you have asked for, you spend a number of De-
termination Points equal to the difference between 
the result and the threshold for your desired level 
of success.

If the result of your contest is that you already 
have the desired level of success, or if it is so 
far from that level of success that you don’t have 
enough Determination Points to make it work, you 

spend a single Determination Point and 
just take the results of the contest 

as rolled.

If your ability is the passive one 
in the contest rather than the ac-

tive one, you may still spend deter-
mination in this manner, except in this 

case you are specifying a maximum level of success 
rather than a minimum level.

Repeatedly ensuring success with the same ability 
or power may result in that ability or power get-
ting stronger. See the Getting Better chapter for 
further details.

reCoverInG stamIna
During a fight, you can spend a single Determination 
Point in order to regain Stamina points equal to your 
Health rank value. You may only do this once per 
fight, and this may not take your Stamina points 
above their normal maximum.

ContrIvInG CoInCIdenCe
When you are in a noncombat situation, you can 
spend a Determination Point in order to have some 
contrived coincidence happen in your favour.

Perhaps you’re desperately on the run from gang-
sters and just happen to find a car with the keys 
left in. Perhaps you’re trying to infiltrate the cult-
ists and you just happen to find a spare robe and 
hood in a cupboard in their temple.

There are only three limits to the sort of coinci-
dence you can contrive by spending a Determina-
tion Point:

◊ The coincidental turn of events cannot contra-
dict something that is already established fact 
in the campaign. For example if you already know 
that the doors to the evil genius’ lair are locked 
with a number pad, it’s no use trying to coinci-
dentally have a guard drop their key without 
noticing.

◊ The coincidence may only be one that benefits 
you. It may not be something that harms an-
other character (although it may indirectly in-
convenience them by virtue of benefitting you). 
For example when the enemy agent is about to 
shoot you, their gun could coincidentally jam at 
that moment sparing you; but it couldn’t coin-
cidentally explode in their face hurting them.

◊ The GM is allowed to veto any proposed coinci-
dence, and does not need to give a reason for 
doing so. This may seem a little extreme, but it 
is so that the GM doesn’t have to reveal if the 
coincidence would contradict something that 
they have established as fact in the campaign 
but which you might not yet know. However, if 
the GM does veto a specific coincidence from 
occurring, they should always offer you an al-
ternative coincidence with similar end results. 
Smart GMs will do this occasionally even when 
there was nothing wrong with the original co-
incidence proposed by you so that having your 
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coincidence vetoed doesn’t automatically inform 
you that the GM has something special in mind 
for the thing you’re referring to.

unorthodox methods
When you are about to use an ability rank in a com-
parison or contest, you can spend a Determination 
Point in order to justify using a different rank 
instead of the one you would normally use.

In order to do this, you must be able to justify how 
you are using the alternate ability. For example if 
you are driving a car at high speed and the GM asks 
you to make an agility check to avoid an obstacle, 
you can spend a Determination Point in order to 
make a nous check instead, justifying it as seeing 
the obstacle well in advance instead of swerving 
at the last minute.

If you have a speciality which would give you a bonus 
to the original check, you may still gain that bonus 
when using unorthodox methods. For example in 
the above situation, having the Driving speciality 
would give you a +1 RS to your check regardless 
of whether you use your agility as normal or use 
unorthodox methods to use your nous instead.

survIvInG lethal InjurIes
If you are lethally injured and are currently losing 
health ranks and dying, you may spend a Determi-
nation Point to stop this process.

power stunts
Sometimes you may want to use one of your powers 
in a way that you can’t normally use it. In these 
situations you may spend one Determination Point 
to make a single attempt to use your power in that 
way. This could be using the power with a Flexibility 
that you don’t normally have, or it could be using 
the power in an imaginative way order to emulate 
a different power.

In either case, the novel use of your power is called 
a Power Stunt. In order to perform a Power Stunt 
you must first explain agree with the GM which 
power you’re using and how you’re intending to use 
it. At this point the GM may object if you’re try-
ing to get away with too much, but as a general 
guideline using a listed Flexibility that you don’t 
normally possess or replicating a different power 
at the same rank as the power you’re using should 
be acceptable unless there’s a very good reason why 
not. If the GM isn’t happy with your intended use of 
your power, you should discuss the issue and come 
to a compromise that everyone is satisfied with.

Once you know what you want to do, you must spend 
one Determination Point in order to make the at-
tempt, and then roll a Power Rank vs Power Rank 

contest using the power that you’re attempting 
the stunt with:

◊ Failure - You failed to use your power in the 
novel way that you wanted.

◊ Moderate Success - You are able to success-
fully use your power in the novel way that you 
wanted. However, your control of the power is 
not full and results in a side-effect chosen by 
the GM. The side effect should be something 
that lessens the usefulness of what you are 
doing without nullifying it completely, and only 
applies to this individual instance of trying to 
use your power in this way.

◊ Major Success - You are able to successfully 
use your power in the novel way that you wanted, 
with no side effects.

◊ Massive Success - You are able to successfully 
use your power in the novel way that you wanted, 
with no side effects.

You may spend one or more Determination Points on 
this contest to ensure a particular level of success 
as with any other contest, but these are over and 
above the point spent to attempt the contest in 
the first place.

Repeatedly succeeding in the same 
Power Stunt using the same power 
may result in that use of the power 
becoming part of your character’s 
normal power suite. See the Getting 
Better chapter for further details.
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spendInG determInatIon

You can only receive one of the above benefits of 
spending one or more Determination Points if you 
are able to spend the points on the action. Since 
spending a Determination Point signals that your 
character is pushing themselves beyond their nor-
mal capabilities because they are particularly de-
termined, it is not something they can do casually 
or on a whim.

Determination Points can only be spent when your 
character has a relevant positive trait that you 
can apply to the situation as justification for the 
extra motivation they have to push themselves 
in this manner. The situation must matter your 
character on a personal level.

Of course, given the necessarily open nature of 
traits there can be no hard and fast rule about 
exactly how tenuous the application of a trait to 
a situation must be before your group finds that it 
is too much of a stretch to be sufficient motivation 
or excuse for the character to apply extra effort. 
Some groups may be happy with even the vaguest 
of applicability and others may be much stricter. 
It’s up to you and your group to find a level at which 
you are happy.

neGatIve traIts
Although normally only positive traits can be used 
to justify the spending of determination, there 
may be rare occasions in which a normally negative 
trait might actually prove useful to a character. In 
these cases, you should simply temporarily use the 
trait as if it were positive.

For example a character with a negative trait of 
“abject coward” may find that they are facing a 
locked door while being chased by a homicidal ma-
niac. The player can easily justify their character 
using determination to push their limits (and get 
a +2 RS) on their attempt to break open the door 
because of their fear and desperation.

GaInInG determInatIon

Although each character’s Determination Points 
normally refresh at the beginning of each session, 
it is also possible to gain more determination during 
a session. This is done by applying a relevant nega-

tive trait to a situation in order to get the 
reverse of one of the normal benefits 

gained from spending determination.

In each of these cases, the GM may 
suggest the opportunity to gain de-

termination in exchange for a pen-
alty, limit or mishap; but the player 

always has the right to say no to such suggestions. 
You are never forced to have your character fail 
at something in order to gain determination, and 
the GM shouldn’t use it as a blunt weapon to force 
the characters to fail for the sake of their plot 
(although it may certainly be offered as a voluntary 
incentive to enhance the story in genre appropri-
ate ways).

pushInG your lImIts
When you apply a relevant negative trait you can 
take a -2 RS penalty to any static comparison that 
you would normally be able to apply a +2 RS bonus 
to by applying a positive trait. Doing so gains you 
a Determination Point, just like applying the +2 RS 
costs a Determination Point.

However, you only gain the Determination Point if 
the -2 RS made you fail the comparison and you 
wouldn’t have failed without that modifier. You can’t 
simply use this on comparisons that you were go-
ing to fail at anyway (or will succeed anyway) as a 
source of free Determination Points!

ensurInG suCCess
When you are about to use one of your ability ranks 
in a contest you can gain Determination Points by 
applying a negative trait to justify limiting your 
character to a maximum level of success in just 
the same way that you can apply a positive trait to 
justify ensuring a minimum level of success.
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If you roll a better level of success than that maxi-
mum, you gain a number of Determination Points 
equal to the difference between the level of suc-
cess you rolled and the maximum level. If you rolled 
an equal or worse level of success than the maxi-
mum, you only gain one point.

Again, you shouldn’t abuse this. If it is not pos-
sible for you to roll a particular level of success 
no matter how well you roll, you can’t gain free 
Determination Points by always limiting yourself to 
the level of success that you can roll. Your stated 
maximum success level must actually be lower than 
the best level of success that you can actually roll.

As with ensuring success using a positive trait, you 
can use this in reverse if your ability is the passive 
one in the contest. Doing this means that you are 
specifying a minimum level of success rather than 
a maximum level.

ContrIvInG CoInCIdenCe
In a noncombat situation, you can apply a relevant 
negative trait in order to gain a Determination 
Point by contriving a coincidence using the same 
guidelines as when you apply a positive trait and 
spend a Determination Point to do the same thing. 
The difference is that in this case the coincidence 
is one that is to your detriment rather than your 
benefit.

The GM has their normal power of veto over the 
coincidence you suggest, just as when you suggest 
a beneficial coincidence.

team determInatIon

Depending on the genre of the campaign, often the 
player characters will be part of an organised team 
rather than simply a bunch of disparate individuals. 
This could be an adventuring party, a superhero 
team, a military unit, a ship’s crew, or any other 
organised team.

If your characters form such a team, the team 
should be given a set of positive and negative traits 
to describe it as if it were a separate character.

Any character who joins the team contributes one 
(and only one) of their Determination Points to the 
team, and this point is unavailable to the character 
until they leave the team once more. These con-
tributed points are added together to form the 
team’s determination score, and the team’s deter-
mination then refreshes at the beginning of each 
session just like that of the individual characters. 
If the team has an acknowledged leader and that 
leader has the Leadership speciality, the bonus 
determination for that speciality is also added to 
the team Determination Points.

Any member of the team can spend the team De-
termination Points as if they were spending their 
own Determination Points, although the justifica-
tion for doing so must come from the team’s traits 
rather than the character’s own traits.

Similarly, any member of the team can gain extra 
Determination Points for the team in the same way 
that they gain extra personal Determination Points, 
and again the justification for doing so must come 
from the team’s traits rather than the character’s 
own traits.

antaGonIsts and determInatIon

Determination Points are normally restricted to 
player characters only. It is part of what makes 
them larger-than-life heroes rather than just mun-
dane folk.

Of course, larger-than-life heroes will often need 
larger-than-life villains to go up against. There-
fore primary antagonists to the player characters 
have positive and negative traits just like player 
characters do and they are also able to spend de-
termination too.

However, these primary non-player characters 
don’t have Determination Points. Instead, when the 
GM wishes to have an antagonist get one of the 
benefits of spending one or more Determination 
Points, the Determination Points that the antagonist 
would have spent are given to the player character 
who is most affected by the antagonist’s action.

Antagonists still need to justify their extra mo-
tivation by applying one of their relevant positive 
traits, and just as with player characters gaining 
determination by having their character fail the 
player of the affected character must be willing 
for the antagonist to gain a bonus or automatically 
succeed against them in exchange for being given 
determination.

Similarly, if a player is aware of one of the antago-
nist’s negative traits (either because the antagonist 
is well known for that trait or it is something that 
the player’s character can see) the player can use 
that trait in a situation where it is relevant in order 
to force the antagonist to have a failure, limitation 
or mishap in a way that would normally gain 
the antagonist determination. In order 
to do this, the player must spend the 
amount of determination that the 
antagonist would have gained.

Antagonist teams neither have nor 
use team determination.
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Chapter 7 - GettInG Better

healInG

While the high-action parts of being a superhero 
such as combat and rescuing people are exciting, 
they are dangerous too. Superheroes are often 
injured in the course of their activities, and such 
injuries may take time to recover from.

stamIna loss
Minor injuries and fatigue, represented by loss of 
Stamina, disappear quickly. Usually it is safe to as-
sume that after a half day or more - such as after 
a night’s rest - all characters will have returned 
to their maximum Stamina values. It is generally 
not necessary to work out exactly how much they 
recover after combat and each subsequent hour 
unless time is of the essence and they must dash 
from situation to situation without adequate time 
to rest.

If it is important to determine how much Stamina 
your character has recovered after a short length 
of time, work out the amount using the following 
two rules:

◊ After a fight or action scene has ended, spend-
ing five minutes resting and attending to minor 
injuries will let you recover Stamina points equal 
to your Health value. If you (or a person tend-
ing your injuries) have the Medicine speciality 
then you get +1 RS to your Health rank when 
determining how much Stamina you recover.

◊ Each hour (of in-game time, not real time) during 
which you don’t have any fights or action scenes 
you will recover Stamina points equal to your 
Health rank value. If you (or a person tending 
your injuries) have the Medicine speciality then 
you get +1 RS to your Health rank when deter-
mining how much Stamina you recover.

health loss
If you have been more severely injured, and have 
lost Health ranks, these take much longer to heal. 
If you remain active, you recover one lost Health 

rank per week. If you take it easy (this 
doesn’t necessarily mean you have 

to be bedridden, but it does mean 
not exerting yourself) and you are 
under the care of someone with the 

Medicine speciality then you recover 
one lost Health rank per day.

CharaCter Improvement

In general, superheroes don’t improve that much 
over the course of a campaign. Generally, the su-
perpowers that your hero has acquired are likely to 
remain relatively static rather than starting weak 
and growing greatly in strength. However, a small 
amount of increase is possible, and you can learn 
new tricks and techniques that let you use your 
existing powers in more versatile ways.

ImprovInG ranks
Each time you spend a Determination Point to push 
your limits during a comparison or spend one or 
more Determination Points to ensure success in a 
contest, put a mark or check next to the ability or 
power that you used in that contest or comparison. 
You should only put one mark per contest even if 
you had to spend multiple Determination Points to 
ensure success. See the Determination chapter 
for more details about using Determination Points 
in this way.

When you have acquired a number of marks next to 
an ability or power equal to that ability or power’s 
current rank value, that ability or power perma-
nently increases to the next higher rank.

Remember that if this increase takes an ability 
from World Class to Fantastic, that ability now 
counts as a power. This means that you can start 
using it to perform power stunts and that you must 
now re-calculate your character’s Determination 
score (see the Character Creation chapter for more 
details on calculating your Determination score).

BroadenInG powers
Each time you spend a Determination Point to per-
form a power stunt with one of your powers and 
the power stunt succeeds, make a note of the stunt 
and put a mark or check next to it. 

When you have acquired ten marks next to the 
same power stunt, that stunt becomes part of your 
standard power list and can be automatically per-
formed without needing to spend Determination 
and perform a power stunt each time.

If the power stunt was to emulate a new power 
rather than just to apply a new Flexibility to an ex-
isting power, your character now has the new power. 
This means that you can start using it to perform 
power stunts and that you must re-calculate your 
character’s Determination score (see the Character 
Creation chapter for more details on calculating 
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your Determination score). Note that in this case 
applying a new Flexibility that is an Alternate Power 
counts as emulating a new power.

When you gain a new power in this way, you may de-
cide that you should have a Limit on the new power 
in order for it not to affect your Determination 
score. If you choose to do this, you must have the 
Limit on the power each time you perform the stunt.

BuIldInG devICes

It is common for super heroes, particularly those 
with a scientific bent - although sometimes people 
may want to build magical or cosmic devices if they 
have that sort of origin, to build powered devices. 
These are items that are above and beyond the 
sort of equipment that can be simply bought, and 
usually have super powers. These devices range 
from mind control helmets to teleportation devices 
to vehicles and powered armour.

These are best handled as a kind of long term Power 
Stunt. The character who wishes to build this sort 
of device must have an ability rank high enough 
to count as a power (i.e. have an ability rank of 
Fantastic or more) in the relevant ability for the 
type of power source the device will use. Most of 
the time this will be their Intellect ability rank, but 
depending on their particular origin some charac-
ters may be able to substitute Nous instead. As 
with any other Power Stunt, the character must 

also have a relevant trait; one that would indicate 
that they can invent devices beyond normal human 
technology. Depending on the nature of the device, 
the GM may also require the character to have suit-
able facilities and resources with which to create 
their invention. This will often be part of the trait 
used to justify the Power Stunt in the first place, 
but there might be extenuating circumstances. For 
example if the characters are stuck on a desert 
island away from their home city then having a 
workshop at home won’t help.

The character must first devote an extended period 
of game time to research and invention. There are 
no hard and fast rules about this, but normally 
around a month would be reasonable. Obviously, 
time spent away from the laboratory will delay 
things accordingly.

At the end of the period, and this should almost 
always occur at the start of a session so that it 
causes the minimum amount of disruption to the 
game, the player spends the point of Determination 
in order to attempt the power stunt and rolls for 
the stunt as normal. If the stunt is a success, the 
character has a prototype device that they can use 
once in that session before it needs re-calibrating, 
re-powering, repairing, or otherwise maintaining.

Once the character has used the prototype once, 
or once the session has ended (whichever comes 
first), the prototype is no longer functional. From 
this point on, each time the character wishes to get 
the prototype to work again they will need to repeat 
the Power Stunt (including spending another point 
of Determination). However, if the character still 
has their prototype they don’t need to spend more 
time in the lab to do this. They can simply adjust 
and improve the existing prototype in the field.

If the prototype is lost or destroyed, then the 
character will need to spend another week build-
ing a new and improved version before they can 
try again.

As with other Power Stunts, the player should make 
a note of the invention in their list of power stunts 
and each time the device has been successfully 
tried the player should put a mark next to the note. 
When the note has acquired ten marks the device 
is considered to be working reliably and counts as 
a new power for the character just like normal 
character improvement.

If a character wants to invent a device 
that has multiple powers, each power 
needs to be added separately using 
the same process. Depending on 
the nature of the powers and the 
device, this may mean that the de-
vice is not usable until all the powers 
have been successfully tested.
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Chapter 8 - allIes, enemIes & equIpment

supportInG Cast

As well as the various super heroes and super vil-
lains that will appear in games, there will often be 
times when supporting cast is needed. This could 
be anything from innocent bystanders to police or 
army, to crack ninja teams or trained mercenaries.

Bystanders

These are the normal people who might be stand-
ing around in a bank when it gets robbed or walk-

ing along the street when the alien ship 
lands there. They’re not trained or ex-

perienced in combat, and they will al-
most certainly flee when a big fight 
between heroes and villains starts 

kicking off. Having said that, they 
do make good hostages and the like.

ChIld
◊ C: Terrible
◊ H: Bad
◊ A: Average
◊ S: Bad
◊ I: Bad
◊ N: Bad
◊ G: Terrible
◊ Stamina: 10

This represents an average child of around ten to 
twelve years old. Younger children are likely to have 
correspondingly lower ability scores. Given their 
low Stamina score, it’s usually easier to simply say 
that children will be incapacitated by any attack 
of Decent rank or greater or by any two attacks 
of lesser rank, rather than tracking their Stamina 
exactly.

adult
◊ C: Average
◊ H: Average
◊ A: Average
◊ S: Average
◊ I: Average
◊ N: Average
◊ G: Average
◊ Stamina: 18

This represents a fairly average adult; a desk jock-
ey or couch potato. Particularly capable or incapable 
adults will vary from this norm, of course.

Because of their low Stamina score, it’s usually 
easier to simply say that an average person will 
be incapacitated by any attack of Great rank or 
greater; by two Decent rank attacks; or by any 
four attacks of lower rank, rather than tracking 
their Stamina score exactly.

ComBatants

Of course, not everyone is either a super hero or 
a simple bystander. Many villains will employ thugs 
and mercenaries, and there are police and army 
working on the side of law. These people are far 
more competent in a fight than the average by-
stander, and may be both equipped and trained 
with weapons.
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polICe oFFICer
◊ C: Decent
◊ H: Decent
◊ A: Average
◊ S: Decent
◊ I: Average
◊ N: Decent
◊ G: Decent
◊ Stamina: 30
◊ Specialities: Criminology I

Depending on where you are in the world, a police 
officer will be armed with a nightstick, pistol, or 
both, and may be dressed in a stab vest. Special 
units may also use a riot shield. They also carry 
handcuffs.

soldIer
◊ C: Great
◊ H: Decent
◊ A: Decent
◊ S: Decent
◊ I: Average
◊ N: Decent
◊ G: Great
◊ Stamina: 50
◊ Specialities: Weapons (guns) I

Soldiers will normally use a pistol and/or assault 
rifle, and wear ballistic armour. They will not nor-
mally carry grenades or heavier weaponry except 
in a war zone.

Goon
◊ C: Decent
◊ H: Decent
◊ A: Average
◊ S: Decent
◊ I: Average
◊ N: Average
◊ G: Decent
◊ Stamina: 30
◊ Specialities: Martial Arts I

Goons are your average gang member or minion for 
a super villain. Depending on where you are in the 
world (and who they are working for - some villains 
like their goons to be themed) they will be armed 
with a nightstick or a pistol. Rarely they might be 
given an exotic weapon that does the equivalent of 
the Blast power at Great or even World Class rank.

nInja
◊ C: Great
◊ H: Decent
◊ A: Great
◊ S: Decent
◊ I: Average

◊ N: Average
◊ G: Decent
◊ Stamina: 50
◊ Specialities: Stealth II, Weapon (sword) I

Ninja are generally found as infiltrators or assas-
sins, employed when stealth is required and greater 
skill than a goon is needed. Because of this, ninja 
usually work alone or in small groups rather than 
appearing with a villain. A ninja will usually carry 
various devices to distraction and aid climbing and 
escape, and will wield a sword. It is rare in the 
extreme for a ninja to use a gun.

GanG leader
◊ C: Decent
◊ H: Great
◊ A: Average
◊ S: Great
◊ I: Decent
◊ N: Average
◊ G: Decent
◊ Stamina: 40
◊ Specialities: Criminology I, Law I

Gang leaders, as the name suggests, lead gangs 
of goons. They may work for themselves, or they 
may be working for a super villain. When working 
for a super villain, gang leaders are equally likely 
to be found accompanying the villain’s goons and 
acting as a bodyguard and minder for the villain 
themselves. Gang leaders are usually armed with 
a pistol, even in countries with strict gun control, 
but may sometimes wield an exotic weapon that 
does the equivalent of an offensive super power 
at Great or even World Class rank.

anImals

Animals often make an appearance in super hero 
stories, whether as loyal sidekicks, the trained 
attack beasts of villains, or simply as escaped zoo 
creatures.

CroCodIle/allIGator
◊ C: Average
◊ H: Great
◊ A: Bad
◊ S: Great
◊ I: Terrible
◊ N: Bad
◊ G: Decent
◊ Stamina: 50
◊ Powers: Bad Damage Resistance, 

Great Strike, Average Aquatic

Crocodiles and alligators are occa-
sionally found in sewers, or at least 
they occasionally are in comic books. 
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You might rarely find a giant or mutant alligator 
with better ability scores than those listed here.

GorIlla
◊ C: Bad
◊ H: World Class
◊ A: Bad
◊ S: Fantastic
◊ I: Bad
◊ N: Average
◊ G: Decent
◊ Stamina: 80
◊ Powers: Bad Damage Resistance

Gorillas, and apes in general, are a regular feature 
of super hero stories. The ability scores above are 
for a typical gorilla. However, those met by super 
heroes are often super-intelligent or trained, and 
so are likely to have powers or ability scores be-
yond those listed here.

hawk
◊ C: Average
◊ H: Terrible
◊ A: Great
◊ S: Terrible
◊ I: Bad
◊ N: Fantastic
◊ G: Average
◊ Stamina: 10
◊ Powers: World Class Flight

Hawks are often found as companions or spies for 
heroes and villains alike. Although of limited use in 
a fight, their fast flight speed, their keen senses, 
and their agility make them excellent at spotting 
things and escaping.

lIon/tIGer/panther
◊ C: Decent
◊ H: Great
◊ A: Average
◊ S: Great
◊ I: Bad
◊ N: Decent
◊ G: Great
◊ Stamina: 60
◊ Powers: Decent Super Speed, World Class 

Strike

The abilities here are for a big cat of the 
sort that might have escaped from a 

circus and be loose on the rampage. 
This assumes that it is one of the 
heavier types of cat. For a chee-
tah, increase the Super Speed to 

Great, and decrease the Strength 
and Strike power by -1 RS each.

shark
◊ C: Average
◊ H: World Class
◊ A: Zero
◊ S: World Class
◊ I: Terrible
◊ N: Average
◊ G: World Class
◊ Stamina: 90
◊ Powers: Average Aquatic, Bad Damage Resist-

ance, Fantastic Strike

Sharks are always a favourite of villains for put-
ting in death traps, moats and the like. The shark 
shown here is a big one, such as a tiger shark or 
great white shark. Note that the Agility rank of 
Zero only means the shark can’t move around on 
land. In water, its Average Aquatic power gives it 
an effective Agility of Average.

tyrannosaurus rex
◊ C: Great
◊ H: Fantastic
◊ A: Bad
◊ S: Fantastic
◊ I: Bad
◊ N: Average
◊ G: World Class
◊ Stamina: 110
◊ Powers: Average Damage Resistance, Astonish-

ing Strike, Decent Super Speed

Normally only found as the result of genetic en-
gineering, mad science, or the denizen of a “lost 
world”; extinct dinosaurs like a T-Rex are formi-
dable beasts that can challenge even super heroes. 
These ability scores could also be used for a large 
herbivorous dinosaur, in which case the strike would 
represent horns, spikes, or a powerful whip-like tail.

wolF/doG
◊ C: Average
◊ H: Decent
◊ A: Average
◊ S: Average
◊ I: Bad
◊ N: Decent
◊ G: Decent
◊ Stamina: 26
◊ Powers: Decent Strike, Average Super Speed

Wolves are a favourite companion animal for both 
heroes and villains. These ability scores can also 
be used for large guard dogs of the type likely to 
be found guarding secret research facilities, but 
they’re not intended to represent smaller domestic 
dogs or lap dogs. Smaller dogs would lose the Strike 
power and take a -1 RS penalty on their Strength 
and Health.
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equIpment

In addition to the general supporting cast of mun-
dane people and animals (well, okay, maybe the T-
Rex isn’t that mundane!) you may also find that 
you sometimes need values for equipment such as 
guns or armour. When that mugger pulls a gun on 
you, you need to know how much damage it will do.

Such equipment is not often used by super heroes. 
Generally if a super hero wishes to use a weapon 
then that weapon should be defined as part of the 
hero’s power set (for example a Strike or a Blast) 
rather than just being something they picked up 
and used. However, this doesn’t mean that a hero 
can’t use mundane weapons or armour occasionally.

Having said that, most mundane weapons wouldn’t 
interest the average super hero anyway. Most of 
them do lethal damage, and most of them are less 
effective than a super hero’s actual powers are 
likely to be.

The items listed on the equipment table are ob-
viously only a small sample of all the equipment 
that can be acquired by a character. However, they 
include the most common items that 
might be carried and/or used by sup-
porting cast such as the police, army, 
and criminals and goons.

For more details about how weap-
ons and armour work in combat, see 
the Combat chapter.

Equipment Table
Item Material Strength Damage/Armour Notes
Knife Great Bad Does lethal damage

Baseball bat Decent Average Does blunt damage
Nightstick Great Average Does blunt damage

Sword Great Decent Does lethal damage
Bow Decent Decent Does lethal projectile damage

Crossbow Great Decent Does lethal projectile damage
Pistol Decent Great Does lethal projectile damage

Shotgun Decent Great Does lethal projectile damage
Assault Rifle Decent World Class Does lethal projectile damage
Sniper Rifle Decent World Class Does lethal projectile damage

Hand Grenade Average Fantastic Does lethal thrown damage to all in area
Flamethrower Decent Fantastic Does lethal projectile fire damage

Rocket launcher Decent Phenomenal Single shot, does lethal projectile damage
Riot shield Great Great Partial armour
Stab vest Average Average Partial armour

Ballistic armour Decent Decent Partial armour
Handcuffs World Class - Counts as partial hold when worn

Grappling gun Decent - Grapple line has Fantastic Material Strength
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Chapter 9 - power desCrIptIons

General power notes

This chapter contains full descriptions of every su-
per power. Each one has a basic description of the 
power as it is when selected as part of the char-
acter generation process, and then this is followed 
by a list of Flexibilities and Limits that can change 
the way the power works (sometimes drastically).

usInG a power
Most of the time, switching a power on takes a 
single action and must be done on your turn. How-
ever, some powers can be used instantly (especially 
if they have a particular Flexibility) and some are 
always on. Once on, some will remain in effect until 
switched off; some will only last for a short dura-
tion; some may require concentration (and so will 
deactivate if you’re stunned, slammed or knocked 
unconscious); and some simply work instantly and 
have no duration.

Most of the time, the power descrip-
tion should tell you everything you 

need to know. If in doubt, assume 
that the power takes an action to 
switch on and no action to switch 

off again, and that it stays on indefi-
nitely until switched off again.

standard ranGe & duratIon
Many powers act at a range or only last for a short 
time before fading. In some cases, the power de-
scription itself will tell you how long the power lasts 
or what its range is. Generally this will be based on 
its power rank. The standard range and standard 
duration of powers at different ranks are given in 
the Standard Power Parameters Table below.

Standard Power Parameters Table
Rank Range Duration
Zero - -

Terrible Touch 1 Round
Bad Same Area 1 Round

Average 1 Area 2 Rounds
Decent 3 Areas 3 Rounds
Great 5 Areas 4 Rounds

World Class 7 Areas 5 Rounds
Fantastic 10 Areas 8 Rounds

Astounding 20 A (½ Mile) 10 Rnds (1 Min)
Wondrous 1 Mile 1½ Minutes
Phenomenal 1½ Miles 2 Minutes
Single Shift 2 Miles 5 Minutes
Double Shift 4 Miles 15 Minutes
Triple Shift 10 Miles 1 Hour
Planetary 100 Miles 1 Day
Stellar 10,000 Miles 1 Week
Cosmic 1,000,000 Miles 1 Year
Infinite Infinite Forever

nonstandard FlexIBIlItIes & lImIts
Although each power comes with a list of Flexibili-
ties and Limits that may be applied to the power, 
you are not limited to using just those suggested.

If the GM agrees, you can apply any Flexibility or 
Limit to any power; including those that you have 
invented yourself.

However, everyone should be careful to make sure 
that they understand the implications of the Limit 
or Flexibility that is being suggested, and that it 
stays within the spirit of the game. For example a 
Limit that doesn’t actually limit the power because 
of the way the character uses the power shouldn’t 
be allowed, and neither should a Flexibility that 
is more powerful than simply adding an Alternate 
Power to the character’s repertoire.
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aBIlIty Boost v
You are able to temporarily boost one of your ability 
scores. Choose one ability score for the power to 
affect. When you use this power, that ability score 
is temporarily increased to the rank at which you 
have this power (or, if your ability score is already 
the same rank as this power or higher, it boosts 
it by a single rank). This boost takes your action 
to activate and then lasts for Standard Duration. 
After the boost wears off, your ability score drops 
to one rank lower than its un-boosted level for 
Standard Duration and you can’t re-apply the boost 
until this has worn off.

Flexibility: Affects Others - You can use this 
power to increase the ability of someone you touch, 
not just yourself.

Flexibility: Ranged - You can increase the ability of 
someone at Standard Range rather than needing to 
touch them (you must already have Affect Others).

Flexibility: Extra Ability - You can boost an ad-
ditional ability. Choose the additional ability when 
you acquire this Flexibility.

Flexibility: Concentration - Your boost lasts as long 
as you concentrate (being stunned or slammed will 
break your concentration, but normal damage won’t).

Flexibility: Power Boost - Instead of boosting 
one or more ability scores, you boost one or more 
powers that either share a special effect (e.g. cold 
powers) or a power source (e.g. genetic mutations).

Flexibility: Instant - You can use this power with-
out taking an action to do so (although you can still 
only activate it once per round).

Limit: Ablative - The boosted ability score is re-
duced by one rank per round until it reaches its 
normal level, at which point the boost is considered 
to have worn off.

Limit: Exclusive - You can’t use any other powers 
while your boost is active.

Limit: Immunity - Your boost doesn’t affect your-
self (this only makes sense if you also have Affects 
Others).

Limit: Emotion Based - You can only activate your 
boost when you feel a particular emotion (e.g. fear, 
anger).

aBIlIty InCrease v
This is not a super power as such. Instead, when you 
acquire this “power” during character generation 
raise any one of your ability scores by two ranks.

This power does not count when determining your 
starting Determination score, although it may re-
sult in the ability score becoming high enough to 
count.

Limit: Speciality Only - Instead of increasing 
an ability score by two ranks, gain two additional 
specialities.

aBsorptIon

You can absorb one type of damage (blunt, lethal 
or one energy type). Incoming attacks of that type 
have their damage reduced by your rank value for 
this power before any of your resistances are ap-
plied.

You may then use the absorbed energy in one of 
three different ways (choose one when you acquire 
this power):

◊ Ability Boost - You are affected by the incom-
ing damage as if using the Ability Boost power 
at a rank with a rank value that matches the 
amount of damage absorbed. You must choose 
the ability when you choose this option.

◊ Healing - You regain an amount of Stamina equal 
to the amount of damage you absorbed. This 
can’t take you above your normal Stamina score; 
it can only heal damage.

◊ Retaliation - On your next action you can choose 
to fire a Blast attack of the same damage type 
and rank that you absorbed. If you choose not to 
fire the attack, the energy dissipates harmlessly.

Flexibility: Extra Option - Choose another of the 
three options when you acquire this Flexibility. Each 
time you absorb energy you may pick which option 
to use.

Flexibility: Extra Health - When you use absorbed 
energy to heal, you can heal up to twice your normal 
Stamina. Extra Stamina above your normal total 
disappears after the end of the fight.

Flexibility: Broad - You can absorb either all types 
of energy damage or all types of physical damage.

adaptatIon

When you enter an unusual environment, you spend 
the first round adapting your body to it. 
This temporarily gives you an appropri-
ate power at the same rank as this 
power, which lasts until you leave 
the environment again. For example 
if exposed to lava you will gain Heat 
Resistance; or if plunged into water 
you will gain the Aquatic power; or if 
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locked in a freezer you will gain the Cold Resistance 
power; or if thrown out of an airlock into space you 
will gain the Life Support power.

This power will not protect you from attacks, only 
from environmental effects - although in the case 
of things like temperature or radiation extremes 
you may be coincidentally protected from damage 
caused by the same type of energy due to your 
adaption. Similarly, you are not protected during 
the round in which you are adapting, so you may take 
damage from the environment during that round.

Flexibility: Instant - You adapt instantly as soon 
as you encounter the new environment. This still 
does not protect you from attacks, only from en-
vironmental damage.

Flexibility: Defensive - You can adapt to protect 
yourself from attacks. After taking damage from 
an attack you can spend your next action adapt-

ing to temporarily gain an appropriate defensive 
power (usually Resistance) to future attacks of the 
same type. The adaption lasts until you re-adapt to 
something else. If your adaption power is Instant 
then you can adapt to the incoming attack as it hits 
(and therefore be protected immediately) but you 
can still only change your type of adaption once 
per round.

Flexibility: Affects Others - You can use this 
power to adapt someone you touch to your environ-
ment, not just yourself.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Regeneration - You can 
gain the Regeneration power as an alternate power.

Limit: Exclusive - You can’t use any other powers 
while your adaption is active.

Limit: Temporary - Your adaption only lasts for 
Standard Duration even if you remain in the envi-
ronment longer than that.

aFFlICtIon

By spending an action you can make a melee attack 
against an opponent that does no damage but af-
flicts them with a fast-acting degenerative condi-
tion such as a toxin, curse, disease, or temporary 
aging effect.

Before each of your target’s actions, they must 
make a Health vs Affliction contest, with the fol-
lowing results:

◊ Failure - The target takes your Affliction rank 
value as damage, and must repeat the contest 
before their next action.

◊ Moderate Success - The target takes no dam-
age, but must repeat the contest before their 
next action.

◊ Major Success - The target takes no damage 
and the Affliction ends.

◊ Massive Success - The target takes no damage 
and the Affliction ends.

Affliction damage can’t be reduced by normal Re-
sistances, only by Affliction Resistance.

If your target has the Regeneration power, they 
may substitute their Regeneration power rank for 
their Health power rank when rolling the contests.

If your target drops to zero Stamina, they fall 
unconscious and begin to lose Health ranks as if 
reduced to zero Stamina by a lethal attack. This 
Health loss can be stopped by any of the normal 
means.
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Flexibility: Reversible - You can stop your affliction 
prematurely at will, before it has run its course.

Flexibility: Contagious - Anyone who touches (or 
is touched by) your target before the affliction 
has run its course is also afflicted.

Flexibility: Lasting - The damage done by your af-
fliction only heals at a tenth of the normal rate. It 
can still be cured by the Regeneration and Healing 
powers normally.

Flexibility: Immunity - You are immune to your 
own affliction.

Flexibility: Ranged - You may afflict someone with 
a ranged attack instead of a melee attack.

Flexibility: Area Effect - You may afflict every-
one in an area at once (you can’t selectively avoid 
certain targets).

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Energy Drain - You can 
gain the Energy Drain power as an alternate power.

Flexibility: Aura - You can use your affliction on 
anyone who touches you as well as those you touch.

Flexibility: Mind Control - You can choose (at the 
time of attack) that each time your affliction would 
damage its target, instead the target is affected 
for their action as if you had used the Mind Control 
power (of equal rank to this power).

Limit: Always On - Every time you touch someone, 
you afflict them whether you want to or not.

Limit: Ablative - The affliction strength is reduced 
by one rank per round until it reaches Zero, at 
which point the affliction ends even if the target 
hasn’t managed to throw it off.

Limit: Slow - The affliction only affects the target 
once per day or once per week (your choice), rather 
than once per round. Your target will not naturally 
heal back the damage done by the affliction until 
it has run its course (although the Regeneration 
and Healing powers work as normal).

alter eGo I
You have two super powered forms, each of which 
has independent ability scores and power sets. Roll 
a second character with the same origin as your 
current character, but with one less power than 
they would otherwise have.

It takes a single action to switch between your 
two forms.

Flexibility: Random Forms - Your secondary form 
is randomly generated each time you switch to it, 
so you never know what powers and ability scores 

you’ll be getting. However, in exchange for this your 
primary form loses all powers other than this Alter 
Ego power when you acquire this Flexibility. Addi-
tionally, whenever you switch back to your primary 
form after having spent time in a secondary form, 
you must spend at least as long in your primary 
form before you can switch to a new secondary 
form again.

alteratIon ray v
You may make a ranged attack to project a ray 
that does no damage to its target but affects it 
in one of the following six ways (choose when you 
acquire this power):

◊ Density - Your target is affected as if they 
had the Density power at a rank equal to this 
power’s rank.

◊ Growth - Your target is affected as if they 
had the Growth power at a rank equal to this 
power’s rank.

◊ Invisibility - Your target is affected as if they 
had the Invisibility power at a rank equal to 
this power’s rank.

◊ Phasing - Your target is affected as if they 
had the Phasing power at a rank equal to this 
power’s rank.

◊ Shrinking - Your target is affected as if they 
had the Shrinking power at a rank equal to this 
power’s rank.

◊ Transformation - Your target is affected as if 
they had the Transformation power at a rank 
equal to this power’s rank (choose the type of 
transformation when you acquire this power).

In any of the above cases, the target has no control 
over the power that they have suddenly acquired. 
Each of the powers will affect them at full strength 
for Standard Duration.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Varies - You may choose 
the personal version of whichever ray you have as 
an alternate power.

Flexibility: Offensive - You may choose to only give 
your target the bad parts of their power, not the 
good parts; for example Density or Growth will fail 
to increase your target’s strength, Shrinking makes 
your target lose strength; and Trans-
formation makes your target trans-
form mentally as well as physically.

Limit: Touch - You must touch your 
target in a melee attack to affect 
them rather than being able to use 
this power at range.
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Limit: Offensive Only - You may only use the of-
fensive form of this power, not the normal form 
(requires Offensive).

alternate Form v
You can transform into an alternate form other 
than that of normal flesh. It takes an action to 
transform into this form, but you can revert back 
to normal instantly.

Choose one of the following alternate forms when 
you acquire this power:

◊ Energy Form - You are composed of coherent 
energy of one type or another. You have the 
Flight power at the same rank of this one, and 
you are immune to physical damage. You cannot 
use your Strength while in energy form, and 
can’t affect physical objects. You gain no spe-
cial protection from your type of energy while 
in this form.

◊ Explosive Form - You can explode as an action, 
making the equivalent of either a lethal or blunt 
melee attack against everyone in your area. You 
use an Alternate Form vs Agility Contest for 
the attack rather than a normal melee attack 
roll. Your attack does your rank in damage to 
everything and everyone it hits. After your at-
tack, you are immune to all damage until you 
reform. Reforming takes an action, and you can 
delay this for up to Standard Duration. You must 
reform in the same area that you exploded in, 
or an adjacent one that is not separated from 
it by an airtight seal.

◊ Fluid Form - You are composed of either a liquid 
or a mass of tiny particles such as nanites or 
sand. You have Damage Resistance and Stretch-
ing at the same rank as this one.

◊ Gaseous Form - You are composed of a type of 
gas or vapour. You gain Terrible Flight and can 
seep through any none-airtight gap. You are also 
immune to physical attacks except for those 
that would disperse a cloud.

◊ Shadow Form - You are a flat silhouette. You are 
immune to physical attacks and gain the abili-
ties of the 2D form of the Dimensional Control 
power. Additionally you have the Wall-Crawling 
power with the same rank as this one and you 

have the Invisibility power (limited to 
shadowy and dark areas) also with the 

same rank. However, you cannot use 
your Strength while in shadow form, 
and can’t affect physical objects. 
Also, all light based attacks that hit 

you do a “Stun?” result in addition to 
whatever other results they do.

◊ Solid Form - You are composed of a solid mate-
rial like wood, stone or diamond. Your Strength 
is increased to the greater of your power rank 
and your existing Strength +1 RS, and you have 
Damage Resistance at the same rank as this 
power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Energy Control - If you 
have an energy form, you may choose the Energy 
Control power (of the same type of energy that 
you become) as an alternate power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Teleport - If you have an 
explosive form, you may choose the Teleport power 
as an alternate power, enabling you to reform any-
where within teleportation range, including through 
an airtight seal.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Alternate Form - You 
may choose another version of this power (with a 
different form) as an alternate power.

Flexibility: Broad - If you have an energy, fluid, 
gaseous or solid form, you don’t have to specify a 
single type of your chosen form. You can change 
into any type of that form (any energy, any fluid, 
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any gas, or any solid). Note that in all cases you 
remain coherent and self-contained, so turning 
into exotic or highly reactive forms doesn’t give 
you any special ability or power.

Flexibility: Instant - You can use this power with-
out taking an action to do so (although you can still 
only activate it once per round).

aquatIC

You can breathe underwater and while you are un-
derwater your Agility and Nous are increased to 
the power rank of this power if they are not already 
at equal or higher rank. You can also swim at your 
power rank speed.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Leaping - You may choose 
the Leaping power (limited to only out of water) as 
an alternate power.

Limit: Only One - You can either breathe under-
water or gain the swim speed and Agility/Nous 
bonus. Choose which when you acquire this Limit.

Limit: Water Breather - You can only breathe 
underwater, and suffocate in air.

astral projeCtIon I
You can separate your mind from your body, leaving 
your body in a temporary coma. Your mind has Flight 
and Phasing at the same power rank as this power, 
and can’t affect the physical world in any way.

Your mind is not detectable except by Telepathy 
and Astral Detection, and is only vulnerable to men-
tal attacks and powers. In turn, you may use mental 
attacks and powers on others, but with a -2 RS to 
all aspects of their effectiveness.

Astrally projected people can see and affect each 
other normally.

You are aware of any harm that happens to your 
body while you are away from it, and if your body 
is killed you are trapped in astral form forever.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Astral Detection -You 
may choose the Astral Detection power as an al-
ternate power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Dimensional Travel - You 
may choose the Dimensional Travel power as an 
alternate power, enabling you to travel to other 
dimensions while in astral form.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Dream Control - You may 
choose the Dream Control power as an alternate 
power.

aura

You can surround yourself with a damaging aura (of 
any energy or physical damage type, but you must 
choose the type when you acquire this power). It 
takes an action to activate your aura but it can be 
deactivated at will.

Anyone and anything that touches you or that you 
touch while your aura is active takes damage equal 
to the rank value of this power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Flight - You 
may choose the Flight power as an 
alternate power (and this is highly 
recommended if you don’t have Par-
tial and don’t want to keep acciden-
tally destroying floors with your aura).
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Flexibility (Alt. Power): Life Support - You may 
choose the Life Support power as an alternate 
power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Blast - You may choose 
the Blast power (of the same damage type as your 
aura) as an alternate power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Resistance - You may 
choose the Resistance power (to the same dam-
age type as your aura) as an alternate power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Energy Control - You 
may choose the Energy Control power (of the same 
energy type as your aura) as an alternate power.

Flexibility: Contagious - Not only does anyone 
who touches you (or whom you touch) take dam-
age, anyone who is touching them at the same time 
takes damage as well.

Flexibility: Partial - Each time you activate or 
deactivate your aura, you can decide which parts 
of your body to add it to or remove it from; for 
example you could leave the bottom of your feet 
free when covering the rest of yourself so you don’t 
damage a floor, or drop the aura from one hand 

leaving it free so you can pick something 
up without damaging it.

Flexibility: Broad - You can put up 
an aura of any type of energy. You 
must choose the type when you ac-

tivate the aura and can’t change it 
without re-activating it.

Limit: Always On - Your aura is always on and you 
can’t turn it off. This is incompatible with Partial, as 
that would allow you to turn off parts of your aura.

BIndInG

You can make grappling attacks at Standard Range, 
using an Agility vs Agility Contest instead of the 
normal Combat vs Combat Contest.

When people are trying to escape from your binding, 
both its Strength and Combat scores are consid-
ered to be the same as your power rank. Because of 
its stickiness, anyone trying to move while partially 
entangled must be able to drag a weight equal to 
your power rank (at the normal -2 RS to Strength).

Flexibility: Area Effect - You can bind everyone 
in an area at once. You can’t select to bind some 
targets but not others.

Flexibility: Reversible - You can dismiss your bind-
ing on one or more of its targets at will, rather than 
having to wait for them to either break out of it 
or be rescued from it.

Flexibility: Contagious - Anyone who touches or 
is touched by your binding also gets bound by it.

Limit: Blocked - Your binding requires you to have 
free movement in order to aim it. You can’t use it 
while you are grappled.

Limit: Floored - Your binding sticks people to the 
floor and prevents them from moving, but does not 
otherwise entangle them or prevent them acting.

Blast

You can shoot a damaging effect at a range. When 
you acquire this power, choose whether the effect 
is a thrown or missile attack, whether it is blunt or 
lethal, and what type of damage it does (it can do 
any type of physical or energy damage).

Your blast inflicts damage equal to its power rank 
value.

Flexibility: Affects X - Choose one type of op-
ponent who would normally be immune to your blast 
(e.g. astrally projecting or gaseous). Your blast 
affects that type of opponent normally.

Flexibility: Area Effect - You can choose to blast 
everyone in an area at once. You can’t select indi-
vidual targets to be spared your blast.

Flexibility: Disintegration - Targets that are de-
stroyed (or killed) by your blast vanish utterly leav-
ing no traces behind.
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Flexibility: Broad - You can choose the type of 
energy that your blast uses each time you shoot it.

Limit: Full Strength - You can’t use your blast at 
anything other than full power.

Limit: Area Effect Only - If you have Area Ef-
fect, you can only use your blast for area effect 
attacks, not for single targets.

Limit: Blocked - Your blast requires you to have 
free movement in order to aim it. You can’t use it 
while you are grappled.

BurrowInG

You can burrow through the ground or other large 
objects at your normal movement speed, choosing 
whether or not to leave a tunnel behind you.

You can burrow through any material which has a 
Material Strength less than or equal to your bur-
rowing rank.

Limit: Single Substance - You can only burrow 
through one type of substance, for example sand 
or ice.

ContInuum Control v
You can control one part of the space-time con-
tinuum. Choose one of the following types of control 
(note that each one has its own set of Flexibilities 
and Limits):

◊ Friction Control - You can control the amount of 
friction between objects at Standard Range. You 
can make any Athletics or Acrobatics checks or 
contests made to hold on to something or climb 
something easier or more difficult by your power 
rank (count the number of Rank Shifts that 
would be needed to reduce your power rank to 
Zero and apply also that many Rank Shifts to 
the difficulty of the contest or check in either 
direction).

Also you can make an area within range slippery 
for Standard Duration, forcing everyone who 
tries to stand or walk through the area to suc-
ceed in an Agility vs Friction Control Contest or 
fall over (treat as a Slam result).

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Binding - You may choose 
to take the Binding power (with the Floored Limit) 
as an alternate power, to represent making people 
stick to the floor.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Dazzle - You may choose 
to take the Dazzle power (against sight) as an al-
ternate power, to represent sticking people’s eyes 
closed.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Binding Resistance - You 
may take the Binding Resistance power as an al-
ternate power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power) Fire Control - You may take 
the Fire Control power as an alternate power, to 
represent control of friction-caused heat.

Flexibility (Alt. Power) Wall Crawling - You may 
take the Wall-Crawling power as an alternate power.

◊ Gravity Control - You can control the force of 
gravity at Standard Range. You can increase or 
decrease the power of gravity by your power 
rank in an area within range.

Decreasing the power of gravity temporarily 
gives everyone in the area the Leaping power 
at the same rank as your gravity control. In-
creasing the power or gravity makes Strength 
and Agility checks and contests more difficult 
by your power rank (count the number of Rank 
Shifts that would be needed to reduce your 
power rank to Zero and also apply that many 
Rank Shifts to the difficulty of the contest 
or check). Flight and Leaping powers are also 
decreased by the same number of rank shifts.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Blast - You may choose the 
Blast power (gravity blasts) as an alternate power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Flight - You 
may choose the Flight power as an 
alternate power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Force 
Field - You may choose the Force 
Field power as an alternate power.
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Flexibility (Alt. Power): Super Senses - You may 
choose the Super Senses (sense gravity) power as 
an alternate power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Telekinesis - You may 
choose the Telekinesis power as an alternate power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Ability Boost - You may 
choose the Ability Boost (Strength) power as an 
alternate power.

◊ Probability Control - You can control the prob-
ability of events, making unlikely things happen 
regularly. Count the number of Rank Shifts that 
would be needed to reduce your power rank to 
Zero. That is how many Probability Points you 
can cause per session (Probability Points refresh 
when Determination Points do, so if you have 
particularly long or short sessions it may not 
be exactly once per session).

When you acquire this power, you must decide 
whether you cause good look for yourself or 
bad luck for others.

If you have good luck for yourself, you can spend 
a Probability Point to either contrive a coinci-
dence beneficial to yourself or ensure a minimum 
level of success in one of your actions as if it 
were a Determination Point. You don’t have to 
have a relevant trait in order to do this - in-
stead the success or coincidence happens due 
to your good luck.

Similarly if you have bad luck for others you 
can spend a Probability Point to either contrive 
a coincidence detrimental to an opponent or 
ensure a maximum level of success for an op-
ponent’s action. Again, you don’t need to have 
a relevant trait to do this - instead the failure 
or coincidence happens due to your opponent’s 
bad luck.

Flexibility: Both Types - You can create both good 
luck for yourself and bad luck for your opponents. 
However, you still only get a single pool of Prob-
ability Points to share between the two.

Limit: Jinx - Whenever you use either good or 
bad luck, a random ally suffers the effect of bad 
luck the following round in a manner of the GM’s 
choosing.

◊ Spatial Control - You can shape and manipu-
late space within Standard Range. You can twist 

space in an area within range causing 
everyone in the area except yourself 

to succeed in a Nous vs Spatial Con-
trol Contest or become disoriented 
and lose their next action.

Also, you can target any individual 
within Standard Range and if you suc-

ceed in a Spatial Control vs Agility Contest they 
will be flipped over and fall (treat it as a Slam).

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Super Speed - You may 
choose the Super Speed power as an alternate 
power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Duplication - You may 
choose the Duplication power as an alternate power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Stretching - You may 
choose the Stretching power as an alternate power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Teleport - You may choose 
the Teleport power as an alternate power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Growth - You may choose 
the Growth power as an alternate power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Shrinking - You may choose 
the Shrinking power as an alternate power.

Flexibility: Defence - You may use your Spatial 
Control rank instead of your Combat or Agility rank 
when defending yourself from attacks.

Flexibility: Spatial Anchor - You may harden an 
area against spatial manipulation by others, causing 
any use of Dimension Control, Dimensional Travel, 
Spatial Control, or Teleport to succeed in a Power 
Rank vs Spatial Control Contest in order to work.

Flexibility: Spatial Disruption - You can partially 
fold an object or person within range in on itself, 
causing it damage (treat if hit by the Corrosion 
power at your power rank).

◊ Time Control - You can control and manipulate 
time and its affect on things within Standard 
Range. When you acquire this power, you gain 
one Flexibility for free.
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Flexibility (Alt. Power): Duplication - You may 
choose to take the Duplication power as an alter-
nate power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Fast Attack - You may 
choose to take the Fast Attack power as an alter-
nate power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Precognition - You may 
choose to take the Precognition power as an al-
ternate power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Postcognition - You may 
choose to take the Postcognition power as an al-
ternate power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Stunning - You may choose 
to take the Stunning power as an alternate power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Super Speed - You may 
choose to take the Super Speed power as an al-
ternate power.

Flexibility: Suspended Animation - You can put 
yourself or a target within standard range (you 
must succeed in a Time Control vs Grit Contest 
against an unwilling target) into suspended anima-
tion for Standard Duration. During that time the 
target can’t be affected, altered or harmed by any 
means (although they can be picked up and moved 
to a different location) and no time passes for them 
(so ongoing effects such as Afflictions or loss of 
Health ranks are paused for the duration). The 
target is unaware for the duration of the power.

Flexibility: Time Travel - You can travel to the 
past or the future. You can travel up to your power 
rank value in decades, and are accurate to within 
approximately a year either side of your intended 
destination. It is up to the GM and their campaign 
how things like predestination, paradox, and chang-
ing history work.

CorrosIon

You can damage people and weaken or destroy ob-
jects with a corrosive attack. Against opponents, 
this is resolved as a melee attack that damage equal 
to its power rank value when it hits. The target 
of the attack then also takes half that amount of 
damage again at the start of your action for the 
next two rounds, unless they do something to stop 
the corrosion effect.

Against inanimate objects, count the number of 
Rank Shifts that would be needed to reduce your 
power rank to Zero. Then apply that many Rank 
Shifts to the Material Strength of the object. If 
this reduces the object’s Material Strength to 
Zero, the object crumbles to dust or is reduced to 
slurry. Note that if the object is supporting weight 
then the reduction in Material Strength might be 

enough to cause it to collapse before this point, 
if the new strength isn’t enough to support the 
weight placed on it.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Corrosion Resistance - 
You may take the Corrosion Resistance power as 
an alternate power.

Flexibility: Ranged - You can corrode things with 
a ranged attack at Standard Range.

Flexibility: Contagious - Anything touching some-
thing that is being corroded by your power will also 
start to corrode.

Flexibility: Burst - You can corrode everything 
in an area at once. You can’t make exceptions for 
particular targets in the area.

Flexibility: Matter Eater - Your corrosion ability 
is limited to inside your mouth. In order to attack 
opponents you must bite them, but in exchange this 
lets you eat anything that has a Material Strength 
less than or equal to your corrosion power rank. 
This makes you immune to anything you eat (e.g. 
poisons or live grenades).

Flexibility: Long Lasting - Your corrosion lasts for 
four rounds instead of two rounds.

Limit: One Material Only - You can only 
corrode one type of material (flesh, 
wood, metal, stone, etc.)

Limit: Emotion Sensitive - You can 
only corrode creatures that are 
experiencing a particular emotion 
(hate, fear, love, etc.)
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danGer sense

You are able to sense danger before it strikes. You 
may use your Danger Sense rank instead of any 
other ability you would use to avoid being surprised, 
ambushed, or hit in combat.

dazzle

You can produce an affect that dazzles one of the 
senses of a target within Standard Range. You must 
choose which sense (sight, hearing, smell, taste, 
feel, or a sensory super power like Danger Sense 
or a Detection power) when you acquire this power.

To use this power, roll an Agility vs Agility Contest 
with your target, with the following results:

◊ Failure - You missed.

◊ Moderate Success - You dazzle your target 
for one round.

◊ Major Success - You dazzle your target for 
Standard Duration.

◊ Massive Success - You dazzle your target for 
Standard Duration.

While dazzled, the target takes a -2 RS penalty on 
all checks or contests that require use of the daz-
zled sense, and automatically fail any Nous checks 
or contests that use the sense.

Flexibility: Burst - You can dazzle everyone in an 
area at the same time. You can’t choose to exclude 
some targets from the dazzle effect.

Flexibility: Contagious - Anyone who touches or 
is touched by a dazzled target becomes dazzled 
themselves.

Flexibility: Extra Sense - You dazzle two senses at 
once (choose the additional sense when you acquire 
this Flexibility). This doesn’t increase the penalty 
your opponent takes, but it does broaden the range 
of activities for which they take it.

Limit: Touch - You can’t dazzle at range. You must 
touch your opponent to dazzle them. Substitute 
a Combat vs Combat Contest for the Agility vs 
Agility Contest.

densIty

You can increase your density, thereby increasing 
your mass while retaining the same size.

While you have increased density, your Strength 
rank increases to your power rank or your normal 
Strength rank +1 RS, whichever is greater; and 
you acquire the Damage Resistance power at the 
same rank as your Density power. Similarly, your 
weight increases to your power rank or by +1 RS, 
whichever is greater.

However you must decrease your Agility by the 
same number of Rank Shifts that you increased 
your Strength by. If this decreases your Agility 
to Zero, you can’t move.

You do not have to increase your density to the 
maximum possible. You can use this power at less 
than full strength in order to retain more agility (or 
to prevent yourself from crashing through floors!)

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Phasing - You may choose 
the Phasing power as an alternate power.

deteCtIon v
You have the ability to sense a type of energy or 
power. When you acquire this power, choose a type 
of sense from the list below:

◊ Emotion - You can sense the emotional states 
of others.

◊ Energy - You can detect a particular type of 
energy and follow energy trails.
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◊ Magnetic - You can sense magnetic fields and 
use of the Magnetic Control power.

◊ Power Source - You can sense the use of powers 
from one of the power sources (Cosmic, Divine, 
Genetic Mutation, Infernal, Magic, Psychic, or 
Science!) Choose the type of power source when 
you acquire this power.

◊ Radiation - You can sense radioactivity and the 
use of Radiation Control powers.

◊ Spirit - You can sense spirits, ghosts, and people 
in astral form.

With the GM’s agreement, you can sense something 
else, not on the list.

Limit: Normal Sense - Your detection is tied into 
a normal sense (for example you can see spirits or 
hear magnetism). If the normal sense is dazzled 
or blinded then so is your detection power.

dImensIon Control

You can alter the number of dimensions that your 
body occupies. When you acquire this power, choose 
two of the options adjacent to 3D (i.e. 1D & 2D, 2D 
& 4D, or 4D & 5D). You can alter your body into 
either of those forms, and your abilities are based 
on your current form:

◊ 0D - You occupy a single mathematical point 
with no size. You can take no actions and can’t 
move, but you are completely invisible and can 
only be affected by things that affect your 
spirit or mind.

◊ 1D - You occupy an infinitely thin line in space. 
You have the equivalent of the Invisibility power 
at the same rank as your Dimension Control; and 
you can move through any opening or mundane 
material, but not force fields. However, your 
Strength rank temporarily drops to Zero (this 
doesn’t affect your Stamina).

◊ 2D - You are entirely flat, having height and 
width but no depth like a cardboard cut-out of 
yourself. You can slide through any gap or crack 
wide enough to fit your width, and by turning 
sideways to an observer and remaining motion-
less you have the equivalent of the Invisibility 
power at your power rank against that observer.

◊ 3D - You have your normal abilities and powers.

◊ 4D - Your Strength increases to your power 
rank (or by +1 RS if it is already greater than 
or equal to your power rank) and you can see 
“around” objects in the fourth dimension giving 
you the equivalent of Penetration Vision at your 
power rank. Similarly, you can move “around” 

objects in the fourth dimension giving you the 
equivalent of Phasing at your power rank.

◊ 5D - You gain the equivalent of the Time Control 
power at your power rank.

◊ 6D - You gain the Dimensional Travel power at 
your power rank.

Flexibility: Extra Form - You can use two other 
dimensional forms adjacent to the ones you can 
already have. Choose the forms when you acquire 
this Flexibility.

Flexibility: Slice - When in 2D form, you can use 
your limbs as ultra-sharp blades, gaining the equiva-
lent of the Strike power (doing lethal damage) at 
your power rank.

dImensIonal travel I
You may travel to other dimensions at 
will. The exact variety and nature of 
dimensions that exist will depend 
on the campaign or setting.

Travelling to a dimension you have 
visited before is automatically suc-
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cessful, but travelling to a previously unvisited 
dimension requires a Dimensional Travel vs Average 
Contest with the following results:

◊ Failure - You remain where you are.

◊ Moderate Success - You arrive at your intended 
destination, but are Stunned upon arrival.

◊ Major Success - You arrive at your intended 
destination.

◊ Massive Success - You arrive at your intended 
destination.

When travelling to a dimension you have travelled 
to before, you always arrive back at the point from 
which you last left it.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Teleport - You may choose 
the Teleport power as an alternate power.

Flexibility: ‘Porting Travel - If you 
have both the Teleport power and 

the Dimensional Travel power, you 
may use both together in order to 
arrive at your destination dimen-

sion within teleportation range of 
the point from which you last left it.

Flexibility: Pocket Dimension - You have access 
to a small “pocket” dimension that you can use as a 
hideout, home, or simply a storage area. The pocket 
dimension is no larger than a large house and only 
contains things that you take there yourself.

Flexibility: Hammerspace - You have access to a 
tiny “pocket” dimension about the size of a walk-in 
wardrobe. You can’t travel there yourself, but you 
can send unattended objects that you are holding 
there and summon them back to your hand. You 
can’t send any item there if it is alive, if it weighs 
more than you can carry, or if it is attached to or 
held by something else.

Limit: Single Destination - You can only travel to 
and from a single other dimension, chosen at when 
you acquire this power.

dream Control I
You can control your own dreams, choosing what you 
dream about. Also, you can project scenes into the 
dreams of any sleeping individual within Standard 
Range. The projection is one way, in that you can’t 
read what they’re dreaming about; only impose 
your own dreams on them.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Astral Projection - You 
may choose the Astral Projection power as an al-
ternate power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Illusion - You may choose 
the Illusion power as an alternate power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Telepathy - You may also 
choose the Telepathy power as an alternate power.

Flexibility: Dream Travel - You may physically 
enter the dreams of a sleeping person within range, 
and interact with the things in those dreams as if 
they were real. You use your Grit rank instead of 
your Strength rank while you are inside someone’s 
dreams. Neither you nor the dreamer can be per-
manently harmed while inside their dream. If you 
are knocked unconscious or “killed” then you will 
be ejected from the dream. If they are knocked 
unconscious or “killed” then they will wake up and 
you will be ejected from the dream as it ends. In 
either case, neither of you will be harmed.

Flexibility: Sleep - You may make a target within 
Standard Range fall asleep and start dreaming by 
making a mental attack and succeeding in a pro-
viding you can succeed in a Dream Control vs Grit 
Contest. The sleep is totally natural, and the target 
will awaken if disturbed as they would normally.

Limit: Only While Sleeping - You may only use 
your Dream Control while you are asleep yourself, 
projecting your own dream at your target.
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duplICatIon I
You may create free willed duplicates of yourself 
that can operate independently. Count the number 
of Rank Shifts that would be needed to reduce your 
power rank to Zero. That is how many duplicates 
you may make in total, and it takes two consecutive 
actions to create a duplicate.

Your duplicates have all your abilities and powers 
except for this Duplication power, and duplicates 
that are knocked unconscious or killed disappear 
until you re-create them. If the real you is knocked 
unconscious or killed then all duplicates disappear.

You and your duplicates share a common pool of 
Determination Points, which any of you can use. 
However, you have no special mental link with your 
duplicates and can only communicate with them 
via normal means. You are not aware of what they 
are experiencing, and when a duplicate disappears 
or you re-absorb it you do not gain its memories.

Flexibility: Quick Duplication - You can create a 
single duplicate in only one action instead of requir-
ing two consecutive actions.

Flexibility: Mind Link - You can communicate with 
any of your duplicates mentally. You do not share 
memories or senses, but can talk in two-way con-
versation.

Flexibility: Horde - You may produce all your du-
plicates at once, rather than needing to produce 
them one at a time.

Flexibility: Healing - If you re-absorb a duplicate 
instead of simply dismissing it, you are healed by 
half the amount of Stamina that the duplicate has 
remaining.

Flexibility: Transfer - If the “real” you is knocked 
unconscious or killed, your duplicates do not dis-
appear. Instead, you disappear and one of your 
duplicates (chosen at random) gains the Duplication 
power and becomes the “real” you.

Limit: Anatomical Separation - Instead of creat-
ing full duplicates, you split off parts of your body. 
For example you can remove a hand or a leg. You 
can split off as many separate parts as you would 
normally be able to create duplicates. Parts act 
independently and only have the movement and 
sensory capabilities that those body parts would 
normally have, although you can combine multiple 
parts (for example putting a hand and eye together 
so that it can both move and see). If a body part 
is destroyed before it can re-join the rest of you, 
you will re-grow it.

Limit: Feedback - If any of your duplicates are 
stunned, the real you is also stunned.

Limit: Illusionary Duplicates - Your duplicates are 
mere illusions, able to distract and communicate 
but unable to interact physically with the world. 
However, you gain Quick Duplication and Horde 
for free.

Limit: Living Duplicates - Any duplicate that is 
knocked unconscious doesn’t disappear. It remains 
unconscious and recovers or dies normally. If a 
duplicate dies, you permanently lose one rank in 
this power.

element Control v
You have control over an elemental force. Choose 
from one of the following options when you acquire 
this power (each has their own Flexibilities and 
Limits):

◊ Air Control - You can control the air, pushing 
things around with winds that have a Strength 
equal to your power rank.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Affliction - You may choose 
the Affliction power as an alternate power, repre-
senting your ability to suffocate people by sucking 
the air from them.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Blast - You 
may choose the Blast power as an 
alternate power, representing your 
ability to fire air blasts.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Flight - 
You may choose the Flight power as 
an alternate power.
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Flexibility (Alt. Power): Force Field - You may 
choose the Force Field power as an alternate power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Resistance - You may 
choose Cold Resistance, Pressure Resistance or 
Gas Resistance as an alternate power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Super Senses - You may 
choose the Super Senses (Spatial Sense) power 
as an alternate power, representing your ability 
to detect air currents.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Servant - You may choose 
the Servant power as an alternate power, repre-
senting your ability to summon an air elemental.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Weather Control - You 
may choose the Weather Control power as an al-
ternate power.

Flexibility: Bubble - You can create a bubble of 
fresh air that keeps out gasses, smoke, and water. 
The bubble can be any size from personal to filling 
the area that you are in.

Flexibility: Vacuum - You can remove the air from 
the area in which you are, leaving a vacuum. If you 
maintain this vacuum, it acts as a power rank Af-
fliction (suffocation) to all within the area. When 
you stop the effect and let the air rush back in, 
all in the area must roll to avoid being slammed 
(using your power rank as the passive ability in the 
contest) and you must roll a Dazzle attack (against 
hearing) against each target in the area.

◊ Earth Control - You have the ability to manipu-
late and shape natural earth and stone within 
Standard Range. You can make shapes and simple 
items from this material. This ability does not 
stretch to refined substances such as concrete, 
metal, glass or plastic.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Binding - You may choose 
the Binding power as an alternate power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Burrowing - You may also 
choose the Burrowing power as an alternate power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Force Field - You may 
choose the Force Field power as an alternate power, 
representing your ability to shield things with earth 
and rock.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Gravity Control - You may 
choose the Gravity Control power as an alternate 
power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Resistance - You may 
choose the Resistance power to earth or earth-
quakes as an alternate power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Servant - You may choose 
the Servant power as an alternate power, repre-
senting your ability to summon an earth elemental.

Flexibility: Wave - You may raise pillars or waves 
or earth that you can ride, giving you the equivalent 
of Terrible Flight.

Flexibility: Earthquake - You may cause an earth-
quake, doing power rank damage to all people and 
structures within Standard Range.

Flexibility: Lava Control - You can cause any rock 
in Standard Range to melt into lava. You retain 
control over the molten rock, and can project it as 
a Blast attack doing power rank damage.

Flexibility: Metal Control - Your power works on 
refined metal as well as natural stone and earth.

Flexibility: Tremor - You can send a targeted trem-
or through the earth to a target at Standard Range, 
who must roll to avoid being slammed (using your 
power rank as the passive ability in the contest).

Limit: Grounded - Your earth control works at -3 
RS when you are not touching the ground.

◊ Fire Control - You are able to control fire. You 
can start fires that burn at your power rank 
intensity, and boost existing fire to that rank. 
You can also extinguish fires of up to your pow-
er rank intensity (and reduce the intensity of 
more powerful fires by rank shifting them down 
by the number of shifts that would bring your 
power rank down to Zero.
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Flexibility (Alt. Power): Absorption - You may 
choose the Absorption (Fire) power as an alter-
nate power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Affliction - You may choose 
the Affliction (Heat) power as an alternate power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Aura - You may choose 
the Aura (Fire) power as an alternate power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Blast - You may choose 
the Blast (Fire) power as an alternate power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Dazzle - You may choose 
the Dazzle power as an alternate power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Flight - You may choose 
the Flight power as an alternate power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Resistance - You may 
choose the Resistance (Fire) power as an alter-
nate power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Servant - You may choose 
the Servant power as an alternate power, repre-
senting your ability to summon a fire elemental.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Strike - You may choose 
the Strike power as an alternate power, represent-
ing your ability to create weapons of flame.

Flexibility: Fire Shapes - You may create complex 
shapes from fire. The shapes are stable and have 

no material strength but do power rank damage 
to those who touch or push through them. To trap 
someone in a cage of flame, you must succeed in a 
Fire Control vs Agility Contest.

Flexibility: Hellfire - Your fire is infernal hellfire 
rather than normal fire. You can use it to “burn” 
someone’s spirit (the equivalent of the Mental Blast 
power at your power rank) and you may get other 
alternate powers such as summoning demons.

Flexibility: Personal Immunity - You are immune 
to your own fire (but not other fires).

Flexibility: Smoke - You can produce thick but 
harmless smoke in an area within Standard Range, 
reducing visibility in the area down to nothing.

Limit: Full Strength - You can’t use your fire at 
anything other than full power.

Limit: Heat Only - You may manipulate and create 
heat only, not open flames.

Limit: Source - You need an open source of flame 
to draw fire from.

◊ Plant Control - You can control plants, giving 
them a basic awareness and mobility. You can 
control any plant with physical ability scores 
equal to or less than your power rank, effec-
tively using the Mind Control power on it.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Affliction - You may choose 
the Affliction power as an alternate power, repre-
senting your ability to produce plant toxins.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Binding - You may choose 
the Binding power as an alternate power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Plant Mimicry - You may 
choose the Plant Mimicry power as an alternate 
power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Servant - You may choose 
the Servant power as an alternate power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Teleport - You may choose 
the Teleport power (with the Transmit: Plants Limit) 
as an alternate power.

Flexibility: Fungus Control - You may control fungi 
as well as plants.

Flexibility: Plant Growth - You may grow a giant 
version of a plant with physical ability scores equal 
to your power rank from normal plant 
(even a single seed) in an action.

Flexibility: Plant Postcognition - 
You may gather information from 
plants about anything that has hap-
pened to them (and anyone who has 
interacted with them) in the past.
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Limit: Feedback - If a plant under your control is 
stunned, so are you.

Limit: One Type - You may only control one type of 
plant (trees, flowers, vines, root vegetables, etc.).

◊ Water Control - You are able to create, move or 
shape a quantity of water within Standard Range 
that weighs no more than a weight equivalent 
to your power rank.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Affliction - You may also 
choose the Affliction power as an alternate power, 
representing your ability to manipulate the water 
in peoples’ lungs in order to drown them.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Aquatic - You may choose 
the Aquatic power as an alternate power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Servant - You may choose 
the Servant power as an alternate power, repre-
senting your ability to summon a water elemental.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Weather Control - You 
may choose the Weather Control power as an al-

ternate power.

Flexibility: Dehydration - You are 
able to destroy an amount of water 
within Standard Range that weighs 
no more than a weight equivalent 

to your power rank. If you target a 
person with this power, the effects 

are as if you had used the Affliction power on them 
at your power rank.

Flexibility: Melting - You are able to convert an 
amount of ice or snow within range that weighs no 
more than a weight equivalent to your power tank 
into liquid water.

Flexibility: Propulsion - You are able to produce 
isolated currents that propel objects or vehicles 
in the water at your power rank speed.

Flexibility: Tsunami - If you spend two continuous 
actions, you are able to produce a huge wave from 
a suitable water source that acts as a Blast attack 
at your power rank affecting all in a single area 
within Standard Range.

Flexibility: Water Walking - You can walk on water 
as if it were solid.

Limit: Source - You are unable to create water. 
You can only move or shape existing water.

Limit: Submerged - If you are not at least waist 
deep in water, this power works at -3 RS to its 
power rank.

◊ Weather Control - You are able to control the 
weather, including rain, winds, snow, and storms. 
You are also able to predict the weather by mak-
ing a Weather Control vs Time Contest, where 
‘Time’ is the rank that has a rank value equal to 
the number of days in advance that you wish 
your prediction to cover.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Affliction - You may choose 
the Affliction power as an alternate power, repre-
senting your ability to chill or heat a target.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Air Control - You may 
choose the Air Control power as an alternate power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Blast - You may choose 
the Blast power (using hail stones or lightning) as 
an alternate power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Cold Control - You may 
also choose the Cold Control power as an alternate 
power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Darkness Control - You 
may choose the Darkness Control power as an al-
ternate power, representing your control of fog.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Fire Control - You may 
choose the Fire Control power (with the Heat Only 
Limit) as an alternate power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Flight - You may choose 
the Flight power as an alternate power.
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Flexibility (Alt. Power): Resistance - You may 
choose the Resistance (to Weather) power as an 
alternate power.

Limit: Outdoors Only - When you are indoors or 
underground, with no open windows or doors that 
lead directly outside from the area you are in, you 
suffer a -3 RS to your power rank.

emotIon Control

You can control the emotions of others. To affect 
an individual within Standard Range, you must make 
a successful Emotion Control vs Grit Contest. If 
you succeed, your target gains the emotion of your 
choice. If you fail, you may not re-try against the 
same target during the same encounter unless you 
spend a Determination Point.

Once successful, your target keeps the emotion 
of your choice until you release them or until the 
emotion would lead them to do something opposed 
to one of their Traits, at which point you must re-
roll the Contest. Success means that they perform 
the act they would otherwise be opposed to. Failure 
means that they break out of your control.

You may inflict any of the following emotions on 
your target:

◊ Doubt - Your target is unsure of themselves and 
cannot use Positive Traits to make determined 
efforts.

◊ Fear - Your target flees or, if unable to flee, 
cowers and uses defensive abilities only.

◊ Hate - Your target is filled with hatred for the 
subject of your choice and will attempt to at-
tack and destroy it.

◊ Love - Your target is filled with love for the 
subject of your choice and will attempt to de-
fend it against any perceived attack or insult.

◊ Pleasure - Your target is filled with bliss, and 
will sit around doing nothing unless directly at-
tacked.

◊ Respect - Your target is filled with respect for 
the subject of your choice and will attempt to 
assist and aid it.

◊ Sadness - Your target is filled with despair and 
will sit around doing nothing unless directly at-
tacked.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Ability Boost - You may 
choose the Ability Boost power (with the Affects 
Others Flexibility) as an alternate power.

Limit: Single Emotion - You may only inflict one 
emotion on your targets, chosen at the time you 
acquire this limit.

enerGy Control v
You are able to control a type of energy. Choose a 
type of energy from the following (each type has 
its own Flexibilities and Limits):

◊ Cold Control - You can reduce temperatures 
and control cold within Standard Range. Choose 
one of the Flexibilities below for free when you 
acquire this power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Absorption - You may 
choose the Absorption (Heat or Cold) power as an 
alternate power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Affliction - You may choose 
the Affliction power as an alternate power, to rep-
resent freezing people.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Aura - You may choose 
the Aura (Cold) power as an alternate power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Binding - You may choose 
the Binding power as an alternate power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Blast - You 
may choose the Blast (Cold or Ice) 
power as an alternate power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Resist-
ance - You may choose the Resist-
ance power (either Cold or Heat Re-
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sistance, or Damage Resistance to represent ice 
armour) as an alternate power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Fire Control - You may 
choose the Fire Control power (with the Heat Only 
Limit) as an alternate power.

Flexibility: Ice Sculpture - You can create ob-
jects (walls, bridges, stairs) out of ice with Mate-
rial Strength equal to your power rank. To trap 
someone in a cage of ice, you must succeed in a 
Cold Control vs Agility Contest.

Flexibility: Black Ice - You can make surfaces 
slippery with a thin layer of ice. This makes an 
area within range slippery for Standard Duration, 
forcing everyone who tries to stand or walk through 
the area to succeed in an Agility vs Cold Control 
Contest or fall over (treat as a Slam result).

Flexibility: Ice Ramps - You can create ice ramps 
that you can skate on, giving you the equivalent of 
Terrible Flight.

◊ Darkness Control - You can create patches of 
darkness, darkening any area within Standard 
Range to anywhere from slightly shadowy to ut-
terly black. The darkness lasts until you dismiss 
it or until you’re knocked out or stunned.

Darkness in super hero settings is often treated 
as not just the absence of light but as a sub-
stance in its own right that can take on solid 
forms.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Absorption - You may 
choose the Absorption (Light) power as an alter-
nate power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Blast - You may choose 
the Blast power as an alternate power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Dazzle - You may choose 
the Dazzle power as an alternate power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Energy Drain - You may 
choose the Energy Drain power as an alternate 
power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Flight - You may choose 
the Flight power as an alternate power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Force Field - You may 
choose the Force Field power as an alternate power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Resistance - You may 
choose the Resistance power (either 

Light Resistance or Dark Resistance) 
as an alternate power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Servant - 
You may choose the Servant power 

as an alternate power, representing 
your ability to animate shadows.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Super Senses - You may 
choose the Super Senses (Infravision) power as 
an alternate power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Teleport - You may choose 
the Teleport power (with the Transmit: Darkness 
Limit) as an alternate power.

Flexibility: Shadow Constructs - You can create 
objects (walls, bridges, stairs) out of solid darkness 
with Material Strength equal to your power rank. 
To trap someone in a cage of darkness, you must 
succeed in a Darkness Control vs Agility Contest.

Flexibility: Shadow Illusions - You can create and 
animate three dimensional but immaterial shapes 
from darkness. These shapes have a Strength of 
Zero and are immune to everything except light 
based attacks.

◊ Electrical Control - You can create and control 
electricity within Standard Range. You are able 
to use shoot bolts of electricity as if using the 
Blast power at your power rank. You may direct 
this attack through conductive objects, in which 
case anyone touching the object is targeted 
by the attack. You can also recharge electrical 
devices.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Ability Boost - You may 
choose the Ability Boost (Strength) power as an 
alternate power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Absorption - You may 
choose the Absorption (Electricity) power as an 
alternate power.
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Flexibility (Alt. Power): Aura - You may choose 
the Aura (Electricity) power as an alternate power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Flight - You may choose 
the Flight power as an alternate power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Machine Control - You 
may choose the Machine Control power as an al-
ternate power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Resistance - You may 
choose the Resistance (Electricity) power as an 
alternate power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Super Speed - You may 
choose the Super Speed power as an alternate 
power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Teleport - You may choose 
the Teleport power (with the Transmit: Conductors 
Limit) as an alternate power.

Flexibility: Brownout - You can shut down all elec-
tric devices in an area within Standard Range for 
Standard Duration. This will include most modern 
technology and may include many robots or devices 
that have the Science! source.

Limit: No Range - You can only control electricity 
by touch, not at range.

Limit: Source - You can manipulate existing elec-
tricity, but cannot generate it yourself.

◊ Force Control - You can generate a bubble of 
force around yourself that provides Damage 
Resistance equal to your power rank. The bub-
ble of force lasts until you dismiss it or until 
you are stunned or knocked out.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Blast - You may choose 
the Blast power as an alternate power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Binding - You may choose 
the Binding power as an alternate power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Strike - You may choose 
the Strike power as an alternate power.

Flexibility: Energy Containment - If you success-
fully defend against an energy attack with a power 
rank less than or equal to that of your Force Con-
trol, you can contain the energy in a bubble of force 
and then release it as a future action in a direction 
of your choice.

Flexibility: Area Defence - You can project your 
bubble of force around the entire area that you 
are in, protecting all in the area from incoming 
attacks originating outside the area.

Flexibility: Affects Others - You can project your 
bubble of force around others within Standard 
Range in order to protect them.

Flexibility: Fine Tuning - You can “tune” your force 
bubble to allow through some kinds of energy or 
matter but not others.

Flexibility: Force Wave - You can create a wave of 
force that you can travel on, giving you the equiva-
lent of Terrible Flight.

Flexibility: Force Constructs - You can create 
objects (walls, bridges, stairs) out of force with 
Material Strength equal to your power rank. To 
trap someone in a cage of force, you must succeed 
in a Force Control vs Agility Contest.

Flexibility: Suffocation - You can create force 
bubbles around opponents to cut off their air sup-
ply. This is the equivalent of using the Affliction 
power on them.

Flexibility: Transparent - Your force constructs 
and bubbles are invisible (although the effects of 
them are still visible).
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◊ Light Control - You can produce and control 
light within Standard Range. This allows you 
to make Dazzle attacks against the sight of an 
opponent within that range.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Absorption - You may 
choose the Absorption (Light) power as an alter-
nate power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Alternate Form - You may 
choose the Alternate Form (Energy Form) power 
as an alternate power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Blast - You may choose 
the Blast power as an alternate power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Darkness Control - You 
may choose the Darkness Control power as an al-
ternate power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Flight - You may choose 
the Flight power as an alternate power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Force Field - 
You may choose the Force Field power 

as an alternate power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Healing - 
You may choose the Healing power 

as an alternate power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Illusion - You may choose 
the Illusion power (Images only) as an alternate 
power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Invisibility - You may 
choose the Invisibility power as an alternate power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Resistance - You may 
choose the Resistance power (to Dazzling, Light 
or Dark) as an alternate power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Strike - You may choose 
the Strike power as an alternate power.

Flexibility: Light Constructs - You can create ob-
jects (walls, bridges, stairs) out of solid light with 
Material Strength equal to your power rank. To 
trap someone in a cage of light, you must succeed 
in a Light Control vs Agility Contest.

Limit: Colour Control - You can’t create light, only 
control the colour (and transparency) of objects. 
This still allows you to Dazzle foes (by changing 
the colour of their eyes), and it allows you to use 
the Resistance, Invisibility, and Illusion alternate 
powers; but you must still buy them as Flexibilities 
as normal. It also allows you to choose the Mind 
Control power (using hypnotic patterns) as an al-
ternate power, bought as an additional Flexibility.

◊ Magnetic Control - You can control magnetic 
fields and magnetism. This allows you to move 
metal objects within Standard Range as if you 
had the Telekinesis power at your power rank.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Binding - You may choose 
the Binding power as an alternate power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Blast - You may choose 
the Blast power (shooting metal projectiles using 
magnetic force) as an alternate power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Energy Detection - You 
may choose the Energy Detection power as an al-
ternate power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Magnetic Detection - You 
may choose the Magnetic Detection power as an 
alternate power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Flight - You may choose 
the Flight power as an alternate power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Machine Control - You 
may choose the Machine Control power as an al-
ternate power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Power Nullification - You 
may choose the Power Nullification power (limited 
to electrical powers) as an alternate power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Super Senses - You may 
choose the Super Senses (Direction Sense) power 
as an alternate power.
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Flexibility (Alt. Power): Telekinesis - You may 
choose the Telekinesis power as an alternate power.

◊ Radiation Control - You can generate and con-
trol high energy radiation. This can range from 
gamma waves to exotic “comic book” radiation. 
You can project beams of radiation as if using 
the Blast power at your power rank.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Absorption - You may 
choose the Absorption (Radiation) power as an al-
ternate power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Affliction - You may choose 
the Affliction (Radiation Sickness) power as an 
alternate power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Aura - You may choose 
the Aura (Radiation) power as an alternate power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Dazzle - You may choose 
the Dazzle (Sight) power as an alternate power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Flight - You may choose 
the Flight power as an alternate power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Fire Control - You may 
choose the Fire Control power (with the Heat Only 
Limit) as an alternate power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Force Field - You may 
choose the Force Field power as an alternate power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Power Nullification - You 
may choose the Power Nullification power (limited 
to powers with the Genetic Mutation power source) 
as an alternate power.

Flexibility: Area Effect - You can choose to blast 
everyone in an area at once. You can’t select indi-
vidual targets to be spared your blast.

◊ Sonic Control - You can control and generate 
sound within Standard Range. This gives you an 
ability to deafen people within range as if using 
the Dazzle power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Absorption - You may 
choose the Absorption (Sound) power as an alter-
nate power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Alternate Form - You may 
choose the Alternate Form (Energy Form) power 
as an alternate power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Blast - You may choose 
the Blast (Sound) power as an alternate power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Corrosion - You may choose 
the Corrosion power (limited to glass and crystalline 
objects) as an alternate power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Flight - You may choose 
the Flight power as an alternate power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Force Field - You may 
choose the Force Field power as an alternate power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Illusions - You may choose 
the Illusions power (limited to sounds) as an alter-
nate power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Mind Control - You may 
choose the Mind Control power, to represent your 
use of hypnotic sounds.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Resistance - You may 
choose the Sound Resistance power as an alter-
nate power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Super Senses - You may 
choose the Super Senses (Spatial Sense) power as 
an alternate power, to represent sonar.

Flexibility: Mimic - You can exactly reproduce 
any sound you hear, enabling you to mimic voices, 
alarms, and other sounds.

Flexibility: Ventriloquism - You can 
throw your voice, making it appear 
to come from any place in Standard 
Range.

Limit: Full Power - You can only use 
your sonic abilities at full power.
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◊ Vibration Control - You are able to produce and 
control vibrations outside the range of sound. 
You can project beams of vibration as if using 
the Blast power at your power rank.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Absorption - You may 
choose the Absorption (Vibrations) power as an 
alternate power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Burrowing - You may also 
choose the Burrowing power as an alternate power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Corrosion - You may choose 
the Corrosion power (ranged, but limited to glass 
and crystalline objects) as an alternate power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Dimensional Travel - You 
may choose the Dimensional Travel power as an 
alternate power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Flight - You may choose 
the Flight power as an alternate power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Force Field - You may 
choose the Force Field power as an alternate power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Phasing - You may choose 
the Phasing power as an alternate power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Power Nullification - You 
may choose the Power Nullification (limited to sonic 
or vibration powers) as an alternate power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Resistance - You may 
choose either the Binding Resistance or Vibration 
Resistance power as an alternate power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Super Senses - You may 
choose the Super Senses (Spatial Sense) power 
as an alternate power.

Flexibility: Safe Cracking - You may open locks 
and safes by causing the internal mechanisms to 
vibrate. You must succeed with a Vibration Control 
vs Lock Difficulty Contest to open a lock.

Flexibility: Gremlins - You may scramble the func-
tionality of a machine by vibrating its internal work-
ings. If you use this against a sentient machine, 
treat it as a use of the Affliction power with the 
Ranged Flexibility.

Flexibility: Tremor - You can send a targeted trem-
or through the earth to a target at Standard Range, 
who must roll to avoid being slammed (using your 
power rank as the passive ability in the contest).

Flexibility: Vibroblade - You may 
cause a blade you wield to vibrate. 
This makes it do your power rank 
in damage (or its normal damage 

+1 RS if that is greater than your 
power rank).

Flexibility: Vibrating Palm - You may vibrate your 
body when making an unarmed strike against an 
opponent. This makes it do your power rank in dam-
age (or your Strength +1 RS if that is greater than 
your power rank).

Flexibility: Earthquake - You may cause an earth-
quake, doing power rank damage to all people and 
structures within Standard Range.

enerGy draIn

You can drain the energy from a target by touching 
them. If you succeed at an Energy Drain vs Health 
Contest, your opponent loses an amount of Stamina 
equal to your power rank value, and you gain the 
same amount of Stamina. This can take you above 
your normal maximum Stamina, but only by as much 
as your power rank value.

If you are over your normal maximum Stamina, you 
lose the excess after Standard Duration.

Opponents drained to zero Stamina are unconscious 
but not in danger of dying.

Flexibility: Contagious - Anyone touching the tar-
get that you drain energy from will also have their 
energy drained if you succeed at an Energy Drain 
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vs Health Contest. You gain the Stamina from all 
drained targets, but your maximum does not in-
crease.

Flexibility: Ranged - You can drain the energy 
from people at range.

Flexibility: Ability Drain - You drain one of the 
target’s Ability Scores rather than their Stamina. 
The points are drained from your opponent’s rank 
value, and their ability is treated as being the high-
est rank that is less than or equal to its new value. 
After Standard Duration, your opponent gains +1 
RS to their drained ability per round until it is back 
at full strength. The energy that you have drained 
still increases your Stamina as normal.

Flexibility: Life Drain - Opponents drained all the 
way to zero Stamina start dying as if reduced to 
zero Stamina by a lethal attack.

Flexibility: Infectious - Anyone who is killed by 
your Life Drain will return from the dead as an 
energy drainer like yourself, under your mental 
command.

Flexibility: Influence - Until your target has re-
covered from your drain, you may speak to them 
telepathically and use the Mind Control power on 
them at the same rank as your Energy Drain power.

envIronmental awareness

You have an awareness of the natural environment 
around you, being able to sense things like move-
ment, atmosphere, weather, presence of life, pres-
ence of pollutants, and so forth. Once per session 
you may ask the GM a single question about your 
environment by succeeding in an Environmental 
Awareness vs Decent Contest.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Mind Control - You may 
choose the Mind Control power (limited to animals 
only) as an alternate power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Plant Control - You may 
choose the Plant Control power as an alternate 
power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Postcognition - You may 
choose the Postcognition power (limited to getting 
environmental information only) as an alternate 
power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Precognition - You may 
choose the Precognition power (limited to getting 
environmental information only) as an alternate 
power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Weather Control - You 
may choose the Weather Control power as an al-
ternate power.

Limit: One Environment - Your environmental con-
trol only works in one type of environment.

Limit: Symbiosis - You are linked to the environ-
ment you are in, and when it is damaged you must 
resist the damage as if it were a Stun? result on 
an attack (you do not take the actual damage, just 
the potential stunning effect).

esp
You have extra-sensory perception and are able 
to use your senses as if you were at any location 
within Standard Range, even through walls and 
other obstacles. Once established, your sensory 
point may move as if it had Terrible Flight.

Flexibility: Dimensional - You are able to peer 
into other dimensions. Treat your ESP rank as if 
it were a Dimensional Travel rank, except that you 
only see into the dimension rather than actually 
travelling to it.

Limit: Single Sense - You are only able to project 
a single sense, chosen when you acquire this power.

Limit: Proxy - You are not able to project your 
senses into an open space. You must piggy-back 
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them onto the senses of a person you can see in-
stead. Your sensory point moves with that person 
as they move.

evolutIon
You have the ability to shift your body into both 
an “evolved” form and a “devolved” form. This is 
comic book evolution, not realistic evolution, so your 
devolved form is strong but dim and your evolved 
form is smart but puny. Typically, the devolved form 
would look like a hairy cave person and the evolved 
form would be a large headed bald person. However, 
they can look different if you prefer (choose what 
they look like when you acquire this power).

When devolved, you have an Intellect of Terrible 
and your Strength is equal to either your power 
rank or your normal Strength +1 RS (whichever is 
higher). Additionally you gain one of the following 
(choose which when you acquire this power):

◊ Two appropriate Specialities
◊ Mental Resistance at power rank
◊ Strike at power rank
◊ Prehensile toes (treat as the Extra Arms ver-

sion of Extra Body Parts).

You can add an additional ability from the list as 
a Flexibility.

When you are evolved, you have a Strength of Terri-
ble and your Intellect is equal to either your power 
rank or your normal Intellect +1 RS (whichever is 
higher). Additionally you gain one of the following 
(choose which when you acquire this power):

◊ Two appropriate Specialities
◊ One sensory or mental power at your power rank.

You can add an additional ability from the list as 
a Flexibility.

Flexibility: Usable on Others - You can evolve or 
devolve other people you touch. Against an unwill-
ing target you must succeed in an Evolution vs Grit 
Contest. The power ends if the recipient is stunned 
or knocked unconscious. Once Standard Duration 
has passed, the target may voluntarily revert back 
to normal at any time.

Flexibility: Variable - You can choose which ability 
you get each time you evolve or devolve.

Flexibility: Summoning - Instead of you becoming 
devolved or evolved, you summon a de-

volved or evolved version of yourself 
as if using the Duplication power.

Flexibility: Primordial - You can de-
volve further into a primordial form, 

which is basically a human-sized blob 

of protoplasm. Your Intellect and Grit are both 
reduced to Terrible, but you gain the Stretching, 
Damage Resistance and Corrosion powers at power 
rank.

Flexibility: Ascended - You can evolve further into 
an energy being. This is as if you had the Alter-
nate Form (Energy Form) power and the Telekinesis 
power at power rank.

extra Body parts v
You have additional body parts that a normal person 
doesn’t. Choose a part from the list below when you 
acquire this power:

◊ Chitin - You have a hardened shell giving you 
Damage Reduction at power rank.

◊ Claws - You have the Strike power at power rank.

◊ Extra Arms - You have the Fast Attack power 
at power rank.

◊ Extra Legs - You move at a land speed equal to 
your power rank, and have Leaping at power rank.

◊ Tail - You can use your tail as if it were an ex-
tra arm and you gain the Fast Attack power at 
power rank.

◊ Tentacles - You have tentacles (or prehensile 
hair) with power rank Strength.

◊ Wings - You have Flight at power rank.
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Flexibility: Detachable - Your extra body parts 
can be removed and you can mentally control them 
within Standard Range.

Flexibility: Stretching - Your extra body parts 
can elongate as if you had the Stretching power 
at power rank.

Fast attaCk

You are able to make attacks much more often than 
a normal person at the cost of their accuracy. This 
may be due to your speed or it may be due to having 
lots of appendages with which you can make attacks.

Your Fast Attack rank shows how many attacks you 
can make in a single round.

Count the number of rank shifts it would take to 
reduce your Fast Attack rank to Zero. This is how 
many rank shifts you can use per round. You may 
make as many attacks as you like in a round, but 
each one starts at rank Zero and must use one 
or more of those rank shifts to improve it from 
there (you can’t actually make attacks with a rank 
of Zero).

No single attack can have enough of these rank 
shifts added to it to take it above your normal 
Combat or Agility rank (whichever you would nor-
mally use for the attack), although rank shifts from 
other sources may take attacks above that limit.

For example, if you have Astounding Fast Attack 
and Great Combat, you have +8 RS to use each 
round (because it takes eight rank shifts to shift 
Astounding down to Zero). You could therefore 
make two attacks at Decent (using four rank shifts 
for each one); or you could make two attacks at 
Average and another at Bad (using three rank shifts 
on each of the first two and two on the third). You 
couldn’t, however, make an attack at Fantastic and 
another at Terrible because you are limited by 
your combat score to a maximum of Great for any 
individual attack.

FlIGht
You are able to fly at an air speed equal to your 
power rank.

Flexibility: Space Flight - When in space, you can 
fly at a speed of Cosmic.

Limit: Restrainable - Your flight is powered by 
wings or similar, and you can’t fly while in a partial 
or full hold.

Limit: Gliding - You are limited to gliding in a gen-
erally downward direction. You can’t fly upwards 
except in swoops.

ForCe FIeld
You can generate a force field around yourself that 
works as Damage Resistance at power rank. The 
force field drops when you’re stunned or knocked 
unconscious and must be re-generated.

Additionally, your force field is able to protect you 
from any power that relies on touch to work. Sub-
tract your force field’s rank value from the rank 
value of the incoming power (as if it were armour 
against incoming damage). If there is no incoming 
power left, your force field has protected you. If 
there is incoming power left, convert that value 
back to a rank by taking the highest rank that is 
less than or equal to the value, and that new rank 
is the effective rank of the incoming power.

Limit: Exclusive - You can’t use any other powers 
while your force field is active.

Limit: Ablative - Your force field is 
reduced one rank in effectiveness 
each time that it partially or wholly 
stops an incoming power or attack. 
You must spend an action to put it 
back up in order for it to regain its 
full strength.
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Gestalt I �
Your heroic form is created by the coming together 
of more than one person. When you acquire this 
power, generate a number of different component 
characters (at least two, no more than five). Each 
character should have their own ability scores, 
although none of them can have an ability score 
with a higher rank than your power rank, and none 
of them should be given powers.

The characters act independently of each other, 
and when they are in the same area they can each 
spend an action (these actions must be consecutive) 
to join together to form the gestalt form.

Each ability score of your gestalt form is either 
the score for that ability that you originally gener-
ated or the highest of the scores for that ability 
that any of your component characters has. Your 
gestalt form also has all your other super powers.

When in gestalt form, one of your component char-
acters (usually the one who initiated the merge) is 
“in charge” and your gestalt form has the Speciali-
ties and personality of that character.

Damage to any of the component characters is 
not transferred to your gestalt form when they 
merge, but damage taken by your gestalt form is 
shared out amongst your component forms when 
you split up once more.

Normally your gestalt form is visibly different 
from your component characters.

Flexibility: Powered Components - Each of your 
component characters has a single one of your ge-
stalt form’s super powers other than this one. Each 
must have a different power (and therefore you 
can’t have more component characters than you 
have other powers).

Flexibility: Disguised - Your gestalt form can look 
like any one of your component characters, chosen 
at the time of merge.

Flexibility: Instant - Your gestalt form can form 
instantly instead of taking an action from each of 
your component characters.

Flexibility: Ranged - Your component characters 
don’t have to be in the same area to form your 
gestalt form.

Flexibility: Mind Link - Your component 
characters have a constant mental 

link through which they can talk to 
each other while not merged.

Flexibility: Mind Shift - While in 
gestalt form, you can switch which 

component character is “in control” 

of the form as an action. Any mental effects on 
a character no longer in control don’t affect your 
gestalt form, and your gestalt form’s Specialities 
and personality shift to those of the newly control-
ling component character.

Growth

You can grow to a large size. When grown, your 
Strength rank increases to your power rank (or 
your existing Strength rank +1 RS, whichever is 
greater), and you gain Damage Resistance at your 
power rank.

However, your size makes you easier to hit, giving 
you a penalty to your Combat and Agility ranks 
when using them as the passive abilities in contests 
made to hit you:

Growth Table
Rank Height Penalty

Terrible 3m -
Bad 4m -1 RS

Average 5m -1 RS
Decent 6m -1 RS
Great 7m -1 RS

World Class 8m -2 RS
Fantastic 9m -2 RS

Astounding 12m -2 RS
Wondrous 20m -3 RS
Phenomenal 30m -3 RS
Single Shift 40m -4 RS
Double Shift 60m -5 RS
Triple Shift 100m -6 RS
Planetary 500m -10 RS
Stellar 1,000m -15 RS
Cosmic 2,000m -20 RS
Infinite Unlimited Auto-Hit

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Shrinking - You may choose 
to take the Shrinking power as an alternate power.

Limit: All or Nothing - You must grow to your full 
size when you grow. You can’t choose to grow to a 
lesser height.

healInG

You are able to heal others of their injuries by 
touching them (although you can’t heal your own 
injuries this way). You can use this power twice per 
day on an individual by simply spending an action to 
do so, but if you wish to heal someone again after 
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that (in the same day) you must spend a Determina-
tion Point to do so.

When you heal someone, they regain Stamina equal 
to your power rank value, but this can’t take them 
above their normal Stamina total.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Adaption - You may choose 
to take the Adaption power with the Affects Oth-
ers Flexibility as an alternate power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Affliction - You may choose 
to take the Affliction power as an alternate power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Energy Drain - You may 
choose to take the Energy Drain power as an al-
ternate power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Resistance - You may 
choose to take the Resistance power (to biologi-
cal attacks) as an alternate power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Alteration Ray - You may 
choose to take the Alteration Ray (Transforming 
Ray) as an alternate power.

Flexibility: Cure - You may use your Healing power 
to cure poison or disease, or remove the effects 
of the Affliction power from someone. In any of 
these cases, to do so requires success in a Healing 
vs Power Rank Contest, where the power rank is 
the strength of the disease or poison or the power 
rank of the Affliction power.

Flexibility: Grafting - You may graft new biologi-
cal parts onto people. These may have been taken 
from other beings or may have been grown. The 
surgery takes hours to perform, and effectively 
gives the subject the Extra Body Parts power at 
your power rank.

Flexibility: Resurrection - You may bring the dead 
back to life. To do so, you must succeed in a Heal-
ing vs Time Contest, where the time is the length 
of time that the person has been dead expressed 
as a Standard Duration rank (rounded up). If you 
fail in the contest you can’t bring the person back: 
re-trying won’t work.

Trying to bring the dead back to life is draining 
for you. Whether your attempt succeeds or not, 
you must immediately succeed in a Healing vs Bad 
Contest or lose a Health rank as if you were dying.

When you bring someone back to life, their Health 
becomes Terrible, and they will continue to recover 
at normal rates.

Flexibility: Self - You can heal yourself using your 
power, providing you are conscious. The normal 
twice per day limit applies.

Limit: Empathic - Whenever you heal someone, 
you lose the amount of Stamina they just gained.

IllusIon/ImaGes v
You are able to create illusionary images that fool 
the senses of others. Choose the type of illusion 
that you can create when you acquire this power:

◊ Mental Illusions - Your illusions exist only in the 
minds of your targets. All targets of your choice 
within Standard Range will observe your illusion 
with all their senses as if it were really there, 
no matter how far away the illusion appears to 
be. However, your illusions are not picked up by 
cameras, microphones or non-sentient robots.

Sentient targets will automatically treat your 
illusions as if they were real unless 
they have a reason to suspect that 
they are illusions. When a target 
gets suspicious, they may try 
to succeed in a Nous vs Illusion 
Contest in order to see the il-
lusion for what it is. If they fail, 
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they may not re-try unless they spend a Deter-
mination Point to do so.

Targets who believe your illusions to be real will 
take damage from them, although these attacks 
can’t kill anyone. Someone who “dies” as a result 
of your attacks is only unconscious.

Although your illusions may hurt people who be-
lieve them to be real, they are not solid and can’t 
affect inanimate objects in a physical manner. 
For example, you couldn’t create an illusionary 
bridge and expect it to support weight or create 
an illusionary fire and expect it to burn things.

◊ Images - Your illusions are actual creations of 
light, sound, smell, and so forth, rather than 
being all in the mind. Your illusions are limited 
to existing within Standard Range, but they can 
be observed by anyone who can observe their 
location (regardless of sentience) and they do 
show up on cameras, microphones and the like.

All targets and sensors will automatically treat 
your illusions as if they were real, although sen-
tient targets may have a reason to suspect that 
they are illusions. When a target gets suspicious, 
they may try to succeed in a Nous vs Illusion 
Contest in order to see the illusion for what it 
is. If they fail, they may not re-try unless they 
spend a Determination Point to do so.

Targets who believe your illusions to be real will 
take damage from them, although these attacks 
can’t kill anyone. Someone who “dies” as a result 
of your attacks is only unconscious.

Although your illusions may hurt people who be-
lieve them to be real, they are not solid and can’t 
affect inanimate objects in a physical manner. 
For example, you couldn’t create an illusionary 
bridge and expect it to support weight or create 
an illusionary fire and expect it to burn things.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Dazzle - You may choose 
to take the Dazzle power as an alternate power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Duplication - You may 
choose to take the Duplication power (with the 
Illusionary Duplicates Limit) as an alternate power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Invisibility - You may 
choose to take the Invisibility power as an alter-
nate power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Mental Blast - You may 
choose to take the Mental Blast power as an al-
ternate power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Mind Control - You may 
choose to take the Mind Control power as an al-
ternate power.

Flexibility: Both Types - You are able to create 
both types of illusion, choosing each time you cre-
ate one whether it will be a mental illusion or an 
image.

Flexibility: Playback - You are able to create an 
illusion in advance that plays back when a person 
enters an area. The playback can last for as long as 
the person stays in the area. If you create mental 
illusions, you can choose to only activate the illusion 
for specific minds that you are familiar with or to 
activate it for everyone.

ImmortalIty �
You are immortal. You will not age, and you can’t be 
permanently killed. You still suffer damage normally, 
but when your Health rank reaches Zero you don’t 
die; you are merely unconscious until you’ve healed 
naturally. Even if you are atomised or disintegrated, 
you will still eventually get better. Being placed in 
an environment that provides you with constant 
damage (for example being fired into the Sun) may 
delay your return, but eventually you will come back 
by some means.

For example if you are fired into the Sun, sooner 
or later an atom of yours will be fired out in a solar 
flare and you can start regenerating from there. 
Of course, this may be a small comfort if it means 
that your character won’t return until millennia or 
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even aeons after the campaign has ended. Because 
of this, your group should work together with the 
GM to contrive a way for your character to come 
back in a reasonable time frame.

Because of its nature, the Immortality power is an 
all-or-nothing ability, and does not use its power 
rank.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Regeneration - You may 
choose to take the Regeneration power as an al-
ternate power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Resistance - You may 
choose to take the Resistance power as an alter-
nate power.

Flexibility: Suspended Animation - You may shut 
down your body at any time. All biological functions 
cease and you appear to be dead to all tests, except 
for the fact that your body still heals at its normal 
rate. You do not need to eat, drink or breathe while 
you are in suspended animation. You can choose to 
revive after a particular length of time or you can 
choose to be revived when disturbed by a particular 
kind of stimulus (or both).

InterFaCe
You can access the memory of non-sentient com-
puters within Standard Range. The data you read 
may still be encrypted, but you can read a perfect 
copy of it without leaving any trace of tampering. 
Additionally, you can operate the user interface 
of a computer within range without needing to ap-
proach or touch it.

Against sentient computers, your power acts as if 
you have the Telepathy power at your power rank.

When using a computer, you use the higher of your 
Intellect (plus appropriate Specialities) or your 
power rank.

Flexibility: Upload - You can project your mind 
into a non-sentient computer, effectively possess-
ing it. Your body enters a temporary coma while 
your mind is gone. You are aware of any harm that 
happens to your body while you are away from it, 
and if your body is killed you are trapped inside 
the computer forever. While inside the computer, 
you can completely control it (regardless of what 
people using the user interface try to do) and if 
the computer has any mobile parts such as being 
in control of a robot body you can operate those 
parts as if they were your own body.

When used on a non-sentient computer, this works 
automatically as above. When you try to use this 
power against a sentient computer, it works in ex-
actly the same way as using the Mind Control power 
with the Possession Flexibility.

Flexibility: Haywire - You can make as many non-
sentient computers as you like within range go hay-
wire and act as if they were “crazy” for Standard 
Duration. You can’t control their exact actions, but 
you can leave them to it without needing to be in 
communication with them.

Limit: Touch - You can only access computers by 
touching them, although you can still directly ac-
cess their memory and data without needing to go 
through their user interface to get to it.

InvIsIBIlIty
You become invisible, along with everything you are 
carrying and wearing. Under normal circumstances 
you will remain completely undetected, but some-
times (e.g. in smoke or rain, or if you’re in combat, 
or if someone is otherwise alerted to 
your presence) people may spot your 
location if they succeed in a Nous 
vs Invisibility Contest.

People who have detected you can 
keep tracking you until you go out of 
sight, and can target you with direct 
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attacks at a -2 RS penalty. People who haven’t de-
tected you can’t target you with direct attacks 
at all.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Alteration Ray - You may 
choose to take the Alteration Ray (Invisibility Ray) 
power as an alternate power.

Limit: Chameleon - Your invisibility isn’t perfect, 
and everyone who looks in your direction may make 
the Nous vs Invisibility Contest in order to see 
you, even if they don’t suspect that you are there.

Limit: Displacer - Your image isn’t gone completely, 
it’s just displaced to somewhere else in Standard 
Range.

Limit: Sensors Only - Your invisibility does not fool 
sentient beings, but it will mask you from cameras 
and other sensors.

Limit: Sentients Only - Your invisibility does not 
fool cameras and other sensors, but it will mask 
you from sentient beings.

leapInG
You are able to leap huge distances. A single leap 
will take you to anywhere within Standard Range.

lIFe support

You are able to go without many of the needs of 
normal people, and you are able to survive in places 
in which normal people wouldn’t be able to survive.

When you acquire this power, count how many rank 
shifts it would take to reduce it to Zero. Then 
choose that many options from the following list:

◊ Breathing - You don’t need to breathe.

◊ Cold - Atmospheric or environmental low tem-
perature doesn’t affect you.

◊ Eating - You do not need to eat or drink.

◊ Heat - Atmospheric or environmental high tem-
perature doesn’t affect you.

◊ Pathogens - You are immune to mundane dis-
eases.

◊ Pressure - You can survive extremely high pres-
sure without ill effects.

◊ Radiation - You are not affected by ambient 
radiation.

◊ Sleep - You do not need to sleep, although you 
still physically tire and may need to rest.

◊ Toxins - You are immune to mundane poisons.

◊ Vacuum - Low pressure environments don’t af-
fect you.

In none of these cases are you protected from 
damaging powers. For example protection from 
environmental heat won’t reduce the damage you 
take from someone’s Blast of fire, and immunity to 
toxins won’t protect you from someone’s Affliction 
power.

In order to survive in space, you must have at least 
power rank Decent, and take the Breathing, Cold, 
Radiation, and Vacuum options.

Flexibility: Full - You have all the options, not just 
a limited number based on your power rank.

maChIne Control

You are able to control machines within Standard 
Range, animating their moving parts. Controlling a 
non-sentient machine is automatically successful 
and it animates with a Strength rank equal to its 
Material Strength and with Combat and Agility 
ranks equal to your power rank. If the machine 
already has a Strength score, use that instead of 
its Material Strength.
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If you try to control a sentient machine, or a ma-
chine that is being controlled cybernetically by a 
sentient creature (such as a set of powered armour 
which is currently being worn), treat this power as 
if it were the Mind Control power being used at 
your power rank.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Interface - You may also 
choose to take the Interface power as an alter-
nate power.

Flexibility: Assembly - You may create a machine 
that is capable of being animated out of scrap metal, 
rubbish, or other junk by succeeding in a Machine 
Control vs Average Contest.

Flexibility: Conversion - You can reshape and con-
vert a machine into a different type of machine by 
succeeding in a Machine Control vs Average Contest, 
for example converting a car into a robotic human-
oid figure or converting a boat into a plane. The 
machine retains its Material Strength (you don’t 
actually transmute the material it’s made from) but 
it can be given a power suitable to its new form at 
your power rank.

Limit: Touch Only - You can only start to control 
a machine by touching it (although once it is active 
you can make it move away from yourself).

Limit: Feedback - When a machine that you are 
controlling is destroyed, you are stunned.

Limit: Single Type - You can only control one type 
of machine (for example cars or clockwork devices).

matter Control v
You are able to control matter. There are two types 
of matter control, telekinesis and transmutation, 
and you must choose one when you acquire this 
power. Each type has its own Flexibilities and Limits:

◊ Telekinesis - You are able to manipulate mat-
ter within Standard Range, moving it about and 
even throwing it. Use your power rank as the 
effective Strength rank to show how much you 
can move, and use your Grit as your effective 
Agility rank if you need to throw something or 
perform a delicate manoeuvre with something.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Blast - You may choose to 
take the Blast power as an alternate power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Flight - You may choose to 
take the Flight power as an alternate power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Force Control - You may 
choose to take the Force Control power as an al-
ternate power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Force Field - You may 
choose to take the Force Field power as an alter-
nate power.

Limit: Whole Objects Only - You may move whole 
objects with your telekinesis, but can’t move partial 
objects. So you could pick up a car, but not open its 
door (you can’t manipulate the handle) or pull a lever.

◊ Transmutation - You can transform matter from 
one substance to another by touch, changing 
the atoms that make it up into different types 
of atom. This doesn’t affect living creatures or 
sentient robots, and you do not alter the form 
of the matter, only its composition.

You can’t use this power to make living creatures 
or animate the matter you transmute, and you 
can only transmute whole objects, not parts of 
objects. Objects that you transmute cannot be 
more massive than you are able to lift in either 
their original or transmuted state.

The transformation is permanent, and your sub-
conscious control of your power stops you from 
transmuting something into an unstable or inher-
ently dangerous form, although other mundane 
consequences of the change in material still 
apply as normal.
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Most of the above limits on the power may be 
overcome using the Flexibilities below:

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Servant - You may choose 
to take the Servant power as an alternate power, 
representing your ability to transform matter into 
an animated form.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Transforming Ray - You 
may choose to take the Alteration Ray (Transform-
ing Ray) power as an alternate power.

Flexibility: Ranged - You may transmute matter 
at Standard Range instead of needing to touch it.

Flexibility: Explosive - You may transmute matter 
into an explosive form that will explode as if using 
the Blast power at your power rank against every-
one in the same area as the transformed object.

Flexibility: Affliction - You may change the com-
position of the air (either by changing something 
into a poisonous gas or changing the oxygen into 

something else) as if using the Affliction power at 
your power rank against everyone in the same area 
as the transformed gas.

Flexibility: Stability - Instead of changing the 
material that an object is made from, you can hold 
that material stable. This will prevent it from un-
dergoing any chemical reactions. For example you 
could prevent an acid from dissolving anything or 
prevent something in a fire from burning. This will 
also prevent the object from undergoing radioac-
tive decay. Stabilising a material is not permanent, 
and lasts only while you maintain the power.

Limit: Temporary - Your transmutation effects 
only last for Standard Duration.

Limit: Limited Mass - You are only able to affect 
objects with Terrible weight or less, regardless of 
your Strength rank.

Limit: One State - You are only able to transmute 
one state of matter (solids, liquids, or gases).

Limit: Single Result - Whatever the source mate-
rial, you are only able to transmute things into a 
single transmuted composition, chosen when you 
acquire this Limit.

mental Blast

You are able to attack the minds of others with 
mental force. Treat the attack as if it were a blunt 
projectile, except that it uses a Grit vs Grit Contest 
rather than an Agility vs Agility Contest.

Flexibility: Area Effect - You may attack everyone 
in a single area within Standard Range at once. You 
may not choose to hit some targets but not others.

Flexibility: Stun - You may attack to stun your op-
ponent instead of hurting them. Your attack still 
uses a Grit vs Grit Contest, but the results are now:

◊ Failure - Your target is unaffected by your at-
tack.

◊ Moderate Success - Your target takes no dam-
age, but is knocked to the floor. They have fallen 
over and have a -1 RS penalty to their next ac-
tion as they must do it while getting to your feet.

◊ Major Success - Your target takes no damage, 
but is stunned and loses their next action.

◊ Massive Success - Your target is knocked un-
conscious by the blast. Their Stamina is reduced 
to 0, but they do not start dying.

Limit: Stun Only - You may not attempt to dam-
age people with your mental blasts. You may only 
perform stunning attacks (this requires you to have 
acquired the Stun Flexibility).
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mImICry v
You are able to copy the abilities or traits of some-
one or something else. You must choose the type of 
mimicry you have when you first acquire this power 
(each one has its own Flexibilities and Limits):

◊ Animal Mimicry - You are able to mimic the abili-
ties and traits of animals, for example gaining 
the speed of a cheetah or the strength of a 
gorilla or the vision of a hawk.

You may only mimic one animal at a time, and 
there must be an animal of the type you wish to 
mimic within sight of you (using Determination 
to contrive coincidences involving the unusual 
presence of animals is encouraged). It takes 
no time to mimic an animal or to switch which 
type of animal you are mimicking.

While mimicking an animal, you gain one ability 
score or power that the animal has, either to 
the rank at which the animal has it or to your 
power rank, whichever is lower. Additionally, you 
temporarily gain a trait named after the animal 
(so if you mimic a tiger, for example, you tem-
porarily gain a “Tiger” trait). This trait can be 
used to justify spending Determination Points 
in appropriate situations.

Flexibility: Extra Animal - You can mimic a second 
animal at the same time as the first, gaining two 
ability scores or powers at once. You may take this 
Flexibility more than once, and each time you do it 
lets you mimic an additional animal.

Flexibility: Animal Memory - You do not have to 
be able to see an animal in order to mimic it, but 
you do have to have seen one at some time in the 
past. Don’t bother trying to keep an exact track 
of which particular types of animal your hero has 
seen; just assume they’ve seen all common types 
of animal, and that only truly exotic animals (like 
dinosaurs or animals from alien planets) remain 
unknown to them unless seen during the campaign.

Limit: Close Range - You can only mimic an animal 
that is within Standard Range of you.

Limit: One Type - You can only mimic one type of 
animal. This may be a class of animal, such as mam-
mals or birds; or it may be animals from one type of 
habitat, such as sea creatures or jungle creatures.

◊ Material Mimicry - You are able to take on the 
properties of any substance or energy by touch-
ing it. Normally it takes an action to take on the 
properties of something you touch, although 
when you are hit by an incoming physical or en-
ergy attack you can choose to spend your next 
action in advance changing to the form of the 
thing that has just hit you. You take no damage 

from the attack, but must use your next action 
to complete the mimicry. You therefore can’t do 
this to more than one attack per round, and you 
can’t do it if you are already in the form of the 
incoming attack.

While you are mimicking the properties of a 
material or energy, you effectively have the rel-
evant Alternate Form power for that substance.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Growth - You may choose 
to take the Growth power as an alternate power, 
with the Limit that you can only grow to the size 
of an object you touch.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Shrinking - You may choose 
to take the Shrinking power as an alternate power, 
with the Limit that you can only grow to the size 
of an object you touch.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Transformation - You may 
choose to take the Transformation (Objects) power 
as an alternate power, with the Limit that you can 
only transform into the form of an object you touch.

Flexibility: Instant - You can transform instantly 
without needing to take an action to do so. However, 
you are still only able to transform as a response 
to one attack per round.

Limit: One Type - You can only transform into 
either matter or energy, chosen when you acquire 
this Limit, rather than being able to transform 
into both.

◊ Nemesis - If you take an action 
analysing an opponent or threat 
that you can observe (this is not 
necessarily conscious analysis, it 
may be subconscious; although 
it still requires an action of ob-
servation) you may spend your next 
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action adapting to acquire the single power (or 
Flexibility for one of your existing powers) best 
suited to countering that opponent or threat.

The GM should choose the power or Flexibil-
ity, placing emphasis on thematic opposition to 
your threat or opponent if possible. It should 
have a maximum rank equal to your power rank, 
although depending on the power it may come 
at a lesser rank.

Your power disappears after the opponent or 
threat has been neutralised or when you analyse 
a different opponent.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Danger Sense - You may 
choose to take the Danger Sense power as an al-
ternate power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Power Detection - You 
may choose to take the Power Detection power as 
an alternate power.

Flexibility: Instant - You acquire your temporary 
power during the action in which you analyse your 
opponent rather than needing to spend a second 

action to do so.

Flexibility: Second Power - You also 
gain a second power suited to coun-
tering your opponent or threat, or 
a Flexibility on the first power that 

you gain. You may acquire this Flex-
ibility more than once, and each time 

you do it gives you an additional power or Flexibility 
with which to counter your opponent or threat.

Limit: Overload - If you are fighting more than 
one opponent at once, your Nemesis power becomes 
overloaded and is unable to produce an effective 
counter-power.

◊ Plant Mimicry - You are able to mimic the pow-
ers and abilities of plants. You may mimic any 
type of plant, and temporarily acquire a power 
similar to that of the plant.

For example you could mimic a tree to get Alter-
nate Form (Wood), or mimic a poisonous plant to 
get Affliction, or mimic any green plant to get 
Life Support (photosynthesis).

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Plant Control - You may 
choose to take the Plant Control power as an al-
ternate power.

◊ Power Mimicry - If you spend an action touch-
ing another individual, you can then spend your 
following action mimicking their powers. You 
temporarily gain all the powers that they have 
at either the rank at which they have them or 
your power rank, whichever is lower.

You retain these powers until you either mimic 
those of someone else or you become uncon-
scious.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Power Detection - You 
may choose to take the Power Detection power as 
an alternate power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Nemesis - You may choose 
to take the Nemesis power as an alternate power.

Flexibility: Transformation - Each time you mimic 
another individual’s powers you also mimic their 
appearance. This works like the Transformation 
power, with whichever sub-power is most suitable 
for their body type.

Flexibility: Mechanical Mimicry - You may mimic 
the powers of devices, robots and computers, as 
well as of individuals.

Flexibility: Mental Mimicry - You also acquire bits 
of the memories and knowledge of the people you 
touch, allowing you to imitate them more easily. You 
don’t have conscious access to all their memories 
and knowledge, so you can’t simply sift through it 
all, but if prompted (for example by someone ask-
ing you a question) a relevant bit of knowledge will 
come to the surface allowing you to answer the 
question as they would.

Flexibility: Power Theft - Your target loses their 
powers as you steal them rather than simply mim-
icking them. You gain their powers as normal (to 
the rank at which they have them or to your power 
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rank, whichever is lowest), and your target reduces 
each power by taking its rank value and subtracting 
the rank value of the rank at which you mimicked 
it, and then converting the result back to a rank 
by taking the highest rank with a rank value equal 
to or less than that result.

The powers that you have stolen each drain from 
you at a rate of one rank per round, and your target 
regains each of their stolen powers at a rate of 
one rank per round. If you lose the stolen powers 
by stealing from someone else or being knocked 
unconscious, your target doesn’t get their powers 
back early.

If you steal from the same target while you still 
have some of their powers, the steals are cumula-
tive; although you can never go above your power 
rank with any stolen power.

Flexibility: Residual Absorption - You can mimic 
a power by draining the residual traces of energy 
left after someone has used it. To do so, you must 
touch an object that they used their power on or be 
in the place in which they used it. You may only do 
this within Standard Duration of them having used 
the power, and this duration is measured based on 
their power rank, not your power rank.

Flexibility: Ranged - You may mimic powers within 
Standard Range, rather than needing touch.

Flexibility: Specialities - When you mimic some-
one’s powers, you also mimic their Specialities.

Limit: Abilities - You mimic your target’s ability 
scores rather than their powers. If you acquire 
this Limit a second time then you only mimic a single 
ability score of your target (chosen at the time you 
acquire the Limit).

Limit: One Source - You may only mimic powers 
from a single Power Source (e.g. only Genetic Muta-
tions or only Divine powers).

Limit: Override - Your own powers are overridden 
by your target’s powers. You can’t use any of your 
own powers while you are mimicking someone else’s. 
This includes not being able to switch to mimicking 
a second person until you’ve lost the powers from 
your first target.

Limit: Personality Mimicry - When you absorb 
someone’s powers, you must succeed in a Grit vs 
Grit Contest or also absorb their personality. Treat 
this as if you were under the Mind Control power 
for the duration of having their powers.

mInd Control

You are able to take control of the minds of other 
sentient beings within Standard Range, making 
them into your thralls. To take control of someone’s 
mind, you must make a Mind Control vs Grit Contest 
against them, with the following results:

◊ Failure - You are unable to control your target’s 
mind. You may not try to use your Mind Control 
against the same target in the same session 
unless you spend a Determination Point to do so 
(with the normal requirement of using a relevant 
Trait to justify this).

◊ Moderate Success - Your target is under your 
control and you can decide what their next ac-
tion will be, but then your control ends. You may 
try to re-establish control during your next ac-
tion without needing to spend a Determination 
Point to do so.

◊ Major Success - Your target is now under your 
control and will remain so for the rest of the 
session, unless you choose to release them or 
something happens to break your control.

◊ Massive Success - Your target is now under 
your control and will remain so in-
definitely, unless you choose to re-
lease them or something happens 
to break your control.

While someone is under your con-
trol, you may not force them to push 
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their limits, ensure success, or otherwise spend 
Determination Points.

You are given no special communication abilities, 
and must give your thralls actual instructions in a 
mutually comprehensible language. This will usu-
ally be verbal instructions, but written instruc-
tions or even miming what you want them to do 
will work in a pinch. Your thralls will willingly obey 
what they perceive to be the spirit of these in-
structions rather than trying to twist their intent 
while following them to the letter, although if the 
instructions are ambiguous there’s no guarantee 
that their perception of the spirit of them will be 
completely accurate. However, when you command 
your target to perform an action that goes against 
one of their Traits, you must re-roll the Mind Con-
trol vs Grit Contest in order to force them to do 
it. This may result in your control ending before 
it would otherwise have done.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Ability Boost - You may 
choose to take the Ability Boost power as an alter-
nate power, either for yourself or with a Flexibility 
to allow it to work on your thralls.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Invisibility - You may 
choose the Invisibility power (with the Sentients 
Only Limit) as an alternate power.

Flexibility: Addictive - If a thrall is controlled 
every day for at least a week, they must succeed 
in a Grit vs Mind Control Contest or else gain an 
“Addicted to Mind Control” Trait.

Flexibility: Merge - You physically enter into or 
merge with your thrall in some manner when you 
take control of them, and are ejected from them 
when your control ends. You can talk to your thrall 
while you are inside them.

Flexibility: Mindlink - You can talk to your thralls 
telepathically (including the sending of or clarifica-
tion of orders) regardless of the distance between 
you, and may perceive through a thrall’s senses by 
concentrating.

Flexibility: Amnesia - Your thralls do not remem-
ber the actions that they take while under your 
control. Neither do they remember the instructions 
that you give them.

Flexibility: Memory Modification - You may make 
a Mind Control vs Grit Contest in order to attempt 
to modify your thrall’s memory. You need at least 

a Major Success for this to work. You 
may give your thrall false memories 

using this ability or alter or remove 
their memories of actual events, al-
though you can’t go fishing around 

for memories. You must know what 
the memories are that you are trying 

to modify. If your knowledge of their memories 
is inaccurate, the inconsistency this introduces 
may alert your thrall (once they are no longer un-
der your control) to the fact that their memories 
aren’t reliable.

Flexibility: Possession - You project your mind into 
your thrall when taking control, effectively pos-
sessing them. You perceive through your thrall’s 
senses, and may spend your own Determination on 
their actions. However, your body enters a tempo-
rary coma while your mind is gone. You are aware 
of any harm that happens to your body while you 
are away from it, and if your body is killed you are 
trapped inside your thrall and will die if your con-
trol of them ends in any way other than you leaving 
them in order to possess another body.

Limit: Eye Contact - You must make eye contact 
with your target in order to establish control of 
them. In a combat situation where your target is 
trying to avoid eye contact, you must succeed in an 
Agility vs Agility Contest to establish eye contact 
before making your Mind Control vs Grit Contest. 
Both contests happen in the same action.

Limit: Hypnosis - You may give a single command to 
your thrall as you establish mental control of them, 
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and they will continue to obey it for the duration 
of your control, but you may not give them further 
instructions without using your power on them anew.

Limit: Obvious - Your thralls are visually distinct 
in some way, for example they may have glowing 
eyes or mystical writing on their body or noticeably 
jerky movements.

Limit: Mind Swap - You must have the Possession 
Flexibility to take this Limit. While you are inside 
your thrall’s body, your body is not comatose. In-
stead, your thrall is trapped in your body. They 
have access to your other powers while in your body, 
although they may not know how to activate them.

Limit: One Type - You may only control one type 
of thrall, for example animals only or men only or 
mutants only.

Limit: Pheromones - Your power works through 
pheromones that your target must be able to smell 
in order for you to establish control.

Limit: Undead Control - You may only control un-
dead creatures. However, you may control mindless 
undead that would otherwise be immune to mental 
powers.

mInd shIeld �
You are protected against mental powers. Subtract 
your mind shield’s rank value from the rank value 
of the incoming power (as if it were armour against 
incoming damage). If there is no incoming power 
left, your mind shield has protected you. If there 
is incoming power left, convert that value back to 
a rank by taking the highest rank that is less than 
or equal to the value, and that new rank is the ef-
fective rank of the incoming power.

Flexibility: Affects Others - Anyone touching you 
is also protected by your mind shield.

Flexibility: Retribution - Anyone trying to break 
through your mind shield loses Stamina equal to 
its rank value.

phasInG

You can become insubstantial, able to pass through 
energy and solid matter as if it were not there. 
While you are in your phased state, you are com-
pletely unaffected by the physical world, being 
immune to all physical and energy attacks. However, 
you are similarly unable to affect the physical world 
in any way.

The only thing that can block you is a force field. 
In order to pass through a force field you must 
succeed in a Phasing vs Force Field Contest.

You may still be affected by mental powers while 
phased, and you may still use mental powers. How-
ever, any mental power that you use is limited in 
rank to your phasing power rank.

When you return to your solid state, energy gas-
ses and liquids will part to make room for you, but 
solids won’t. If you return to your solid state while 
partially or fully overlapped with a solid object you 
will be pushed out to the nearest open space large 
enough to contain you. This does you no harm.

Because air goes straight through you while you are 
phased, you can’t breathe. Therefore unless you 
have some kind of Life Support you can only remain 
phased for as long as you can hold your breath.

Flexibility: Passengers - When you phase, you may 
take others that you are touching with you. If you 
and your passengers separate, they are immedi-
ately returned to their normal solid state.

Flexibility: Affects Physical - Apply this Flexibil-
ity to another power (or to your Strength) rather 
than to this power. You are able to use that power 
to affect the physical world while you are phased, 
although it is limited in rank to your phasing power 
rank.

Flexibility: Float - You have Terrible 
Flight while phased.

Flexibility: Life Support - While 
you are phased, you have the equiv-
alent of the Life Support power with 
the Full Flexibility.
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Flexibility: Partial - You may phase parts of your 
body while leaving other parts in the physical world.

Flexibility: Phase Disruption - By partially de-
phasing inside someone you may make a melee at-
tack that is resolved as if you had the Stunning 
power at your power rank.

Flexibility: Phase Inversion - You may cause inani-
mate objects (or parts of them) within Standard 
Range to be temporarily phased for Standard Dura-
tion. While temporarily phased, the objects remain 
stationary and anything else can pass through them.

Flexibility: Phasing Strike - You can quickly de-
phase at the start of your action, perform an action 
in the physical world, and then begin to phase once 
more at the end of your action. You are vulnerable 
to attacks between the end of your action and the 
start of your next action, but you may use your 

Phasing rank instead of your Fighting or Agility 
rank when defending against those attacks.

Flexibility: Scrambling - If you move through an 
electronic device while phased, you can attempt to 
scramble it. If you succeed on a Phasing vs Average 
Contest the electronics inside the machine will be 
temporarily scrambled and the machine will either 
malfunction randomly or shut down (your choice) 
for Standard Duration.

If the machine is sentient, treat this as if it were 
the Phase Disruption Flexibility.

postCoGnItIon I
You are able to view things that happened in the 
past based on either an object that you are touch-
ing or the area in which you are. To do so requires 
you to succeed in a Postcognition vs Time Contest, 
using the following time scale:

◊ Up to 1 day = Terrible
◊ Up to three days = Bad
◊ Up to a week = Average
◊ Up to two weeks = Decent
◊ Up to a month = Great
◊ Up to two months = World Class
◊ Up to four months = Fantastic
◊ Up to six months = Astounding
◊ Up to a year = Wondrous
◊ Up to two years = Phenomenal
◊ Up to five years = Single Shift
◊ Up to ten years = Double Shift
◊ Up to twenty years = Triple Shift
◊ Up to a hundred years = Planetary
◊ Up to ten thousand years = Stellar
◊ Up to a million years = Cosmic
◊ More than a million years = Infinite

The results of your contest determine what hap-
pens:

◊ Failure - You feel nothing. You may not try to 
use your postcognition on the same area/object 
again unless you spend a Determination Point to 
do so (with the normal requirement of using a 
relevant Trait to justify this).

◊ Moderate Success - You get a vague impression 
of the strongest emotion or feeling associated 
with the object or place at the approximate 
time you are examining.

◊ Major Success - You get a detailed impression 
of all the emotions or feelings associated with 
the object or place at the approximate time you 
are examining.

◊ Massive Success - You get a brief vision of what 
happened in the place or to the object at the 
approximate time you are examining.
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In all cases, the incident that you get the feelings 
or vision about is the most intense or significant 
one that happened at approximately the time you 
are examining to within around a +/- 25% flexibility. 
So for example if you try to glean what happened 
in an area four days ago, you would get the most 
intense or significant thing that happened between 
three and five days ago.

power Control v
You are able to control other people’s powers. There 
are three types of power control and you must 
choose which one you have when you first acquire 
this power (each has their own set of Flexibilities 
and Limits):

◊ Empowerment - By touching a target and spend-
ing an action, you can temporarily give that tar-
get one or more super powers. The super powers 
that you give out usually have the same Power 
Source as your Empowerment power.

Count the number of rank shifts it would take 
to reduce your Empowerment rank to Zero. This 
is how many rank shifts of power you can give to 

your target. You may give your target as many 
powers as you like, but each one starts at rank 
Zero and must use one or more of those rank 
shifts to improve it from there (you can’t actu-
ally give someone a power with a rank of Zero).

The powers that you give someone last as long 
as you concentrate, and then a further Stand-
ard Duration after that. You may withdraw the 
powers from someone at any time.

Flexibility: Ranged - You may empower someone at 
Standard Range rather than needing to touch them.

Limit: One Type - You may empower people with 
only a single type of power, for example mental 
powers or energy control powers or copies of your 
own powers.

Limit: Transferral - Instead of giving people new 
powers, you give them yours. Treat this as if they 
had used the Power Mimicry power on you with the 
Power Theft Flexibility, except that you can choose 
which powers they steal and which they don’t steal.

Limit: Uncontrolled - Your subjects don’t have full 
control over the powers you give them. Whenever 
they try to use them in a stressful situation such 
as combat, they must roll a single Fudge Die. If 
they roll a ‘-’ then the power goes off at random 
rather than how they intended it to work.

◊ Power Boost - You are able to boost the powers 
of those you touch. When you touch someone 
and spend an action, one of their powers (chosen 
by you) is increased by a number of Rank Shifts 
of your choosing. Your Power Boost power is de-
creased by the same number of Rank Shifts. You 
can’t do this if it would reduce your Power Boost 
below Zero, but Rank Shifts that increase your 
target’s power above Triple Shift are wasted.

The boost lasts as long as you concentrate (you 
don’t need to keep touching them), and you don’t 
get your Power Boost ranks back until the boost-
ed power returns to normal.

If your boost takes your target’s power rank 
above their Grit rank, their power becomes too 
intense for them to control properly. Whenever 
they try to use it in a stressful situation such 
as combat, they must roll a single Fudge Die. If 
they roll a ‘-’ then the power goes off at random 
rather than how they intended it to work.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Empowerment 
- You may choose to take the Empow-
erment power as an alternate power.

Flexibility: Ranged - You may boost 
the powers of others at Standard 
Range instead of needing to touch 
them.
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Limit: Constant Contact - You must keep touching 
your target for the whole duration of the boost, 
not just when you activate it.

Limit: One Type - You may only boost one type of 
power, for example fire powers or powers with the 
Infernal Power Source.

◊ Power Suppression - You are able to suppress 
the powers of another individual at Standard 
Range. You must succeed in an Agility vs Agil-
ity Contest to target your opponent. If you do 
so, choose one of your target’s powers. Sub-
tract your suppression’s rank value from the 
rank value of their power (as if it were armour 
against incoming damage). If there is now no 
opponent’s power left, your suppression has 
completely suppressed their power. If there is 
some power left, convert that value back to a 

rank by taking the highest rank that is 
less than or equal to the value, and 

that new rank is the effective rank 
of their power.

Your target recovers their power 
at one rank shift per round, until it 

is back at its normal value once more.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Energy Drain - You may 
choose to take the Energy Drain power as an al-
ternate power.

Flexibility: All Powers - Your suppression works 
against all your opponent’s powers simultaneously.

Flexibility: Haywire - You may choose to make 
your target’s lose control of their power instead 
of reducing its intensity. This lasts for Standard 
Duration, and whenever they try to use their power 
in a stressful situation such as combat during that 
time, they must roll a single Fudge Die. If they roll 
a ‘-’ then the power goes off at random rather than 
how they intended it to work.

Flexibility: Sustained - You may concentrate in 
order to keep your target’s power suppressed. Your 
target’s power doesn’t start to return until after 
you finish concentrating.

Limit: One Type - You are only able to suppress one 
type of power, such as radiation powers or powers 
with the Genetic Mutation source.

Limit: Overload - If your opponent’s power is too 
strong for you to completely suppress it, you must 
succeed in a Health vs Power Rank Contest (against 
the power rank before suppression) or be stunned.

preCoGnItIon I
You are able to get flashes of inspiration or even 
visions of future events. Mostly these come at ran-
dom intervals, and should be given to you by the GM 
when they think it appropriate; being as detailed 
or vague as the GM thinks that they should be.

Should you try to “force” a vision about the place 
you are in or a person or object that you are touch-
ing; you should roll a Precognition vs Difficulty Con-
test, where the difficulty is set by the GM depend-
ing on what (and how far) you are trying to see. 
The results are:

◊ Failure - You get nothing.

◊ Moderate Success - You get an inspired proph-
ecy, and the GM should give you a cryptic clue 
about the future event.

◊ Major Success - You are able to get a flash of 
inspiration that gives you direct information 
about the future event, such as a name or the 
image of someone’s face.

◊ Massive Success - You have a detailed vision 
in which you see future events clearly, but not 
necessarily with context.

In all cases, the future is what would happen if you 
do nothing. Should you actually act on your precog-
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nitive information, things may turn out differently. 
Somewhat ironically, this means that if you want 
to be prepared for what is going to happen, doing 
your best to ignore the precognitive information 
(because acting on it may change things in ways you 
can’t predict) may be the best thing to do.

Additionally, you get an extra way to spend De-
termination Points. After you have performed any 
action, if you are unhappy with the results of that 
action you may spend a Determination Point in order 
to make a Precognition vs Precognition Contest (i.e. 
using your power rank as both the active and pas-
sive ranks in the contest) as if performing a Power 
Stunt. If you get a Major Success or better in this 
contest, you may declare that you didn’t actually 
take the action; you merely got a premonition about 
what would happen if you did. You may take back 
the action and its results, and perform a different 
action instead.

Note that if you have a premonition in this way 
and then repeat the same action anyway you will 
get exactly the same result that you got the first 
time. You can’t simply use this as a way to repeat 
the same action in the hope to get a better roll.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Danger Sense - You may 
choose to take the Danger Sense power as an al-
ternate power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Probability Control - You 
may choose to take the Probability Control power 
as an alternate power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Time Control - You may 
choose to take the Time Control power as an al-
ternate power.

Limit: No Control - You can’t “force” a vision. You 
only get them when the GM gives you one. You may 
still have premonitions as normal.

Limit: Objects Only - You may only have visions 
about objects, not locations or people.

Limit: One Subject - You only have visions about 
one subject (accidents, deaths, natural disasters, 
etc.)

Limit: People Only - You may only have visions 
about people, not locations or objects.

Limit: Sleeping - Your visions manifest themselves 
as prophetic dreams. This power only works when 
you are sleeping, and you can’t have premonitions; 
only prophetic visions.

reFleCtIon

You are able to reflect physical and energy attacks 
that have hit you back at your attacker. To do this, 
you must succeed in a Reflection vs Attack Rank 
Contest, where the attack rank is the attacking ef-
fect’s intensity (that is the power rank or damage 
of the attack, not how well aimed it is). The effects 
of your reflection depend on your level of success:

◊ Failure - You are hit and affected by the at-
tack as normal.

◊ Moderate Success - You are able to deflect the 
attack harmlessly, and it does not affect you.

◊ Major Success - You are able to reflect the 
attack directly back at your attacker, who is 
then affected by their own attack.

◊ Massive Success - You are able to reflect the 
attack directly back at your attacker, who is 
then affected by their own attack.

Flexibility: Mental Reflection - You 
are able to reflect mental attacks 
as well as physical and energy ones.

Limit: Limited Type - You are only 
able to reflect one type of attack 
(e.g. physical, fire, radiation).
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Limit: Mental Only - You are only able to reflect 
mental attacks, not physical and energy ones. You 
must already have the Mental Reflection Flexibility.

reGeneratIon

You recover from injuries far quicker than a normal 
person. You recover an amount of Stamina equal 
to a tenth of your power rank value per round. If 
your power rank value doesn’t divide by ten exactly, 
then you should keep track of the fractional points 
of Stamina, rather than rounding them.

When you have been injured to the point of losing 
Health ranks, you recover additional Health ranks 
equal to a tenth of your power rank value each time 
you recover them (normally per week if you aren’t 
hospitalised, but per day if you are - see the Get-
ting Better chapter for more details).

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Immortality - You may 
choose to take the Immortality power as an al-
ternate power.

Flexibility: Regrowth - You are able to regrow 
severed limbs, or re-attach them if they are still 
present.

resIstanCe v
You are resistant to a particular type of effect, 
which you must choose when you acquire this power. 
The most common type of resistance is Damage 
Resistance, which acts as armour, reducing the 
amount of damage done by physical and energy 
attacks by your power rank value.

If you prefer, you can have your resistance work 
against a different type of power, for example:

◊ Affliction Resistance
◊ Binding Resistance
◊ Detection Resistance
◊ Mental Resistance (this is the same as having 

the Mind Shield power)
◊ Sensory Resistance

The above are only examples, and with the agree-
ment of the GM you can have resistance to a dif-
ferent type of power.

If your resistance is against a type of power other 
than one that directly causes Stamina damage, it 

works in a slightly different way. You 
subtract your resistance’s rank value 

from the rank value of the incoming 
power (as if it were armour against 
incoming damage). If there is no 

incoming power left, then your re-
sistance has protected you and you 

are unaffected. If there is incoming power left, 
convert that value back to a rank by taking the 
highest rank that is less than or equal to the value, 
and that new rank is the effective rank of the 
incoming power that affects you.

Limit: One Type - Your resistance protects you 
against a much smaller range or powers than it 
would otherwise, for example Damage Resistance 
that only protects against sonic powers, or Mental 
Resistance that only protects against Mind Control.

Limit: Stamina Only - Your Damage Resistance 
(this Limit doesn’t apply to other types of resist-
ance) reduces the Stamina loss you take from at-
tacks, but does not protect you from being slammed 
or stunned.

Limit: Partial Armour - If your Resistance power 
is against a type of attack which must be aimed, 
your opponents can bypass this resistance with a 
Called Shot.

servant

You are able to summon a servant of some kind to 
help you. You must work out your servant’s capabili-
ties when you acquire this power.

The default template for your servant is that it has 
physical ability scores (Combat, Health, Agility and 
Strength) at Zero. Count the number of Rank Shifts 
that would be needed to reduce your power rank to 
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Zero and multiply this number by four. This is the 
number of Rank Shifts that you have available to 
apply to the template’s physical ability scores. You 
must apply at least one Rank Shift to each score; 
you may not leave any ability scores at Zero.

You may also apply some of these Rank Shifts to 
super powers. For this purpose, assume that every 
power you wish your template to have starts at 
Zero before you start applying these Rank Shifts.

None of your servant’s ability scores or powers may 
be of greater rank than your Servant power rank.

Your servant has no autonomy, and simply obeys 
your mental commands without question. It is not 
sentient, and has no mental ability scores (Intellect, 
Nous or Grit). Similarly, it has no Determination. 
Since it has no Grit, its Stamina score is simply 
equal to its Health rank value plus its Strength 
rank value.

If you wish to be able to summon more than one 
servant, you may withhold some of the Rank Shifts 
used to create the template. For each Rank Shift 
you withhold, you can summon an additional servant. 
However, you are still limited to summoning only 
one per action.

It takes an action to summon a servant, and it ap-
pears anywhere within Standard Range. You must 
concentrate in order to control it, and when you 
cease concentrating it will continue to obey its last 
order for Standard Duration before disappearing 
once more. You may re-gain control of a servant 
(and keep it around) by concentrating on it once 
more. You can also will it to disappear before the 
duration is up as a free action.

Flexibility: Enhanced - The template for your sum-
moned creature is built from your power rank times 
five Rank Shifts rather than your power rank times 
four. You may take this Flexibility more than once, 
and it increases the multiplier by one each time.

Flexibility: Instant - Summoning your servant 
takes no time, although you can still only summon 
it when it is your action and you can still only sum-
mon one per round.

Flexibility: Multiple - If you withheld Rank Shifts 
in order to be able to summon multiple servants, 
you may summon them all at the same time.

Flexibility: Sensory Link - While concentrating on 
one of your servants to control it, you may perceive 
through its senses.

Flexibility: Variable - You may summon different 
types of servant (i.e. servants that use different 
templates) providing they all match a theme and 
you have the templates created and approved in 
advance (you should not make a fight scene grind 

to a halt while you look through the book trying to 
decide what powers to give a servant).

Limit: Source - Your servants are animated from 
some source material rather than simply appear-
ing. You must have the relevant source material in 
order to animate them.

Limit: Feedback - Whenever one of your servants 
is stunned, so are you.

shrInkInG

You can shrink to a small size. When shrunk, your 
Strength rank remains at its normal level. However, 
your size makes you more difficult to hit and makes 
it easier for you to hit others, giving you a bonus 
to your Combat and Agility ranks when using them 
in contests made to hit you:

Shrinking Table
Rank Height Penalty

Terrible 1.33m -
Bad 1m -

Average 0.66m +1 RS
Decent 33cm +1 RS
Great 13cm +2 RS

World Class 7.5cm +2 RS
Fantastic 2.5cm +3 RS

Astounding 0.5cm +3 RS
Wondrous 1mm No combat
Phenomenal Microscopic No combat
Single Shift Atomic No combat
Double Shift (See text) No combat
Triple Shift (See text) No combat
Planetary (See text) No combat
Stellar (See text) No combat
Cosmic (See text) No combat
Infinite (See text) No combat

At ranks above Single Shift, there are two options. 
If the GM includes these realms in their campaign 
setting, you may slip “between the cracks” in the 
universe and appear in a parallel dimension in which 
you appear to be normal sized (and which you leave 
by switching off your shrinking). Alternately, you 
shrink down so far that you disappear, as if you 
were in the 0D form of Dimension Con-
trol.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Growth - 
You may choose to take the Growth 
power as an alternate power. 97
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Flexibility: Growth Momentum - If you grow back 
to normal size while hitting someone, you may apply 
the rank shifts that would normally affect your 
Combat and Agility scores while shrunk to your 
Strength instead for that hit. If you grow from 
Wondrous or smaller, which would normally be too 
small to engage in combat, you get +3 RS to your 
Strength for the hit.

Limit: All or Nothing - You must shrink to your 
smallest size when you grow. You can’t choose to 
shrink to an intermediate size.

Limit: Reduced Strength - Your Strength rank 
diminishes proportionally as your size diminishes. 
Each rank of Shrinking that you apply gives you a 

-1 RS to your Strength Rank until you grow back to 
normal once more.

spInnInG

You are able to spin around at high speed while 
retaining the ability to see, hear and talk normally. 
This gives you Binding Resistance at your power 
rank, and you may substitute your Spinning power 
rank for your Agility when defending against air 
based attacks, and for your Strength when making 
or escaping grappling attacks or striking opponents 
in melee.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Air Control - You may 
choose to take the Air Control power as an alter-
nate power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Fast Attack - You may 
choose to take the Fast Attack power as an alter-
nate power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Flight - You may choose to 
take the Flight power as an alternate power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Super Senses - You may 
choose to take the Super Senses (Circular Vision) 
power as an alternate power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Super Speed - You may 
choose to take the Super Speed power as an al-
ternate power.

Flexibility: Missile Storm - By throwing missiles 
in all directions as you spin, you may make a thrown 
weapon attack against everyone in your area.

Flexibility: Drill - By spinning on the spot, you may 
drill downwards as if you had the Burrowing power 
at your power rank.

spIrIt Control I
You are able to control ethereal spirits, such as 
faeries, ghosts, and similar creatures. If the spir-
its are non-sentient, you can automatically control 
them. If they are sentient, treat this power as if it 
were the Mind Control power at your power rank.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Astral Projection - You 
may choose to take the Astral Projection power as 
an alternate power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Energy Drain - You may 
choose to take the Energy Drain power as an al-
ternate power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Power Suppression - You 
may choose to take the Power Suppression power 
(limited to Spirit Control and Mind Control) as an 
alternate power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Servant - You may choose 
to take the Servant power (with the Source Limit) 
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as an alternate power, to represent your ability to 
create undead.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Spirit Detection - You may 
choose to take the Super Senses (Spirit Detection) 
as an alternate power.

Flexibility: Deny Death - You may trap a spirit in 
a body that is dying, keeping the body barely alive 
until you release it or the body is healed.

Flexibility: Forced Possession - You may force a 
spirit that you currently control into a body. This 
works in the same way as using Mind Control with 
the Possession Flexibility, except that it is the 
controlled spirit that possesses the target, not you. 
You maintain control of the spirit while it controls 
the body, and if your control of it runs out first it 
may choose whether to leave the body or remain 
until forcibly removed.

Flexibility: Incarnation Memory - You are able to 
communicate with your past and future incarnations, 

passing each other information. This gives you the 
trait “Communicates with past and future selves”, 
which can be used in either a positive or negative 
manner to contrive coincidences.

Flexibility: Puppetry - If you have a bit of some-
one’s body (such as a lock of hair or a fingernail 
clipping) you may use your Spirit Control to control 
them at -2 RS.

Flexibility: Spirit Trap - By succeeding in a Spirit 
Control vs Grit Contest, you can trap a spirit in a 
pocket dimension controlled by you. You may com-
municate with your trapped spirits and are immune 
to any attempts by them to dominate or possess you.

Flexibility: Spirit Ward - You may ward an area 
against spirits. Spirits can’t enter the warded area 
unless they can succeed in a Grit vs Spirit Control 
Contest.

Limit: Flexibility Only - You may only use one of 
the Flexibilities for this power (chosen when you 
acquire this Limit, and you must acquire the Flex-
ibility separately), not the main power itself.

Limit: Exorcism - Your control over spirits only 
extends to two commands; for them to relinquish 
control of a body they are possessing, and for them 
to leave the universe and return to whatever realm 
they come from.

Limit: One Type - You may only control one type 
of spirit, such as ghosts.

stretChInG

You may stretch and deform your body and limbs, 
allowing you to attack and reach things in areas 
adjacent to your own. Any action taken in anoth-
er area has all associated ranks limited by your 
Stretching power rank, for example when trying to 
his someone, you use the lower of your Combat or 
Stretching rank and the rank value of the lower of 
your Strength and Stretching for damage.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Alternate Form - You may 
choose to take the Alternate Form (Fluid Form) 
power as an alternate power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Dimension Control - You 
may choose to take the Dimension Control power 
(possibly limited to 2D only) as an alternate power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Flight - You may choose to 
take the Flight power (with the Gliding 
limit) as an alternate power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Resist-
ance - You may choose to take the 
Resistance power (either to Binding 
or to Damage) as an alternate power.
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Flexibility (Alt. Power): Transformation - You may 
take the Transformation power (to any form, but 
with the Disguise and Tell Limits) as an alternate 
power.

Flexibility: Bouncing - You may roll into a ball and 
bounce, giving you the equivalent of the Leaping 
power at your power rank.

Flexibility: Hardening - You may enlarge and hard-
en your fists, enabling you to do your Stretching 
rank value rather than your Strength rank value 
as damage in melee.

Flexibility: Net - You may use your Stretching 
rank value rather than your Agility rank value when 
trying to catch things.

Limit: Limbs Only - You don’t have full body flex-
ibility. You can only stretch your limbs. You can’t 
use any other Flexibilities on this power, not even 

as the result of a Power Stunt.

Limit: Inflation - Your flexibility is 
limited to inflating yourself like a 
beach ball. You gain the Bouncing 
and Damage Resistance Flexibili-

ties, but can’t use any others and 
can’t use the basic power ability.

strIke

You have spines, thorns, claws, or a melee weapon 
with which you can attack people. You may decide 
when you acquire this power whether it is a lethal 
attack or a blunt attack. If you choose to do a blunt 
attack, you may increase the rank of this power to 
your Strength +1 RS if it is lower.

Flexibility: Affects X - Your strikes affect oppo-
nents who are using a particular super power that 
normally makes them immune to physical attacks, 
such as Astral Projection, Phasing, or Energy Form. 
Choose the power against which your attacks work 
when you acquire this Flexibility. You may acquire 
this Flexibility more than once.

Flexibility: Both Types - You may do both lethal 
and blunt damage with your strikes. Choose which 
type of damage each time you make an attack.

stunnInG

You are able to stun opponents within Standard 
Range, leaving them temporarily unable to act. You 
must make in an Agility vs Agility Contest to target 
your opponent, and if successful, make a Stunning 
vs Grit or Stunning vs Health Contest (you must 
decide whether you target Grit or Health when 
you acquire this power) with the following results:

◊ Failure - Your target is not stunned

◊ Moderate Success - Your target is stunned 
for one action.

◊ Major Success - Your target is stunned for 
Standard Duration

◊ Massive Success - Your target is reduced to 0 
Stamina and knocked unconscious.

Flexibility: Area Effect - Your stunning attack 
works on everyone in your area at once.

Flexibility: Contagious - If anyone touches or is 
touched by a stunned opponent, check to see if you 
stun them too.

Flexibility: Both Types - You may choose which of 
your opponent’s abilities (Health or Grit) you target 
each time you make an attack.

super senses v
You have better senses than a normal person, or 
additional senses that a normal person doesn’t have.

When you acquire this power, count how many rank 
shifts it would take to reduce it to Zero. Then for 
each rank shift, either apply that rank shift as if it 
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were a Speciality for Nous rolls using a particular 
sense, or choose an option from the following list:

◊ Circular Vision - You can see all around you, hav-
ing no blind spots (not even above or below you).

◊ Communication - You are able to communicate 
through an unusual medium such as being able 
to produce radio signals, telephone signals, or 
television signals.

◊ Comprehend Languages - You are able to under-
stand and communicate in any language, whether 
written, spoken, or more exotic.

◊ Dimensional Sense - You are able to innately 
tell what dimension you are on.

◊ Direction Sense - You never get lost, and are 
always able to perfectly retrace your steps back 
to any location you have visited.

◊ Infravision - You are able to see heat sources, 
allowing you to see in the dark, providing you’re 
looking at things that are warmer or cooler than 
their surroundings.

◊ Microscopic Vision - You are able to see as if 
using a powerful microscope.

◊ Penetration Vision - You are able to see through 
solid objects as if they are transparent. Choose 
one type of material through which you are un-
able to see.

◊ Spatial Sense - You are aware of the shape of 
your surroundings even if you can’t see them. 
This could be by radar, sonar, or something else.

◊ Telelocation - You are able to locate individuals 
that are known to you, wherever in the world 
they are. This requires success in a Super Sens-
es vs Familiarity Contest, with the Familiarity 
being a measure of how well you know them. A 
close friend should be Average, someone you’ve 
met once or twice should be Fantastic, someone 
you’ve only seen a picture of should be Won-
drous, and someone you’ve only had described 
to you should be Phenomenal.

◊ Telescopic Vision - You are able to see as if us-
ing a powerful telescope.

◊ Time Sense - You always know exactly what 
time it is and can track the passing of time with 
incredible accuracy.

◊ Tracking Sense - You are able to follow tracks 
and scent trails. The GM may require a Nous 
Contest if the trail is particularly difficult to 
follow.

◊ True Sight - You are able to see the true form 
of any person. This lets you see through any 
disguise or transformation.

◊ Ultraviolet Vision - You are able to see in UV 
light. This allows you to see outside at night by 
moonlight and starlight.

Limit: Reduced Sense - Although you have a bet-
ter sense in one area, you are deficient in another. 
Choose one sense with which you get a -2 RS penalty 
to all Nous Contests.
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super speed

You can move at incredible speeds. You can run at 
a land speed based on your power rank.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Air Control - You may 
choose to take the Air Control power as an alter-
nate power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Fast Attack - You may 
choose to take the Fast Attack power as an alter-
nate power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Phasing - You may choose 
to take the Phasing power as an alternate power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Regeneration - You may 
choose to take the Regeneration power as an al-
ternate power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Spinning - You may choose 
to take the Spinning power as an alternate power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Vibration Control - You 
may choose to take the Vibration Control power 
as an alternate power.

Flexibility: Passengers - Those who you touch can 
keep up with you while you run at super speed. If 
you let go of someone, they smoothly slow down to 
their normal running speed.

Flexibility: Defending - You may use your Super 
Speed rank instead of your Combat or 

Agility rank when defending against 
attacks.

Flexibility: Surface Speed - You 
may use your speed and momentum 

to run across the surface of liquids 
or up walls.

swInGInG

You are able to swing along a line or cable. This may 
be from a device such as a grappling gun or it may 
be produced by yourself such as webbing.

Your lines have a Material Strength equal to your 
power rank, and you may use your power rank in-
stead of your Agility when performing feats of 
acrobatics using your line (including avoiding ranged 
attacks).

You may also use your line to perform the Snatch 
manoeuvre at Standard Range, using your power 
rank instead of your Strength.

telepathy
You are able to mentally communicate with others, 
reading their thoughts and projecting your own 
thoughts at them. Your targets must be within 
Standard Range when you make contact with them, 
but they may move out of that range without break-
ing contact.

If your target is unwilling, you must succeed in a 
Telepathy vs Grit Contest in order to establish the 
connection.

You can only read surface verbal thoughts while 
using your Telepathy, not memories, subconscious 
thoughts or feelings. People will generally express 
verbal thoughts in their native language, although 
fluent speakers of a local tongue may switch to 
thinking in that language.

Count how many rank shifts it would take to reduce 
your power rank to Zero. That is the number of 
people you can have simultaneous mental conversa-
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tions with, although it takes an action to add each 
person with the group. Those in the group who do 
not possess the Telepathy power themselves can 
only talk via you, not directly to each other.

If you connect to the mind of someone else with the 
Telepathy power, they may read your thoughts just 
as you can read theirs. You must succeed in a Nous 
vs Telepathy Contest to spot that they are trying 
to do this, and if you then succeed in a Telepathy 
vs Telepathy Contest you can block their thought 
reading and only transmit to them what you want 
to transmit to them.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Emotion Detection - You 
may choose to take the Emotion Detection power 
as an alternate power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): ESP - You may choose to 
take the ESP power (with the Proxy Limit) as an 
alternate power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Illusion - You may choose 
to take the Illusion power as an alternate power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Invisibility - You may also 
choose to take the Invisibility power (with the Sen-
tients Only Limit) as an alternate power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Mind Control - You may 
choose to take the Mind Control power as an al-
ternate power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Mind Shield - You may 
choose to take the Mind Shield power as an alter-
nate power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Power Detection - You may 
choose to take the Power Detection power (limited 
to mental powers only) as an alternate power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Super Senses - You may 
choose to take the Super Senses (Telelocation) 
power as an alternate power.

Flexibility: Mind Probe - You may dig into some-
one’s memories for specific information while you 
are in telepathic contact with them. You must know 
what you are searching for; you can’t simply go fish-
ing. If the target knows the information, you must 
succeed in a Telepathy vs Grit Contest to extract it.

Flexibility: Psychic Healing - You may repair psy-
chic damage to someone with whom you are in tel-
epathic contact. This works like the Healing power 
at your power rank but is limited to damage taken 
from mental sources (Illusions, Mental blasts, some 
Stuns, etc.).

Flexibility: Psychic Weapon - You are able to cre-
ate a melee weapon out of psychic energy. You wield 
it using your Combat ability as normal, but it does 
power rank damage and bypasses your opponent’s 

armour or Damage Reduction as if it were a Mental 
Blast.

Limit: Animals Only - You may only make telepathic 
contact with animals. Since they have no verbal 
thoughts, communication is limited to pictures.

teleportatIon

You are able to move between two points without 
needing to physically cross the distance between 
them. You may teleport to anywhere in Standard 
Range, although if you don’t have line of sight to 
your destination you must either teleport by dead 
reckoning or be teleporting to a place you are fa-
miliar with. You can teleport straight through solid 
objects regardless of their Material Strength but 
not through Force Fields.

When you arrive at your destination, you must suc-
ceed in a Teleport vs Bad Contest or be stunned 
for your next action.

Liquids, gasses and energy will part to accommo-
date your appearance, but if you ac-
cidentally or deliberately attempt 
to teleport into a solid object then 
you will be bounced back to where 
you teleported from and defend 
as if the object had made an attack 
on you using the Stunning power at a 
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rank equal to its Material Strength. You may choose 
whether the stun is targeted at your Health or 
your Grit.

Flexibility: Displacement - If you teleport into a 
solid object, you may make a Teleport vs Material 
Strength Contest. If you succeed, instead of bounc-
ing back you swap places with the object. If the 
object is particularly large (and non-sentient) you 
might only swap places with a you-shaped piece of it.

Flexibility: Flurry - You may very quickly teleport 
around your area hitting people as you go. Treat 
this as having the Fast Attack power at your power 
rank.

Flexibility: Gate - Instead of moving the new loca-
tion, you create a gate between the two locations. 
The gate will stay open for Standard Duration or 
until you will it closed, and while it is open anyone 
can pass through in either direction. Energy, gas-
ses, and fluids won’t pass through the gate unless 
someone actively brings them through.

Flexibility: Long Range - If you take an action to 
prepare before taking your action to teleport, you 
may teleport forty times your normal range (this 
means a range normally measured in areas would 
now be measured in miles). However, the difficulty 
of the contest to avoid being stunned when you 
arrive is increased to Phenomenal.

Flexibility: Penetrating - You may teleport through 
a Force Field by succeeding in a Teleport vs Force 
Field Contest. Failure has no consequences other 
than the wasted action.

Flexibility: Summoning - If you succeed in a Tel-
eport vs Agility Contest against someone or some-
thing within your normal teleport range, you can 
summon them to yourself.

Flexibility: Teleporting Dodge - You may use your 
Teleport rank instead of your Combat and Agility 
ranks when defending against aimed attacks.

Limit: Location Specific - You may only teleport to 
certain specific locations, as agreed with the GM 
when you acquire this Limit.

Limit: Transmit - You may only teleport through a 
particular medium, for example through electrical 
cables or from shadow to shadow. You must always 
enter and exit through your chosen medium.

transFormatIon

You are able to transform your shape into that of 
something or someone else. You gain the abilities 
and traits of the thing you are transforming into, 
with all abilities capped at your power rank (or your 
existing rank in that ability if greater). Whatever 
you transform into must be approximately your size, 
within around 50% either way. You are able to do 
one of the following three types of transformation 
(choose one when you acquire this power):

◊ Animals - You are able to transform into any kind 
of animal or into an anthropomorphic version of 
any kind of animal. While in animal form you gain 
the physical abilities of the animal type (ability 
scores, senses, attacks and movement capabili-
ties), but retain your own mental abilities and 
the ability to talk (unless you transform into an 
animal without a mouth). In anthropomorphic 
animal form you gain the senses, attacks and 
movement capabilities of the animal but retain 
your own ability scores, with the exception of 
one physical score appropriate to the type of 
animal which is raised to your power rank.

◊ Humanoids - You are able to transform into 
other humanoid forms, effectively perfectly 
imitating another person including their cloth-
ing and voice. You are a close enough match to 
fool fingerprint checks, retina scans, voiceprint 
analysis, and even DNA tests. However, you re-
tain your own ability scores and you do not gain 
any of the super powers of the person you are 
imitating.

◊ Objects - You are able to transform into nonliv-
ing objects; anything from a baseball bat to a 
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car to a chair. You gain the physical character-
istics of the object, including Material Strength 
and any movement capabilities, but retain your 
own mind. If the type of object that you have 
transformed into has no movement capability of 
its own, you can wriggle or shuffle at Terrible 
land speed but can’t effectively fight. You can 
still see and hear, even without eyes and ears, 
but you can only speak if you form a mouth on 
yourself somewhere; which might give you away.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Alternate Form - You 
may choose to take the Alternate Form power as 
an alternate power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Growth - You may choose 
to take the Growth power as an alternate power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Power Mimicry - You may 
also choose to take the Power Mimicry power as 
an alternate power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Shrinking - You may choose 
to take the Shrinking power as an alternate power.

Flexibility (Alt. Power): Stretching - You may 
choose to take the Stretching power as an alter-
nate power.

Flexibility: Extra Type - You can transform into a 
second type of thing, chosen when you acquire this 
Flexibility. You may take this Flexibility again to 
be able to transform into all three types of thing.

Flexibility: Instant - It does not take an action 
to transform into something.

Limit: Disguise - Your transformation is cosmetic 
only. You do not gain any of the abilities of the 
thing you have transformed into.

Limit: Mute - You can’t speak while in nonhuman 
forms. You may only make the normal sounds that 
your form would be able to make. This doesn’t al-
low you to communicate meaningfully with other 
animals if you are in animal form, since you do not 
understand the noises you are making.

Limit: One Type - You can only transform into a 
small subset of the forms available for your type 
of transformation, for example being able to trans-
form only into fish or only into cars. If you take this 
Limit a second time, you only have a single other 
form that you can transform into.

Limit: Tell - When transformed, it’s still obvious 
that it’s you. For example you might not change col-
our from your normal costume, or your face might 
always be visible in whatever form you take.

wall CrawlInG

You are able to cling to any surface, even ceilings. 
You grip the surface with a Strength equal to your 
power rank, for purposes of someone trying to pull 
you off it or when trying to cling to a surface while 
carrying a great weight. Note that even if you have 
a high power rank, the surface itself might break 
when subject to too much force, leaving you cling-
ing to a bit of it that has broken off.

wIzardry v
You are able to duplicate a wide variety of pow-
ers, using technology, magic, cosmic power, reality 
alteration, or some other means. Your powers all 
have the same power source. Choose one of the 
types of wizardry from the following:

◊ Gadgets - You are able to create gadgets that 
can be used by you or lent to others for their 
use. These can be technological de-
vices, magic items, cosmic power 
crystals, or another form of item 
appropriate to your character.

Making a gadget takes a single 
action, and you must have access 
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to whatever specialised source material you use 
to create your gadgets. If you are deprived of 
your source materials or you are restrained in 
some manner you can’t make gadgets. When 
you wish to make a gadget, make an Intellect vs 
Rank Contest, where Rank is the power rank of 
the power you wish the gadget to contain. The 
possible results are as follows:

◊ Failure - You have failed to make the gadget. 
You can’t try to make another gadget containing 
the same power this session unless you spend a 
Determination Point to do so (using a relevant 
trait to justify this).

◊ Moderate Success - You have made the gadget 
but it will only work once before needing repair-
ing or recharging.

◊ Major Success - You have made the gadget, and 
it will work for the rest of the session before 
needing repairing or recharging.

◊ Massive Success - You have made the gadget, 
and it will work for the rest of the session be-
fore needing repairing or recharging.

You may only have one gadget at a time, but you 
can cannibalise your existing gadget in order 
to make a new one. However, if you perform a 
Power Stunt, you may make an additional gadget 
using the same rules. These additional gadgets 
follow the normal rules of Power Stunts in that 
when you have made the same one successfully 
ten times, you acquire it as a new permanent 
super power.

◊ Reality Alteration - You have the ability to 
alter reality. This power does nothing on its 
own, but every other super power is available 
as an alternate power to it. When you acquire 
this power, choose three other powers and give 
yourself five marks towards acquiring each of 
those powers via the use of Power Stunts.

◊ Sorcery - You have the ability to cast spells 
via incantation and gesture. This power is most 
often associated with the Magic power source, 
but it can be derived from other sources, par-
ticularly mystical ones such as Cosmic, Divine 
or Infernal power.

By spending an action and succeeding in a Sor-
cery vs Rank Contest, where “Rank” is the power 

rank of the spell you wish to use, you 
may invoke a spell that replicates any 

other super power.

You must then cast the spell (i.e. 
use the power that the spell emu-

lates) on the action immediately af-
ter invoking it, or you lose it.

After a single use, you lose the spell anyway. 
However, there is no penalty for not invoking 
the spell once gained or for failing the contest 
to invoke it, other than the wasted time.

You must be able to speak incantations and ges-
ture in order to invoke a spell, and therefore 
if you are restrained you are unable to do so.

Limit: Limited Rank - If you have Gadgets, you may 
not invent gadgets with a higher power rank than 
your Intellect power rank. If you have Sorcery, you 
may not cast spells above your Sorcery power rank.

Limit: One Type - You are only able to emulate one 
type of power with your gadgets, spells or reality 
alteration.
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Animal Mimicry (Power) ..................................... 87
Animals ....................................................................51
Animal Transformation (Power) ..................... 104
Aquatic (Power) ....................................................59
Areas ......................................................................30
Armour ...................................................................36
Artificial (Origin) .................................................. 11
Art (Speciality) ....................................................20
Assault Rifle .........................................................53
Astral Projection (Power) ..................................59
Athletics (Speciality) .........................................20
Attacking ...............................................................30
Attack Modifiers .................................................35
Aura (Power) .........................................................59

B
Ballistic armour ...................................................53
Baseball bat .........................................................53
Binding (Power) ....................................................60
Binding Resistance (Power) ..............................96
Birthright (Origin) ............................................... 11
Blast (Power) ........................................................60
Bow .........................................................................53
Breaking Out ........................................................33
Burrowing (Power) ................................................61
Business (Speciality) ..........................................20

C
Campaign Rank ...................................................... 11
Catching .................................................................33
Charging ................................................................ 32
Children .................................................................50
Circular Vision (Power)......................................101

Cold Control (Power) ............................................71
Combat ...................................................................29
Combat (Ability) ...................................................12
Communication (Power) .....................................101
Comparisons ........................................................... 8
Comprehend Languages (Power) ....................101
Computers (Speciality) ......................................20
Contests .................................................................. 9
Continuum Control (Power) ................................61
Contriving Coincidence ............................... 44, 47
Corrosion (Power) ................................................63
Cosmic (Power Source) .......................................14
Cover ......................................................................35
Criminology (Speciality) ....................................20
Crocodiles ..............................................................51
Crossbow ...............................................................53
Crushing ................................................................33

d
Damage ...........................................................36, 40
Danger Sense (Power) .......................................64
Darkness Control (Power) .................................72
Dazzle (Power) .....................................................64
Density (Power) ...................................................64
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Density Ray (Power) ........................................... 57
Detection (Power) ...............................................64
Detection Resistance (Power)..........................96
Determination ................................. 10, 22, 43, 48
Devices ..................................................................49
Dimensional Sense (Power) ..............................101
Dimensional Travel (Power) ..............................65
Dimension Control (Power) ................................65
Direction Sense (Power) ..................................101
Divine (Power Source) .........................................14
Dogs .......................................................................52
Dream Control (Power) ......................................66
Driving (Speciality) .............................................20
Duplication (Power) ..............................................67
Dying ......................................................................38

e
Earth Control (Power) ........................................68
Electrical Control (Power) ................................72
Electronics (Speciality) .....................................20
Element Control (Power) ....................................67
Emotion Control (Power) .....................................71
Emotion Detection (Power) ...............................64
Empowerment (Power) .......................................93
Enemies .................................................................50
Energy Control (Power) ......................................71
Energy Detection (Power) .................................64
Energy Drain (Power) ......................................... 76
Energy Form (Power) ..........................................58
Ensuring Success .........................................44, 46
Environmental Awareness (Power) ................. 77
Environmental Interaction ...............................39
Equipment .............................................................53
Escaping ................................................................33
ESP (Power) .......................................................... 77
Evolution (Power).................................................78
Explosive Form (Power) .....................................58
Extra Body Parts (Power) .................................78

F
Failure ................................................. 9

Falling ..............................................42
Fast Attack (Power) ....................79
Fire Control (Power) ....................68

Flamethrower..................................53
Flexibilities ...................................17, 54

Flight (Power) .......................................................79
Fluid Form (Power) ..............................................58
Force Control (Power) ........................................73
Force Field (Power) .............................................79
Friction Control (Power) .....................................61
Fudge Dice ..........................................................5, 6
Full Holds ..............................................................38

G
Gadgets (Power) ................................................105
Game Master ......................................................... 4
Gang Leaders ........................................................51
Gaseous Form (Power) .......................................58
Genetic Mutation (Power Source) .................. 15
Gestalt (Power) ....................................................80
Gimmick (Origin) ...................................................12
GM. See Game Master
Goons ......................................................................51
Gorillas ..................................................................52
Grappling ............................................................... 32
Grappling gun .......................................................53
Gravity Control (Power) ......................................61
Grit (Ability) ..........................................................13
Growth (Power) ....................................................80
Growth Ray (Power) ............................................ 57

h
Handcuffs .............................................................53
Hand Grenade ......................................................53
Hawks ....................................................................52
Healing ...................................................................48
Healing (Power) ....................................................80
Health ....................................................................48
Health (Ability).....................................................12
Holds ......................................................................38
Humanoid Transformation (Power) ............... 104

I
Illusion/Images (Power) .....................................81
Illusion (Power) .....................................................81
Images (Power) ..............................................81, 82
Immortality (Power) ...........................................82
Improvement ........................................................48
Improvised Weapons .........................................35
Infernal (Power Source) ................................... 15
Infravision (Power) ............................................101
Innate (Power Source) ....................................... 15
Intellect (Ability) .................................................13
Interface (Power) ...............................................83
Interposing ...........................................................34
Investigation (Speciality) .................................20
Invisibility (Power) ..............................................83
Invisibility Ray (Power) ...................................... 57

k
Kills .........................................................................38
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Knife .......................................................................53

l
Languages (Speciality) ......................................20
Large Improvised Weapons .............................35
Law (Speciality) ....................................................21
Leadership (Speciality) ......................................21
Leaping ..................................................................30
Leaping (Power) ...................................................84
Life Support (Power) .........................................84
Light Control (Power) ......................................... 74
Limits ...............................................................17, 54
Lions .......................................................................52

m
Machine Control (Power) ...................................84
Magic (Power Source) ........................................ 15
Magnetic Control (Power) ................................. 74
Magnetic Detection (Power) .............................65
Major Success ....................................................... 9
Martial Arts (Speciality) ...................................21
Massive Success ................................................... 9
Material Mimicry (Power) ................................. 87
Material Strength ..............................................39
Matter Control (Power) .....................................85
Mechanics (Speciality) .......................................21
Medicine (Speciality) .................................. 21, 48
Melee ......................................................................31
Mental Blast (Power) ..........................................86
Mental Illusions (Power) .....................................81
Mental Resistance (Power) ...............................96
Mental Resistance (Speciality) .........................21
Microscopic Vision (Power) ..............................101
Military (Speciality) ............................................21
Mimicry (Power) ................................................... 87
Mind Control (Power) ..........................................89
Mind Shield (Power).............................................91
Moderate Success ................................................ 9
Morphic Fabric .................................................... 24
Movement........................................................30, 41
Moving Target ......................................................35

n
Negative Qualities .............................................23
Negative traits ..................................... 23, 43, 46
Nemesis (Power) ................................................. 87
Nightstick .............................................................53
Ninja ........................................................................51
Nous (Ability) ........................................................13

o
Object Transformation (Power) .................... 104
Occult (Speciality) ...............................................21
Origin ...................................................................... 11

p
Panthers ................................................................52
Partial Armour .....................................................36
Partial Holds ........................................................38
PC. See Player Character
Penetration Vision (Power) ..............................101
Perform (Speciality) ............................................21
Phasing (Power) ....................................................91
Phasing Ray (Power) ........................................... 57
Pilot (Speciality) ...................................................21
Pistol ......................................................................53
Plant Control (Power) .........................................69
Plant Mimicry (Power) ........................................88
Player Character ....................................................7
Police Officers ......................................................51
Positive Qualities ................................................23
Positive traits ............................................... 23, 43
Postcognition (Power) .........................................92
Power Boost (Power) ..........................................93
Power Control (Power) .......................................93
Power Mimicry (Power) ......................................88
Powers .............................................................14, 54
Power Source Detection (Power) ....................65
Power Sources ......................................................14
Power Stunt .........................................................49
Power Stunts ........................................................45
Power Suppression (Power) ..............................94
Power Use (Speciality) .......................................21
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Precognition (Power) ..........................................94
Probability Control (Power) .............................. 62
Projectile Attacks ...............................................31
Psychiatry (Speciality) .......................................21
Psychic (Power Source) ..................................... 15
Pushing Your Limits .....................................43, 46

r
Radiation Control (Power) .................................75
Radiation Detection (Power) ............................65
Ranks.........................................................................7
Rank Shifts ............................................................ 8
Rank Values .............................................................7
Readied Attack ...................................................35
Reality Alteration (Power) .............................. 106
Recovering Stamina ............................................44
Reflection (Power)...............................................95
Regeneration (Power) ........................................96
Resistance (Power) .............................................96
Riot shield .............................................................53
Rocket launcher ..................................................53
Rounds ...................................................................29
Running ..................................................................30

s
Science! (Power Source) .................................... 15
Science (Speciality) ............................................ 22
Sensory Resistance (Power) .............................96
Servant (Power) ...................................................96
Shadow Form (Power).........................................58
Sharks ...................................................................52
Shields ...................................................................36
Shotgun .................................................................53
Shrinking (Power) ................................................ 97
Shrinking Ray (Power) ........................................ 57
Slams ...................................................................... 37
Sleight of Hand (Speciality) ............................ 22
Snatching ..............................................................33
Sniper Rifle ...........................................................53
Soldiers ..................................................................51
Solid Form (Power) ..............................................58
Sonic Control (Power) .........................................75
Sorcery (Power)................................................. 106
Spatial Control (Power) ..................................... 62
Spatial Sense (Power) .......................................101
Special Effects ................................................... 37
Specialities ............................................................19
Speed ......................................................................41
Spinning (Power) ..................................................98
Spirit Control (Power) ........................................98

Spirit Detection (Power) ......................65
Stab vest .............................................53

Stamina ........................22, 38, 44, 48
Standard Duration .......................54
Standard Range ...........................54
Stealth (Speciality) ..................... 22

Strength (Ability) ...........................13
Stretching (Power) ............................99

Strike (Power) ....................................................100
Stunning ................................................................38
Stunning (Power) ...............................................100
Super Senses (Power) ......................................100
Super Speed (Power) ....................................... 102
Supporting Cast ..................................................50
Surprise Attack ..................................................35
Surviving Lethal Injuries ..................................45
Swimming ..............................................................30
Swinging (Power) ............................................... 102
Sword .....................................................................53

t
Team Determination ........................................... 47
Telelocation (Power) ...........................................101
Telepathy (Power) .............................................. 102
Teleportation (Power) ....................................... 103
Telescopic Vision (Power) ..................................101
Thrown Attacks ....................................................31
Tigers .....................................................................52
Time Control ......................................................... 62
Time Control (Power) .......................................... 62
Time Sense (Power) ...........................................101
Tracking Sense (Power).....................................101
Trained (Origin) .....................................................12
trait ........................................................................49
Traits ............................................................... 23, 43
Transformation (Power) ................................... 104
Transformation Ray (Power) ............................. 57
Transformed (Origin) ..........................................12
Trick Shots ............................................................34
True Sight (Power) .............................................101
Tyrannosaurus Rexes .........................................52

u
Ultraviolet Vision (Power) ................................101
Unconsciousness .................................................38
Underwater Combat (Speciality) .................... 22
Unorthodox Methods ........................................45
Unseen Opponents .............................................36

v
Value Reductions ................................................... 9
Vibration Control (Power) ................................. 76
Visitor (Origin) ......................................................12

w
Wall Crawling (Power) .......................................105
Water Control (Power) .......................................70
Weapons ................................................................35
Weapons (Speciality) ......................................... 22
Weather Control (Power) ..................................70
Weight ...................................................................39
Wizardry (Power) ..............................................105
Wolves ....................................................................52
Wrestling (Speciality) ........................................ 22
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open Game lICense
desIGnatIon oF open Content

All text in this game (with the exception of the license below) is Open Game Content, released under 
the following license:

open Game lICense versIon 1.0a
The following text is the property of Wizards of the Coast, Inc. and is Copyright 2000 Wizards of the 
Coast, Inc (“Wizards”). All Rights Reserved.

1. Definitions: (a)”Contributors” means the copyright and/or trademark owners who have contributed 
Open Game Content; (b)”Derivative Material” means copyrighted material including derivative works 
and translations (including into other computer languages), potation, modification, correction, addition, 
extension, upgrade, improvement, compilation, abridgment or other form in which an existing work 
may be recast, transformed or adapted; (c) “Distribute” means to reproduce, license, rent, lease, sell, 
broadcast, publicly display, transmit or otherwise distribute; (d)”Open Game Content” means the game 
mechanic and includes the methods, procedures, processes and routines to the extent such content 
does not embody the Product Identity and is an enhancement over the prior art and any additional 
content clearly identified as Open Game Content by the Contributor, and means any work covered by 
this License, including translations and derivative works under copyright law, but specifically excludes 
Product Identity. (e) “Product Identity” means product and product line names, logos and identifying 
marks including trade dress; artifacts; creatures characters; stories, storylines, plots, thematic ele-
ments, dialogue, incidents, language, artwork, symbols, designs, depictions, likenesses, formats, poses, 
concepts, themes and graphic, photographic and other visual or audio representations; names and de-
scriptions of characters, spells, enchantments, personalities, teams, personas, likenesses and special 
abilities; places, locations, environments, creatures, equipment, magical or supernatural abilities or 
effects, logos, symbols, or graphic designs; and any other trademark or registered trademark clearly 
identified as Product identity by the owner of the Product Identity, and which specifically excludes 
the Open Game Content; (f) “Trademark” means the logos, names, mark, sign, motto, designs that are 
used by a Contributor to identify itself or its products or the associated products contributed to the 
Open Game License by the Contributor (g) “Use”, “Used” or “Using” means to use, Distribute, copy, edit, 
format, modify, translate and otherwise create Derivative Material of Open Game Content. (h) “You” or 
“Your” means the licensee in terms of this agreement.

2. The License: This License applies to any Open Game Content that contains a notice indicating that 
the Open Game Content may only be Used under and in terms of this License. You must affix such a 
notice to any Open Game Content that you Use. No terms may be added to or subtracted from this 
License except as described by the License itself. No other terms or conditions may be applied to any 
Open Game Content distributed using this License.

3. Offer and Acceptance: By Using the Open Game Content You indicate Your acceptance of the terms 
of this License.

4. Grant and Consideration: In consideration for agreeing to use this License, the Contributors grant 
You a perpetual, worldwide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license with the exact terms of this License 
to Use, the Open Game Content.

5. Representation of Authority to Contribute: If You are contributing original material as 
Open Game Content, You represent that Your Contributions are Your original creation and/
or You have sufficient rights to grant the rights conveyed by this License.
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6. Notice of License Copyright: You must update the COPYRIGHT NOTICE portion of this License to 
include the exact text of the COPYRIGHT NOTICE of any Open Game Content You are copying, modi-
fying or distributing, and You must add the title, the copyright date, and the copyright holder’s name 
to the COPYRIGHT NOTICE of any original Open Game Content you Distribute.

7. Use of Product Identity: You agree not to Use any Product Identity, including as an indication as 
to compatibility, except as expressly licensed in another, independent Agreement with the owner of 
each element of that Product Identity. You agree not to indicate compatibility or co-adaptability with 
any Trademark or Registered Trademark in conjunction with a work containing Open Game Content 
except as expressly licensed in another, independent Agreement with the owner of such Trademark or 
Registered Trademark. The use of any Product Identity in Open Game Content does not constitute a 
challenge to the ownership of that Product Identity. The owner of any Product Identity used in Open 
Game Content shall retain all rights, title and interest in and to that Product Identity.

8. Identification: If you distribute Open Game Content You must clearly indicate which portions of the 
work that you are distributing are Open Game Content.

9. Updating the License: Wizards or its designated Agents may publish updated versions of this License. 
You may use any authorized version of this License to copy, modify and distribute any Open Game Con-
tent originally distributed under any version of this License.

10 Copy of this License: You MUST include a copy of this License with every copy of the Open Game 
Content You Distribute.

11. Use of Contributor Credits: You may not market or advertise the Open Game Content using the name 
of any Contributor unless You have written permission from the Contributor to do so.

12 Inability to Comply: If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms of this License with 
respect to some or all of the Open Game Content due to statute, judicial order, or governmental regu-
lation then You may not Use any Open Game Material so affected.

13 Termination: This License will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with all terms herein and 
fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. All sublicenses shall survive 
the termination of this License.

14 Reformation: If any provision of this License is held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be 
reformed only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable.

15 COPYRIGHT NOTICE

Open Game License v 1.0 Copyright 2000, Wizards of the Coast, Inc.

Fudge System Reference Document Copyright 2005, Grey Ghost Press, Inc.; Authors Steffan O’Sullivan 
and Ann Dupuis, with additional material by Peter Bonney, Deird’Re Brooks, Reimer Behrends, Shawn 
Garbett, Steven Hammond, Ed Heil, Bernard Hsiung, Sedge Lewis, Gordon McCormick, Kent Matthew-
son, Peter Mikelsons, Anthony Roberson, Andy Skinner, Stephan Szabo, John Ughrin, Dmitri Zagidulin.

FATE (Fantastic Adventures in Tabletop Entertainment), Copyright 2003 by Evil Hat Productions LLC; 
Authors Robert Donoghue and Fred Hicks.

Spirit of the Century, Copyright 2006, Evil Hat Productions LLC. Authors Robert Donoghue, Fred Hicks 
and Leonard Balsera.

ICONS, Copyright 2010, Steve Kenson, author Steve Kenson.

The Villainomicon, Copyright 2010, Adamant Entertainment, Authors Steve Kenson, G.M. Skarka, Walt 
Ciechanowski, Morgan Davie, and Theron Bretz

Great Power, Copyright 2013, Ad Infinitum Adventures, Author: Steve Kenson

Masks, Copyright 2014, Blacky the Blackball
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name: ................................................
seCret IdentIty: ................................................ 
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h

a
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player: ................................................

speCIalItIesmaxImum stamIna: ....................

Current stamIna: ....................

startInG determInatIon: ....................

Current determInatIon: ....................

pushes: ....................

pushes: ....................

pushes: ....................

pushes: ....................

pushes: ....................

pushes: ....................

pushes: ....................

rank power FlexIBIlItIes & lImIts pushes

posItIve traIts neGatIve traIts



Contest Blunt 
Melee

Lethal 
Melee

Blunt 
Thrown

Lethal 
Thrown

Blunt 
Proj

Lethal 
Proj Charge Trick 

Shot Grapple Escape Breakout Snatch Catch Slam? Stun? Kill?

Abilities C vs C C vs C A vs A A vs A A vs A A vs A C/H vs C Varies C vs C C vs C S vs S S vs S A vs Spd S vs Dm H vs Dm H vs Dm

Fail Miss Miss Miss Miss Miss Miss Miss Miss Miss Held Held Miss Hit Back Unc. Dying

Minor Hit Hit Hit Hit Hit Hit Slam? Miss Partial Partial Partial M/Brk? Damaged Down Stun Unc.

Major Slam? Stun? Hit Stun? Hit Hit Slam? Hit Full Full Full S/Brk? Caught - - -

Massive Stun? Kill? Stun? Kill? Stun? Kill? Stun? Special Crush Free Free Snatch Caught - - -

Rank Range Duration Damage Weight Material Strength Land/Water Speed Air/Space Speed

Ze[0] - - - - - - -

Te[2] Touch 1 Round Stick Toddler, Chair, Badger, Large cat Cardboard box Child, Snake, Mouse Pigeon, Chicken

Bd[4] Same Area 1 Round Kitchen knife, Dagger,
Falling one storey Child, Dog Glass window, 

Bottle Adult, Bear, Cat, Kangaroo Swallow, Goose

Av[6] 1 Area 2 Rounds Baseball/cricket bat, Machete, 
Hammer, Camp fire Full suitcase, Adolescent, Sheep Plasterboard wall Wolf, Horse, Shark, 

Bicycle, Town traffic Zeppelin

Dc[10] 3 Areas 3 Rounds Axe, Sword, Arrow,
Falling three storeys Washing machine, One adult Internal door, 

Broom handle
Antelope, Lion, Moped,

Motor boat WW1 bi-plane

Gt[20] 5 Areas 4 Rounds Normal calibre pistol or rifle, 
House fire Motorcycle, Two adults, Leopard External door, 

Wooden wall, Chair
Cheetah, Sailfish, Lorry, 

Motorway traffic Eagle

Wc[30] 7 Areas 5 Rounds Machine gun or sniper rifle, 
Blaster pistol, Falling five storeys

Grand piano, Three adults, 
Horse Concrete slab Van, Hovercraft Peregrine Falcon

Fa[40] 10 Areas 8 Rounds Hand grenade, Ballista,
Chemical fire Small car, Hippopotamus Corrugated iron 

sheet, Safety glass Speedboat Helicopter

As[50] 20 Areas
(½ Mile)

10 Rounds
(1 Minute)

Stick of dynamite, Cannon, Heavy 
blaster, Falling ten storeys

Lorry, Bulldozer, Private jet, 
Elephant, Dinosaur Asphalt, Brick wall Jeep WW2 fighter plane

Wo[75] 1 Mile 1½ Minutes Mortar shell, Rocket propelled 
grenade, Trebuchet

Tank, Train locomotive,
Fishing boat, Humpback whale

Steel plating, Iron 
girder Family car Modern propeller-

driven plane

Ph[100] 1½ Miles 2 Minutes Anti-tank shell, Falling twenty or 
more storeys, Immersion in lava

Passenger jet, Space shuttle, 
Blue whale

Tank armour, Stone 
castle wall Rally car Passenger jet

Ss[150] 2 Miles 5 Minutes Battleship shell, Ion cannon Jumbo Jet, House Boulder Arrow, Generic sports car Speed of sound

Ds[200] 4 Miles 15 Minutes Cruise missile Submarine, Passenger ferry - Performance car Bullet

Ts[500] 10 Miles 1 Hour ICBM Frigate, Nuclear reactor, Rocket - Formula one car Modern hypersonic jet

Pl[1000] 100 Miles 1 Day Nuclear warhead Skyscraper, Oil rig,
Aircraft carrier - Jet propelled car Orbiting space 

shuttle, Comet

St[3000] 10,000 Miles 1 Week Anti-matter torpedo Mountain, Town - Speed of sound Light speed

Co[5000] 1,000,000 Miles 1 Year Asteroid strike, Mass driver City, Moon - Bullet Warp speed

In[∞] Infinite Forever Supernova Planet, Star Instant movement


